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It is the primary purpose of the present study to develop a workable
career guidance program which can.cater for the needs of the secondary
school students in Hong Kong, and which can be adopted on a larger scale
by some other prarprofessionals,
The program focusing on vocational self-understanding and career
decision-making was structured round the career decision-making strategies.
Three packets were developed--the Helper's Guide, the Students's Handbook
and the Students' Workbook---to facilitate future implementation of the
program
The planned program composed of ten seventy-five-minute sessions
was implemented in .a secondary school from April to May• Twenty-five
Form 3 students participated in the career guidance group which was led
by the writer who was also the program planner and evaluator. Formative
evaluation was conducted while the program was in progress. When the
ten sessions were over, the participants together with the control group
took the posttest--the Modified Genei-al Occupational Themes and the
Career Dec .6ion-Making and Planning Questionnaires-.-which aimed at
comparing the performance of the two groups and ascertaining. the
effectiveness of the program*
Results obtained from both formative and summative evaluations were
encouraging on the whole. Even though.significant difference was not.
detected in the two. groups' performance in the Modified General Occupatm
ional .Themes ti resits from other sources indicated:. that the career guidance
group participants had acquired better career decision-making skills- they
had favourable opinions towards the career guidance program and believed
that I they had benefitted ffobarticiatin in the grouioa
To conclude, the present study achieved what the writer had set
out to do right at the beginning--to plan a program, to implement it
and to evaluate it With the suggestions and recommendations generated
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You have been told also that life is darkness,and in your
weariness you echo what was said by the weary.
And I day that life is indeed darkness save when there is urge,
And all urge is blind save when there is knowledge.
And all knowledge is vain save when there is work,
And all work is empty save when there is love,
And when you work with love you bind yourself to yourself,
and to one another..." Gibran, K. 1968, p.26)
Statement of problem
Indeed, WORK is a paramount factor in life-- it permits the imple-
mentation of knowledge and skills acquired through education; it
germinates life happiness it confers meaning and rt on our very
existence and it impingesJon all aspects of life. If so, it should also
be one of the educational goals to equip students for working with love
and working with joy.
In Hong Kong, the inculcation of career related attitudes and
skills is an even more pressing need in view of the large majority of
students who are 'non-college-bound or early school leavers. However
what have the educators been doing so far to accornplish this mission
delegated to them ? Have we already done enough? And ought we to do
more ?
At present, in most of the secondary schools in Hong Kong, the
responsibility, for providing career guidance to students rests in the
hands of career masters and form masters. Career master is either
appointed by the.school principal or elected by colleagues to be the one
who has to shoulder the main responsibility for disseminating advice and
information to students. About 80 % of them join the Hong Kong Associat-
ion of Career Masters which, after being established in 1958, has been
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providing a lot of useful information to schools through talks, seminars
and newsletters The form masters, on the other hand, may also offer
some help and advice to those students who ask for assistance with their
educational and occupational decision-making and planning. So far, it
can be seen that both career masters and form teachers have been playing
the role of an advice-giver and an information-giver. However, in light
of the amazingly sophisticated and rapidly changing situations in the
world of work, one my wonder whether the provision of information and
advice is adequate in meeting students' needs and whether the career
masters and teachers possess the expertise to offer sound advice or
career guidance services to students.
With the coming of the Student Guidance Officer Scheme which was
set forward in the 1979 White Paper on Social Welfare, one may now query
whether the professional social workers stationed at the secondary
schools can help ease the problem. The answer unfortunately, is in the
negative. Firstly, in secondary schools, a ratio of one social worker.
for every 4,000 pupils has been adopted (1979 White Paper on Social
Welfare), 1implying that the social workers may barely have enough time
to provide 'remedial' counseling to a small number of students who have
serious academic, social or emotional problems. Secondly, school social
work, is designed to help students whose, academic, social and emotional
development is in jeopardy"; its overall goal is to reduce and prevent
anti-social and delinquent behaviours (1979 White Paper on Social
Welfare). The provision of career guidance services geared for the
majority of students is thus not one of its major concerns. Thirdly,
career guidance is in itself a specialised branch of knowledge which is
different from the social work concepts and approaches. Thus, it still
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remains doubtful whether social workers will have acquired the essential
knowledge and skills in developing and implementing career guidance
services. In view of these, it is expected that in the near future,
career guidance will still be left in the hands of teachers and career
masters.
Apart from the school setting, another source from which students
usually, seek advice and information is the Youth Employment Advisory
Section of the Labour Department. Besides offering placement services,
it has, through• a variety of ways-- publishing a, monthly career
newsletter-which is distributed to schools, delivering talks on careers,
organising career information exhibition, operating careers reference
library and so- on---been fulfilling its function as a career information
bureau reasonably well. All these seem to indicate that the career
guidance students'have been receiving so far is mostly and merely in the
form of information-giving.
However, a lot of research studies and theories reveal that
information-giving alone is-not sufficient. Wright (1967) believed that
to surround students with information without helping them to learn how
to apply it to make decision is like throwing someone'into a lake and
ask him to learn to swim. all by himself.. Choosing an educational/
occupational alternative is an emotional, social as well as educational
problem which actually cannot be solved by the mere receiving of
information--information which is usually highly objective and rarely
related- to the individual'-s. characteristics and personal traits. In
order to choose well, an individual needs to discover his personal
characteristics, relate them to the broad array of educational and
occupational alternatives and weigh them on both affective and cognitive
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levels. The provision of information is thus inadequate because it
cannot help students to assess their-own personal traits. Moreover, a
study conducted by Bodden James, (1976) also revealed that subjects,
owing to intrusions of their own attitudes and feelings, are not able to
handle information objectively and make fine discriminations among
occupations unless: they are taught to do so and that occupational
information has no appreciable impact upon subjects' ability to choose
among occupations.
In fact, a few surveys conducted in Hong Kong also revealed that as
a consequence of the undue emphasis on information-making, students are
often at a loss when a decision-point is reached and generally feel that
they need more help with their career decision-making. Their
'disabilities' can be evidenced in some surveys, for example, in 1969,
Mitchell found that a large number of pupils (41% of the boys and 37% of
the girls) were undecided about their future. Tang (1972), in surveying
about 1200 Form 4 and % students, also found that only 51% of the
students knew their strengths, 49% knew.what kinds of-job s were similar
to- their personality and 60% knew what kinds,of jobs were.similar to
the goals they had set up for themselves. Another survey conducted by
the Hong Kong Counseling Center for Students- in 1981 also revealed that
among those 500 Form 3 respondents, only 18% knew information regarding
going to work or pursuing further studies 37.9% knew only some of the
information the rest were entirely in the dark.
Students' 'disabilities' may be due to the inadequacy of the
.present career guidance services. A survey conducted by the Labour
Department in 1973 showed that among those 4400 secondary school
students, nearly half of them (43.7%) had not received career advice of
5any sort. In the 1981 survey, 68.5% of students who knew all or some of
the information felt that it was not enough. Consequently, in nearly all
surveys cited above, we can see that students generally express a strong
need for more career guidance. Tang's study (1972) indicated that 90%
of the students would prefer to have someone help them choose or find a
job and would talk with a counselor about their future career plan. In
the l981 survey, 67 % of the students felt that they needed some
guidance or counseling as they were at a loss about what they could do
when they graduated from Form 3.'The surveys reported here indicate that
students expressed need for help with career planning stands in sharp
contrast to the help students feel they have received.
The underestimating of the importance of-career decision-making and
planning skills also produces serious adverse. effects on our world of
work. The 1981 survey revealed that disregarding their abilities,
interests, job requirements and, so on, about 93% of the Form 3
students still regard the pursuit of education in a grammar school, as
the only alternative and neglect other options which may be more viable
for them. Similarly, most Form 5 leavers would choose to take up further
study in Form 6 or even repeat in Form 5 in the hope that they would get
better results in their second attempt in the Certificate of.Education
Examination (Labour Department, 1973). For those who intend to work, few
are industrially and technically oriented. The academic type of
education seems to have type-cast them for a clerical role and the lack
of suitable career guidance also, mans that they are not helped in
exploring other training or job alternatives. That is why it is
generally conceded that Hong Kong lacks the middle category of the
labour force and that there is a relatively poor match between the
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demands and supply of trained manpower( Mitchell, 1969;Simpson, 1967;
Report of the Advisory Caittee on Diversification, 1979) Moreover,
owing to their lack of experience. and knowledge in making career
decisions, job dissatisfaction is a common phenomenon among the fresh
graduates. This is evidenced in a local survey which revealed that a
high percentage (63.6%) of workers intended to change their jobs soon
after taking up their first job (Labour Department,1973). The students'
apparent lack of knowledge of work options and career planning process
thus have bad effects on the.society as well.
All these point to one fact--students need, more career guidance in
order to handle the employment needs and changes of the future teachers
and career masters who have to shoulder the responsibility for providing
career guidance to,students also need the skills and concepts necessary
for teaching students good career planning.
Education is not a game and children's lives are not to be lightly
played with. It is really time for us to do something so as to help
eauio our students for 'life'!
Purpose of the study
In view of the weaknesses exhibited by the existing school career
guidance services, it is the purpose of this study to design. a program
that can better meet the needs of students. The program will serve as a
preventive intervention -geared to preventing the occurrence of serious.
career choice problems which may result either in students` seeking help
from significant others or in their later job dissatisfaction.
Another purpose of this study is to develop a replicable program
that can be adopted by teachers and paraprofessionals who may not have
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chance to receive extensive counseling training. Thus, a detailed
description of the whole. program and the rationale behind it are
prepared so that others can easily follow and implement the program.
Moreover, prior to implementation on a broader scale, the present
program is implemented, evaluated and refined to ensure that the inter-
vention will be effective and reliable.
Significance of the study
The present study will have great impact on students, teachers,
counselors and, the world of work. From the students' point of view, a
career guidance program like this will have long-lasting and far
reaching effects on their career development. The program, with its
focus on self understanding ad decision-making, can equip them with the
necessary skills and knowledge for their later life development.
Actually, it has been found that such skills may not be uniformly or
developmentally acquired as a part of the growing-up, maturing process
(Celatt & Clarke, 1967; Tierney & Herman, 1973) and thus students have
to learn them before they can utilize them with facility.
Moreover, owing to our limited resources and manpower, the
traditional individual-interview-oriented methods can no longer met the
students' need for service. The present program, which tries to help
students acquire information about self and career in more systematic,
comprehensive and inexpensive ways, can thus meet the students' needs
more effectively.
From the school teachers' and counselors' point of view, the
development of such a replicable, ready-made career guidance program can
ease much of their burdens. So far, teachers' lack of training in
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psychology and counseling seems to have restricted the expansion of
career guidance to the mere provision of information delivered through
individual counseling that is directive and advice-giving in nature.
Now, by following the. steps listed in the program closely, they can
start implementing a more comprehensive guidance program in their own
schools with more confidence. The adoption of group approach also allows
them to ,reach more students who need career assistance and leave them
with more time for. counseling those who have serious problems. Moreover,
the principles and-rationales underlying program design can. serve as
guidelines for teachers to modify the program in. order to match the
specific characteristics of their students.
From the societal point of view, the program is a response to the
present urge for diversification. Diversification refers to the process
through which resources are. continually adjusted in response to the
changes in market situation, technological advancement and so on. In
order to diversify, the labour force needs to receive the appropriate
vocational education and training (Report of the Advisory Committee on.
Diversification, 1979). The present program--one which aims at helping
students explore more educational and occupational alternatives and
making them give up their fantasies which are mostly coloured by
idealism--can be of invaluable help in bringing about a distribution of
high-school students in. vocational. choices which are more compatible
with the actual distribution of workers in the job market, thus ensuring
diversification of the economy. Moreover, as.students have explored the
occupational alternatives thoroughly and choose those. which are more
ccatible with their interests, aptitudes and abilities, they are more
likely to do a job well and to be satisfied with their jobs.
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Finally, the way that career guidance has always been done in the
Hong Kong schools shows that. most schools conceptualise career guidance
in very limited terms or even misconceive its real nature. To many,
career guidance may be equivalent to information-giving and
advice-giving This study then, can demonstrate what career idance
really is and to what extent it is applicable to the students here.
Hopefully, this very first venture can kindle the enthusiasm of some
teachers and guidance personnel and stimulate interests and many-other
similar attempts se that paraprofessionals can have more programs to
hold on to in the delivering of more effective career guidance services.
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CHAPTER TWO REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
In this chapter, theories related to career--career guidance,
career development, career decision-making and self-understanding-- will
be reviewed in order to build up a frame of reference and a theoretical
base on which understanding and insight can be developed for program
planning. Before reviewing them, it should be noted that there is no
clearly marked boundary separating them into distinct categories as laid
out here. In fact, they are closely interwoven together--self-
understandin is an essential factor in decision-making which, in turn,I
is a main c ncern of most of the career development theories; career
development theories, on the other hand, also lay the foundations onl
which most o the career guidance theories are ba ed. However, in order
to facilitat understanding and to avoid repetitions, they are roughly,
divided into four parts: Part one will focus on the definition of
career guidance; Part Two, a few most prominent career development
theories; Part Three, the career decision-making process itself and the
last part the definition of vocational self-understanding and its role
in counseling and guidance.
Theories of career guidance
Career guidance was first conceptualised in 1908 when Frank Parsons
founded the Vocational--Bureau in Boston and coined the term 'vocational
guidance' in his book Choosing a Vocation (Shertzer & Stone, 1976). It
is only until the last two decades when theorists like Super and
Ginzberg begin to broaden the role. of vocational guidance and replace it.
by the term 'career guidance'. Such a shift in terminology is not simply
semantic it also denotes changes in its purpose and practices.
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The meaning of career guidance can be well explicated by looking at
the two words separately. 'Career' originates from the Latin word
'carrus' which means a cart or a four-wheeled baggage wagon. Derived
from this is the word 'carraria', meaning a road for vehicles and the
French word 'carriere', meaning highway. From. whence comes the word
'career meaning the route to what is ahead of one or in other words, a
life journey (Partridge, 1966). Considering this, Super (1957) defines
career as the, sequence of training, jobs. and positions held during the
course of an individual's life time. Thus,Itheterm 'career', has come to
be used in a much broadened sense now to describe an individual's life
long work pattern and' is distinguished from terms like vocation, job and
occupation.
'Guidance', on the o er hand, is derived from the root word
guide' whic mans to direct, steer, or to shew others the way.
Therefore, 'guidance' is frequently used to rdenote the process of
helping individual to understand themselves and their word and to solve
problems. Even though both guidance and counseling are.helping processes
aiming at facilitating and promoting individual growth, yet they also
differ in certain aspects. Firstly, guidance adopts a positive and
preventive view--it anticipates needs of the individual and makes
provision for meting needs. Its main concern is to help individuals
acquire information and skills, gain insights into new problems.
Counseling, however, adopts a remedial and problem-solving view and aims-
at resolving personal and emotional- problems which have arison (Kirby,
1971). Secondly, in guidance, the focus is on the topics of experience
which are selected by the counselor or leader and which are handled in
an 'academic' manner. In counseling, the focus is upon the individual
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and upon changing his behavior; the topic is decided according to the
individual's immediate or stated concerns (Mahler, 1971).
When put together, 'career guidance' then denotes the process a
helping professional or paraprofessional engages in for the of
promoting an individual's career success and satisfaction. This involves
helping him acquire knowledge, attitudes and skills which can equip him
for mastering any work-related positions in his life process like
receiving job training, getting a job, holding and advancing in one, and
even retirement.
Actually, career guidance is now being more and-more equated to
life guidance career goal, to life goal. Proponents of.this philosophy
believe that it is quite impossible to.separate an individual's career
from his life pattern because owing to the increasing c lexitY and
interrelatedness of all aspects of society, it is now quite difficult to
clearly separate one role from another, one event from another (Gysbers
and Moors, 1975). In addition, the life of an individual is an organic
whole, not a mixture of differing and conflicting elements thus, when
choosing a job, the entire pattern of life should be considered (Jones,
Stefflre & Stewart, 1970) as it seems impossible to,set only one segment
apart for considering. Moreover, since career is a vital part of a
person's life and absorbs more of his working hours than any other
activities, it will surely have a bearing on his choice of other
avocational leisure time and social activities as well as his
satisfaction with life (Pell & Furbay, 1975; Super, 1957).Choosing a
career will thus mean choosing .a whole new way of living. Therefore, if
a person wants, to have a happy and productive and meaningful life, his
job must fit into his life pattern as a whole and contribute to the
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attainment of his life goal. Life/Career guidance thus refers to the
process of assisting individual to integrate the roles, settings and
events of his life over the life span. With this, career guidance is now
being viewed in its full sense with its long-range goal being the
development of a meaningful and satisfying life style.
Running parallel to this emphasis on guidance towards life goal is
the growing emphasis on exploration of personal traits and attributes
related to career choice. Formerly, the main concern of vocational
guidance workers was on the provision of occupational information. Now,
after discovering the various psychological factors which affect choice,
they begin to realize that neither information nor advice is adequate
and that career choice is a process internal to the person (Hansen.
Tennyson,1975). Thus, the acquiring of information about self becoms an
essential part of career guidance.
Implications: The above discussion about career guidance generates a
few guidelines for designing a career guidance program. First, career
guidance is preventive in nature--it helps individual not only to solve
the immediate problems but to become better able to solve future ones.
Second, the emphasis on life/career guidance suggests that the
vocational, recreational, social,civic activities and so on are all
aspects -of life and are closely interwoven together. Thus a vocational
activity--a job-- is more than a collection of work duties as-it also
affects -the kind of life led by the individuals. In view of this,
guidance that only aims at making the choice of an occupation based on
external information but not the other life factors--roles, positions
and goals--can never be effective as it considers only one segment of
life and ignores othersegments which exert influence on it.
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Third, as career choice is affected by one's self-concept, it is
necessary that career guidance activities help people achieve self-
understanding. Even in the provision of occupational information,
guidance workers should help individual to relate this to his personal
values and other attributes in order, to determine whether a certain job
will provide satisfaction for psychosocial needs.
Theories of career development theories
Career, deve lopment, as defined by Herr & Cramer (1979) is the
total constellation of psychological, sociological, educational,
physical,econanic factors that carbine to shape the career of any given
individual (p.9). Actually, in the past, three decades, a vast reservoir
of career development theories has been stored up and has been supplying
the helping professions with flows of new-ideas which serve as an
impetus to the current design and implementation of career counseling
and guidance practices. However, for our present purposes, only a few
more widely accepted career development theories which can help set up
the theoretical base of the program will be reviewed here.
Ginzberg's theory-- Ginzberg is one of the early leaders who postulate
career development as a process which begins at the birth of the
individual and culminates in an occupational choice in his early
twenties. This developmental process is pictured as having three
principal periods--the period of fantasy choice (from birth to age 11)
tentative choice (age 11 to 17), realistic choice (age 17 and early
twenties). The fantasy choice period is characterised by the possession
of arbitrary choices that lack any rational or realistic base. The
period of tentative choice is one when individual begins to explore his
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personal traits. This period is subdivided into four stages--the
interest stage, capacity stage, value stage and transition stage. At
this stage, the individual may be able to express a preference but may
not feel any real confidence, in or commitment to it. The period of
realistic choice is also thought to progress through three stages--
exploration, crystallization and specification. It is expected that
after evaluating the vocationally related factors realistically, the
individual, at the end of this stage, can be able to specify a realistic
career choice (Ginzberg, 1952). In 1972, Ginzberg modified this theory
--the developmental process is depicted as occurring throughout the
individual's life instead of ending at young adulthood.
There are also some other fundamental considerations underlying his
theory. First, there are four sets of factors which influence vocational
choice--individual values, emotional factors, the amount and kind of
education, the reality factors. Second, since occupational choice is.a
developmental=process and each decision is affected by one's experience
up to that point, the process is basically irreversible. Third, the
choice process involves and often ends in compromise. Later, Ginzberg
substituted the term 'compromise' with 'optimization' to signify
individual attempts to optimize the fit between. personal needs, values
and other external constraints (Ginzberg, 1972)
Super's theory--Super's theory which follows closely upon the heels of
Ginzberg' s is a further elaboration of the developmental theory. Super
suggests that vocational development is an ongoing, generally
irreversible process that is also patterned and predictable. He
identifies the process as having five stages--growth (childhood),
exploration (adolescence),establishment (young adulthood), maintenance
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(maturity) and decline (old age). Among these five stages, the
exploration and establishment stages are the two that receive most of
the attention.
Similar to Ginzberg, Super further breaks down the exploration
stage into three substages--the tentative, transition and trial (little
cammitTent) substages. The establishment stage is also divided into two
substages--the trial and stabilization stage, the advancement stage.
Besides depicting these stages in more details, Super attempts to
identify the vocational. developmental tasks characterizing these two
stages--crystallizing, specifying and implementing a vocational
preference, stabilizing in a job, consolidating status and advancing in
a job (Super, 1963). The life stages and developmental tasks serve as a
basis for assessing one's vocational maturity.and also specifies the
vocational counseling goals to be attained at reaching one particular
stage.
Super's another contribution is that he has fitted together the
aspects of developmental psychology with self-concept theory. He
believes that during the growth stage, the individual forms attitudes
and beliefs that will be important components of his future self-
concept.Such personal factors will become clearer and more stable in
adolescence and are finally translated into occupational terms in
adolescence. Thus, there comes one of his famous. sayings, In choosing
an occupation, one is, an effect, choosing a means of implementing a
self-concept. (Super, 1957.p.196) He believes that just as most
occupations do not required. special abilities, skills or traits in
excessive quantity and allow some variety of individuals in each, the
repertoires of abilities and personal attributes any individual has will
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also be so wide that he has the requisites for success and satisfaction
in many occupations. Consequently, every person can have a choice of
many occupations in which he can implement his self-concept. The
implementation of one's self-concept is closely related to the work
satisfaction-one can obtain. According to Super, satisfaction develops
only if the work experience and environment an individual encounters
match his self-concept and allow him to be the type to person he wants
and pictures his self to be. Moreover, Super thinks that vocational
development consists of a series of dynamic interactions between the
individual's self-concept and the external, social factors that surround
him In other words, the making of a vocational choice involves the
synthesizing. of an individual's personal needs and attributes with the
employment trends, economic and social demands of other external
factors (Super, 1957, 1963).
To a large extent Super's extensive writing is based solidly on
research like the Career Patterns Studies (Super, 1961; Super et al,
1963) and it has also stimulated some other research efforts. Hershenson
and Langbauer (1973), for example, tried to test the formulation and
sequencing of some developmental tasks--the formulation that
self-differentiation precedes competence which in turn precedes
independence and finally commitment. The results of this study do reveal
that the individual must have a clear concept of himself before he can
determine what his strengths and weaknesses are, and he must determine
these before he can select an occupation for himself.
Holland's then--Different from Super's developmental approach,
Holland's approach emphasizes personality type as the major influence in
career choice and development. The basic assumption of this theory is
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that according to an individual's personal disposition--strong
interests, preference for some activities and so on--he can be
categorized into one of the six personality types--realistic,
investigative, artistic, social, enterprising and conventional. These
six personality types are related to one another their interrelation-
ships can be demonstrated by the use of a hexagonal pattern as
illustrated in Figure 1 below.





Holland postulates that the shorter the connecting g between two
types, the closer the two are related. Thus, a person's personality
pattern can be considered as psychologically consistent when his primary
and secondary personality types lie close to each other.
Besides being consistent, ideally, the personality pa ern should
also be well differentiated. Differentiation is expressed as a numerical.
value that represents the absolute difference between a person's highest
and lowest raw scores for the six types. Well-differentiated patterns
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have sharp peaks and low-valleys whereas poorly differentiated patterns
are relatively flat.
Holland also classifies environments into six categories analogous
to the six personality types because he believes that when people with
similar dispositions gather together, they create an interpersonal
environment which reflects the type of people they are and the ways they
respond to situations and problems. When people choose a career, they
are actually searching for environments that will let them exercise
their skills and abilities, express their attitudes and values. If an
individual is able. to select an environment that is compatible with his
personality, he is more likely to stay in the job as a successful and
satisfied worker. Thus, making a career choice does not just mean
choosing a set of work functions, skills and duties. Rather,it is the
choosing of a way of life or an environment, be it educational or
occupational. A congruent person-environment match will presumably
result in a more stable vocational choice and higher educational or
vocational achievement (Holland, 1973).
Implications: The theories reviewed above all indicate that in
practice, career counseling or guidance is a process of self-exploration
environmental exploration and the integration of self and occupational
information and it is also the counselor's duty to make sure that the
clients will have a clear understanding and accurate information of
their own self-concept and the occupational world which increase the
likelihood that the choice they make is a wise one. Since psychological,
factors and other life aspects also enter into choice, the traditional
approach--one which emphasizes information-giving and advice-giving--
is thus not adequate enough to meet the needs.
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Next, career decisions involve the making of compromises, that is,
optimizing the fit between personal dispositions and the reality
factors. A helping professional should thus help clients by pointing out
the various external constraints like parental expectations and so on
and assisting them in finding, the best way to settle any conflicts that
arise.
As rioted by Ginzberg and Super, every decision is a cumulative.
outome of one's past experiences and decisions. As decisions made during
the early preparatory periods--childhood to adolescence-- can shape
one's later career and affect later decisions, it-is important that the
helping professionals assist adolescents to make tentative career
choices. In other words, early preventive intervention is highly
desirable.
The developmental stages and tasks suggested by the career develop-
mental theorists also provide us with the norms for estimating whether
an individual is handling a decision-making situation in a manner
commensurate with his career maturity. They also suggest the type of
help that a person needs at different stages. We know, for example, that
early tentative choice can be made only in terms of broad areas of
activity. When making a tentative choice, high school students may
consider broad areas of interests, competence and also be prepared for-
flexibility in their choice.
The developmental theory also suggests that both counselors and
clients should abandon- the former 'life-long' choice concept-- the
once-and-for-all matching of static man and static job (Pritchard,
1962). Instead, they should realize that both they and the work world
have been, and will continue to change and so they will have to keep on
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choosing all the time.
Theories of career decision-making
A decision is a choice between two or more courses of action and is
made after a comparison of the possible actions and their possible
consequences. A career decision, then, refers to the making of a choice
between some-educational or occupational alternatives such as choosing a.
training course, getting or changing a job. For a decision to exist,
three conditions usually exist-- first, there must be more than one
alternative to choose from (Bartsch, 1979; Miller,1981); second, the
individual is experiencing some dissatisfaction between the way things
are and the way he likes them to be and this dissatisfaction motivates
him into making a decision (Bartsch, 1979); third, there are some
changes in the individual himself or the world around him and this
forces him to choose a new course of action.
Derived from the above definition, decision-making then refers to
the rational and systematic process of considering and choosing between
alternatives and making up one's mind about a new course of action. Good
decision-making requires the adoption of a set of learned skills which a
person may or may not have acquired fran his past life experiences. All
too frequently, however, our knowledge of such. skills may remain
incomplete through adulthood and thus they have to be learned through
conscious effort (Miller, 1981). In career. decision-making, the
complexity of the process is further enhanced by the whole range of
personal and external variables which have a bearing on the making of a
career decision. Moreover, as career decision-making is viewed as a
life-long developmental process and all people alike are expected to
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make a number of career changes throughout their lives, competencies in
the decision-making process become a vital skill that help people manage
their career changes wisely. In response tothe above need, there arises
a lot of career decision-making theories and models which aim at helping
people make well considered and informed choice in a rational,
systematic and effective manner.
Despite, the differences existing among them, the various career
decision-making models are all founded on a few common principles and
assumptions. First, the.general decision-making model can be viewed as a
system with inputs, processes and outputs. The inputs are obviously the
personal information (aptitudes, skills, interests, values etc.) and
career information (employment trend, job duties and requirements etc.)
The output is a career decision or a career plan for achieving some
long-term career goals. The career decision-making skills are thus the
processes which the decision-maker undergoes in arriving at a career
decision or plan. Usually, they are defined broadly to include the
skills of integrating the inputs into. the system as well (Abraham,
Tittle & Cohen, 1979)
Second, as shown above, the integrating of inputs--personal and
career information-- into the system is emphasized in most models. This
is because a career decision usually is made on the basis of information-
accumulated over long periods of time; updating, gathering and
evaluating. information is thus an essential part of the decision process
(Gelatt & Clarke, 1967).Moreover,the situation facing a decision-maker
when making a career decision is so very complex that very often he has
little objective basis for determining what the outcomes or their
probabilities might be. This indicates that right now the most
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beneficial counseling approach is not to attempt to formulate an
elaborate logical-mathematical decision-making model that performs the
decision-making function for decision-makers, and arrives at a decision
for them because man is not a robot and is often beset with worries,
doubts, anxieties when making decision; therefore, an elaborate model
may not offer any help at all. Rather, it will be more profitable if
they are provided with adequate information or are equipped with the
information-seeking tools so that they will have a clearer view of the
situation and consequently, make their own decisions in a rational way
(Gelatt & Clarke, 1967; Smaby & Tanminen, 1978).
Third, all models aim at optimizing people's career decision, that
is, to select the most profitable and viable option, to maximize the
gain and minimize the loss. Here, the gain or loss may not necessarily
refer to money but anything which people regard as valuable just like
social status, prestige,interpersonal relationship and so on. This prin-
ciple implies that being beset by a climate of uncertainty which usually.-.
prevails in the making of a career decision, decision-makers needs a
prediction system--a system to predict the outcomes of each alternative
and the probabilities of those outcomes-as well as a value system in
order to. assist them in choosing an option which promises the most
reward for them and also has the least probability of failure (Burgoyne,
1979; Herr & Cramer, 1979). It also implies that a fundamental part of
the decision making process is to consider different outcomes of each
alternative. to evaluate the outcomes according to one's preferences and
to predict the probabilities of each outcome.
After examining some of the basic assertions underlying. most
decision-making models, it is advantageous naw to examine some
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decision-making models in order to learn what skills and processes are
actually involved.





Occupatidnal I. Knowing my self
Ed. requ rements My skills/ abilities








Future ALTEBED ACTION & CHOICE
outcome
Present Outcome
MORE DEFINITE CHOICE CONTINUED SEARCH
Hamilton and Jones' Personal Problem Solving Model for Educational and
Vocational Guidance (1971)
1. Understanding the problem- formulating problem and goal
2. Searching for and using information
a) personal information
b) educational and occupational information
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3. Getting alternatives
4. Selecting goals and making plans
5. Carrying out plans
6. Finding out if it works
a) judging whether the selected goalhas been achieved
b) judging what helped and what hindered the individual's
implementation of the set career plan
In comparing these two models, it is noted that even though
Hamilton and Jones' model is more simple and straightforward, Jackson
and Egner's is more comprehensive, inclusive and can reflect the current
developmental approach to career decision-making. The latter model
emphasizes the roles that the decision-maker, his value system and the
occupational information play in the process. It also indicates what is
involved in the selection of goals-- the adoption of the prediction
system in assessing consequences and probabilities of outcomes.
Moremover,the career developmental approach is also incorporated into
the model--the weighing and assessing of the various alternatives will
lead to two possible end-products. One may be a tentative choice that
would lead to further career search and recycling for more information.
Another one is a more definite decision leading to a more immediate
outcome which may also exert influence on the individual's long-term
career plan.
Undoubtedly, a decision-making model can facilitate the making of a
career decision in a counseling or guidance session. However, haw it is
going to be used still depends on the counselor--is he going to apply
the model and make a decision for his client or is he going to help
his client to learn and apply the model ? Morrill and Forrest (1970)
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suggested that in terms of the width of focus, vocational counseling
aiming at helping clients make decision can be roughly divided into four
types. Type 1 refers to the counseling process which helps client to
make a specific decision by providing information and clarifying con-
flicting issues. in the second type, counselor will help- client with a
specific decision but will focus on decision-making skills. In Type 3,
the career developmental approach is adopted. Clients are helped ii
recognizing the tentativeness of any decision and the fact that career
development is made upr of a series of choices. The emphasis is on the
acquiring of skills and attitudes that are required for making decision
throughout life and on optimizing the fit between one's value system and
the reality factors. In Type 4, the counselor air`ns at helping individual
to actively make use of his personal attributes and abilities in order
to achieve his life and career goal instead of merely adapting to
external pressure (Morrill & Forrest, 1970. p.299-303). Even though Type
4 seems to be the most ideal approach, it may not be suitable for people
at all levels. Thus, the counselor has to consider client expectations,
needs and levels of development when choosing the counseling approach.
Finally, it should be noted here that career decision-making and
planning are interrelated and the basic strategies employed for making a
decision or a plan are basically the same--both involve getting and
processing data and choosing a course of action. The major difference
between them is that decision-making focuses on making a choice between
two or more alternatives and usually is more problem-oriented whereas
planning involves choosing a series of steps and activities for
achieving a future goal. However, such differences become insignificant
in view of the developmental nature of any career decision. In fact,
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when assisting people to make career decision, it is necessary for the
guidance personnel to help them look beyond the immediate decision and
plan ahead for the future.
Implications Decision-making is a process utilizing skills that have
to be acquired for use in real life situations. Thus, it is the
counselor's and educator's responsibilities to help students learn those
skills while they are in the high school years in order that they can
make rational( choices in the future. This won't be a difficult task as
the various d decision-making models have suggested the format and
procedures they can adopt in teaching those. skills effectively.
Decision making also involves the gathering and updating of
information not only about occupation but also about one's self
attributes and value, system. If so, it is also essential to teach
students how to gather and evaluate occupational information as well as
to explore and assess their own personal traits.
Finally the kind of counseling or guidance approach to be adopted
depends on the individuals needs, level of development and cultural
background. It follows then that if we are going to offer a career
decision-making guidance program for the secondary school students in
Hong Kong, the third type of counseling approach suggested by Morrill
and Forrest (1970) seems to be more appropriate. This is because it
enrphasizes helping students acquire skills that can help them
continually evaluate old choices and make new ones. Moreover, in Hong
Kong, most parents are still the authority figures who have the final
say in their children's career development. In view of this, it may be
more advisable to help students adjust and optimize the fit between
their value system and reality factors (e.g. parents' expectations) as
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it is very likely that students, Owing to their limited experience and
abilities, are often not able to or are not given the freedom to act
upon their environment, to create and to influence their awn. future.
Theories of vocational self-understanding
In attempting to spell out what 'vocational self understandin' is
it is necessary to first explicate the terms 'self-concedpt', vocational
self-concept' and 'self-understanding'.
'Self-concept' refers to the organised consistent self picture
that an individual develops about the attributes abilities, roles,
aspirations, experiences, preferences and activities which he owns and
pursues (Copper smith, 1967; Healy, 1975; Super, 1963). As the word
'concept' means any object of awareness together with its significance
and anything one can think about that can be distinguished from other
things (English & English, 11958), it means that the individual must be
aware of his self-concept and recognize it as being distinct from other
people and objects.
Several features have been identified as critical to the construct
definition of 'self-concept'. First, self is unique as no two people can'
have identical beliefs about themselves. Second, the self is organised
or structured -- the total self is made up of subparts which are fairly
well organised and are interrelated to one another in a harmonious and
orderly way. Third, it is hierarchial with subparts reflecting
individual'-experiences in' particular, situations at the base to general
self-concept at the apex. Fourth, general self-concept is stable and
highly resistant to change but those situation-specific subparts found
at the bottom of the hierarchy are less stable. Fifth, it is
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developmental in nature--self-concept becomes increasingly different-
iated with increasing age and experience. Sixth, it is evaluative in
other words, individual. forms evaluation of himself in various
situations. In fact, his evaluation of a particular subpart of his
self-concept, can be generalised throughout the whole system. If he rates
a subpart or ability as important, a failure of that will lower his
self-evaluation of other seemingly unrelated parts. Seventh, the self-
concept is dynamic--each- individual. is continuous) attempting to
maintain and enhance the self by 'filtering'the experience and
perceptions to the.extent that only the relevant and congenial ones are
incorporated into the system whereas the inconsistent and unrelated ones
are rejected or distorted- (Purkey, 1970; Rosenberg, 1979; Shavelson.et
al, 1976).
'Vocational self-concept'. a subpart of the global self-concept,
refers to the repertoire of those vocationally relevant dispositions,
habits and attitudes which the person attributes to himself. It can
greatly influence the way people respond to careers (Hansen, 1979
Super, 1963).
Selfconcept may exist at varying levels of awareness. In other
words, people may or may not be fully aware of their own dispositions
and abilities. Self-awareness, self-understanding, the consciousness of
self or the awareness of self-concepts then all refer to an individual' s
capacity to see one's self as though from the outside (May, 1967) or,
put in other words, the amount of information the person possesses about
himself (Holland,1959).
Vocational or career self-knowledge then refers to the individual's
store of information concerning vocationally relevant and related self
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attributes like his own values, preferred vocational role, vocational
skills which can enable him to determine his own career preferences. To
describe someone as vocationally self aware means that he has a clear
and relatively stable and integrated self-identity--his self-concept is
highly differentiated and integrated. In other-words, he is highly aware
of a wide range of personal traits with. clarity and confidence and is
able to integrate an unify them into a consistent system (Harren, 1979).
The metadimensions of self-concepts like clarity, abstraction,
refinemnt, certainty, stability, realism etc. can further indicate how
vocationally self-knowledge can be viewed or assessed (Super,1963).
In order to see how one can become knowledgeable about one's
self-concept, it may be necessary to examine its development to
determine what factors have contributes to the building of one's self=
image. According to many theorists, self-concept is the end-product of
scieone's st experiences and the way people react to him, especially
in early childhood (Coppersmith, 1967 Holland, 1973 Maltz, 1977). It
is true in, some degree that. types produce types. In childhood or even
early adolescence, the external environmental variables like parents,
schools and neighborhoods tend to provide different models of behaviours
and reinforce some behaviours, interests, activities more than others.
The child's in dispositions may also lead him to prefer some activities
which later then. become well-defined interests and may even lead him to
develop competencies in -them (Holland, 1973 Holland Gottfredson,
1976). The individual s'perceptions of his own behaviour and the way
other people respond to him have to be organised and incorporated into
his self-concept system through abstraction--an essential process in
self-concept formation. As young children have only limited capacity to
abstract, they can only form rather vague, sketchy pictures of
themselves. It is with additional experiences and information that their
ability to abstract increases and their self conceptualization becomes
more precise and conplex (Coppersmith, 1967).
This process is well manifested by Super (1963). He groups all the
raw materials, facts and impressions which the individual receives
directly through the senses under the term 'self-percepts' just like 'I
like talking to other people', 'I enjoy helping my classmates'. When
such' percepts are found related to other similar percepts, they form
secondary self-percepts: Then, through generalizations and causal
thinking, the secondary self-percepts will form 'self-concepts'--
pictures of the individual in some function, social roles or situations,
for examples 'I like to be a social worker'. owing to the complexities
of the present society, most individual will perform several roles all
at one time and hence they are bound. to have more than one self-concept.
All these self-concepts-are further knit together in an orderly way and
form what we generally call the self-concept system or global self-
concept. Actually, quite often, the term 'self-concept' itself is used
to denote the sum total of various self-images a ,person has built up
about himself.
Once the various self-concepts interweave with each other to form a
framework, they provide a rather selective perceptual. set which affects
the individual's interpretation of new events and cuases him to attend
to only certain classes of simuli and incorporate them into the system
only if they are found to be relevant to and consistent with. the
person's sefl-image. Selectivity then results in certain factors being
excluded and others being overemphasized (Ames Felker, 1979;
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Coppersmith, 1967' Suner,1963)
As a person usually acts like the sort of person he thinks he is,.
his self-concept system also affects his actions and emotions which in
turn may tend to elicit certain responses and consequences from people
and situation around. Such responses seem to produce the type of feed-
back which further attest to the validity of the self-image thus set-
ting up a vicious (or pleasant) cycle (Maltz, 1977). This cycle is
well portrayed by Weinstein and Fantini (1970) in Diagram 1 belcw.
Diagram 1 Elements of self judgment (Weinstein & Fantini, 1970)
I was taught how to feel about
myself by my experience, family,
friends,society etc.
I feel a certain way
about myself
lead to consequences
I see the world in
that may reinforce terms of that
the way I feel about feeling
myself and others
I respond to the world that
I see in ways that
If an individual's self-concept can affect his actions and
affective states, it follows then that it will also have a bearing on
people's career choice. It has been suggested that-central to the career
decision-making process are two aspects of the self-concept--identity, a
well differentiated and integrated-self-concept system and self-esteem,,
one's subjective regard for or satisfaction with oneself (Harren, 1979
Healy, 1975).
Identity-- awareness of a well differentiated and integrated self--
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is essential in career decision-making because it is believed that when
a person makes decision without really knowing what his needs and wants
and feelings are, he does not yet have the option of choosing to act
differently. It is only with increased self-awareness that his range of.
choices and his freedom proportionately increase (Branden, 1974 May,
1967).
Self-awareness also leads to greater, responsibility. When people
become more self aware, they are More likely to shoulder responsibility
for what they do,what they choose and will acknowledge that they
themselves are the cuases of their actions and choices. Being self-aware
thus enable people to feel in charge of their career (Branden, 1974
Healy, 1975) and this-- the gaining of a sense of agency--is also one of
the most important goals in guidance (Healy, 1975).
Furthermore, understanding of self is essential for making
realistic and informed choices. The making of a career decision enlists
the appraisal of two types of information--occupational information and
personal information. If people do not have a well integrated self-
concept or are not conscious of it, their decision will be based solely
on external information at the expense of their uniqueness and
individuality,
In fact, the role that self-concept plays in career decision-making
his well explicated in the man-job fit theories and Super's
implementation of self-concept theory.
Thee man-job fit theories postulate that when people look for a job,
they are searching for environments which are compatible with their
personalities. By nature, people tend to look for the company of similar
others and an interpersonal environment which can offer them the maximum
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amount of positive recognition and approval.The identification of their
needs, personal dispositions is thus the foremast task for decision-
makers if they want to locate a congruent occupation and an interperson-
al environment (Hogan, et al, 1972; Holland, 1973). If they lack or are.
unaware of a clearly defined personality pattern, it will be quite
difficult or even impos Bible for them to judge whether an environment is
clearly congruent with their personalities or not.
The congruency of person and envirommnt can also bring about job
satisfaction. If people possess the competencies required by their
environment enjoy the company they find there, desire and have possib-
ilities of gaining rewards it yields, then it is natural that they will
feel satisfied with their jobs (Holland & Gottfredson, 1976).
Similarly, Super believes that one's self-concept can greatly
affect one career development. This can be seen in a better light when
examining the two porpositions underlying Super's theory. First, he
theorizes that in expressing..a vocational preference, an individual is
putting into occupational terminology his idea of the kind of person he
is (Super, 1963).In fact,a self-identity search closely resembles a
career search. In searching for a career, that is right for him, an
individual is forced to look at himself more closely and unearth what
values, aptitudes he has. The preference he finally cones up with is
thus a reflection of his disposition (Chapman, 1976; Super, 1963).
Second, in entering an occupation, a person seeks to implement
and actualize a concept of himself (Super, 1963). To descend to parti-
culars, this signifies that in choosing among the various jobs, people.
tend to choose one which permits them to play the kind of role they want
to play, that is, to be the kind of person they really want to be and
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think that they are. After getting the job, when they encounter negative
experiences and unforeseen- elements, they have to incorporate them into
the self or modify them to suit the self and finally, to test the
self-concept against reality to find out whether they can actually live
up to the images they have built up for themselves. Through such
processes,the person may be more able to develop more positive self-
concepts,Lfind a suitable occupational translation of it and turn it
into a reality (Super, 1957, 1963).
Besides identity, another dimension of self-concept which also has
a bearing on career decision-making is self-esteem. This has been
testified in some research, studies. Mitchell (1969), in surveying some
Hong Kongstudents' self-esteem and career expectation, found that
regardless of their performa ce in schools, students of high self-esteem
are more likely to'have greater expectation of their future and success.
Bedeian's study (1977) also revealed. that there is a positive
relationship between self-esteem and the tendency to aspire to vocation
with high prestige. One possible reason accounting for this is that
occupational preferences represent a translation of a person's self into
occupational terms and such a translation is central to the individual's
goal setting and decision-making processes. Thus,low self-esteem people
are more inclined to translate their poor and weak self-images into an
occupational preference that is much below their competencies.
Another reason is that according to Super's cognitive-perceptual
approach,individual high in self-esteem have more highly crystallized
vocational self-concepts and thus can make decisions in a more rational
way. This theory has been confirmed by other studies conducted by
Barrett. Barrett and Tinsley (1977), for example, found that high and
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law self-esteem groups- of both sexes did exhibit differences in
self-concept crystal l.zation and, that the high self-esteem group also,
tend to view themselves as coetent, need-satisfying decision-makers.
This indicates that low self-esteem people may have more difficulty in
selecting a 'vocational alternative because they lack self-concepts that
are well differentiated and crystallised.:.
Similar results are also unearthed by Greenhaus and Simon (1976).
They found that high self-esteem people have stronger career salience--
the feeling that work and career is important in one's life-- and
subsequently are more motivated to choose-an occupation which they feel
is' ideal, that is, one that can satisfy their int.:.-i_nsic work needs like
achievement, independence and so on. Since being employed in an ideal
occupation may meet their needs, they usually experience more satisfact-
ion. All these point to the fact that self-esteem can both directly and
indirectly affect one's vocational choice as well as job satisfaction.
Implications: From the review above, we learn that self-knowledge, or
more specifically, vocational, self-knowledcje, is something that may have
to be acquired through learning and exploratory experiences.,Even though
everyone may have formed some self-images of himself, yet such images
may be distorted and. disorganised --he may underevaluate or over-
evaluate himself or 'he may just possess a bunch of detached percepts
which have not been integrated into -a crystallised self-concept through
the abstraction process. Efforts may thus be needed to facilitate a.
person's self-knowledge by helping him to organise the various percepts'
like values, interests together to form a reasonably consistent inter-
nalised value system and a crystallised functional picture--that of the
individual playing an occupational role in the world of work.
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The various theories also reveal that self-.knowledge can contribute
to the overriding goal in career guidance-- the facilitating of free
and informed choice in the individual. To make informed choice, people
need to know their dispositions and needs in addition to occupational
information and- job requirements. In fact, is study revealed that
students regard interest. as more significant than ability in their,
career decision-making (Sharf, 1970).
The various theories also refute the traditional practices in
counseling to dichotomize self exploration and occupational exploration
as separate and. independent processes--building a picture of the
individual and then shifting the attention to the considering of
occupational information in search for a match. Such approach might have
to be overcome as it is indicated that quite often in career search, an
individual can succeed in finding his identity and an occupational
preference simultaneously and right at the same- time.
As implied by the above theories and studies, the guidance goals
with regards to self-understanding then encompass helping people gain
better understanding of their dispositions and qualities, reducing.their
doubts and facilitating them to translate their self-images into
occupational terms. Consequently,' program activities will center on
providing, exploratory experiences to help them take a new and more
caiprehensive look at 41 available. data about self, to interpret and
organise the various percepts into a more integrated picture and to
envisage this new picture in varying roles in the world of work and
finally to determine whether their new vocational self-concepts can fit
in well with other subparts of*the self-concept system..
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CHAPTER THREE PROGRAM PLANNING
Introduction
Program planning, an essential and core con-ponent of this study,
proceeds through the-following steps:
1. Review concepts and theories about career guidance, career
development and other career related concepts. Consider what can be
inf err. ed f rcxn them with regards to the provision of a career guidance
program for. the secondary' school students.
2. Determine the basics of the program--target population, program
contents, goals and approaches.
' 3. Identify heuristic principles which can guide program planning.
4. Review existing career guidance programs.
5. Determine the framework for the whole program.
6. Develop program materials.
Since Step 1---literature review--has been. undertaken in the
previous chapter, attention will be paid only to the next four steps.
Determining the basics of the program
Target Population
After serious consideration, it is determined that the present
program will be especially designed for and geared. to the needs of the
Form 3 students even though with slight alternation, it can be of use to
students of the upper forms as well..
There'-are strong reasons supporting this, resoluation. As revealed
by a recent survey conducted by the Hong Kong Counseling Center for
Students (1981), the Form 3 students do need career guidance of some
sort.. Among those. 450 Form 3 respondents,., only 18% knew information
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regarding going to work or pursuing further studies . Such Y crass
ignorance of career informationmay be one of the reasons why a large .
number( 67 . 2 % ) of them felt that they were in need of some guidanceor
counselingand why the majorityof them ( 89 . 8 % ) felt that they wanted to
talk to someonewhen they planned for the ' future . Results , on the whole ,
indicate that career guidance is , a crying need arrcng the Form 3 students
in Hong Kong ,
Actually , for all Form 3 students , studying in the grarmrnarschools ,
graduations from the junior high is a transitional experience and it
marks the end of the stage in education when all students alike are
following 7 a common curriculum . As the Junior Secondary Educational
AssessmentT st serves . to screen out about 40 % 0 of the Form 3 students, a ,
large number of students are forced by external pressures to choose
among the competing educational and occupational alternatives . Even the
lucky ones , who are able to continue their education in a subsidized
grarrniar school are not entirely ' exempted' - - most of them are offered
some freedom , limited though it may be , in - choosing the specific courses
they are to follow in Form 4 and 5 . Most students are thus facing their
first formal choice point upon graduationfrom ' Form 3 . Owing to their
lack of decision - making skills and experiences, assistance is needed to
help there . explore ire options and subsequentlychart their own
educational or occupational. route . Such assistance is indispensablein
view of the unrealistic choice they tend to make and the limited number
of options they know and consider . This is well demonstratedin the
survey just cited . above - - when asked about their future plans , 93 % of
the . respondentswould like to study in an academic - oriented
Anglo - Chinese - school . , if they could secure a place in a subsidizedschool
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and even if they failed-to do so, 62.5% would still prefer to study in a
private grammar school (Hong Kong Counseling Center for Students, 1981).
Career guidance is.therefore necessary for, it can bring about a better
distribution of high-school students in educational or vocational
choices which are more compatible with their abilities and needs as well
as the actual job-market situation.
Career guidance is offered to Form 3 students not only because it
can help improve the quality of their choices but -,also because early
intervention is deemed necessary. One obvious advantage lies in*the fact
that even though. the freedom of choice and the alternatives they can
choose from are limited, a decision-making workshop can still give them
a chance to practise decision-making and enable them to test their
career choice while there is still time for'altering. the choices or
charting new educational/occcupational routes if necessary. Another
advantage is that it gives students ample time to acquire the
background, training needed to qualify, for a particular vocation and
also ensures that they make. the best use of -their time in equipping
themselves for their future, job roles.
Moreover, the Form 3 students are also at the, optimum developmental
stage for attending and handling• the,, tasks. laid out in the program.
'According-to the sociological approach to adolescence, people around 15
to 18 years of age are marked by great interest and concern with their
self-images. Such heightened awareness may be a result-of their growing
independence from the authority- and'increasing involvement with peer
groups. In, addition, adolescence is a time of great changes and is
marked by particular status ambiquity all such external, physical
changes as well as Intra-role and inter-role changes and conflicts exert
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pressures on , the adolescents , forcing them to continuously reassess
themselves( Co lenlen , 1979 . Ro senberg, 1965 ) . Consequently, they will be
more prepared to explore their self - images in a guidance group .
Furthermore, according to Piaget ' s theory , Trost Form 3 students
( around 14 - 16 years of age ) are at the Formal operationStage which
begins at about 12 and . achieves its full developmentroughly three years
later . If so , it is expected that they can handle the y following
cognitiveltasks- - forming - concepts , translating concrete experiences into
verbal and symbolic , forms , evaluating logical thinking , realizing their
own thoughts f reflectin on their ,
g own ideas and providing logical
justificationfor judgmentsthey make ( Beard , 1976 ) . Their abilities to
conceptualizeand use more abstract terms and symbols are also confirmed
by Rosenberg' s study ( 1979 ) . He found that while the oun ( 8 - 9 years
old ) tend ito describe themselves in terms of overt , physical and
behavioral characteristics, the adolescents around 16 years old are able
to introspectand to conceptualizethe ' self ' in : terms of an inner world
of thoughts and experiences. These imply that Form 3 students , when
compared to the lower form students , may be morelikely to have arrived
at such a cognitive stage and are thus more able to comprehend
relationshipsand use abstract terms and symbols . Such skills are
undoubtedly great assets for their active participation in the career
guidance group .
Program contents
When fixing upon the contents of a career guidance program , it is
necessary to consider the developmentaltasks the participants need to
fulfil as well as their current and inrrediate needs .
With regards to the developmentals ges and tasks , we know full
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well that the Form 3 students are at what Ginzberg calls the 'tentative
choice stage' and what Super terms* 'the tentative substage' which
pertains to the exploratory stage., The given names clearly denote that
the main. career developmental task of this life stage is the making ofg
tentative choices. Super further elaborates on the developmental tasks
which need. to be fulfilled at this stage, referring to them as the
'crystallization.of a vocational preference' (Super, 1963) g. According to
his theory, teenagers at this stage `are expected to formulate ideas as
to field and. levels of. work which are appropriate for- them, to chart a
tentative career route and to pursue the* type of education or training g
which. will lead them towards some preferred and partially specified
occupations (Super, 1963)-.- Such tasks have also been agreed on by other
theorists- (Hansen,1972 Hansen & Tennyson, 1975• Herr & Carmer, 1979. as
suitable career.. guidance goals for students of-the intermediate school
years.
In real life, students here in Hong Kong do need -to make some
tentative educational or occupational choices upon graduation from Form
.3. However, surveys reviewed-before show that many of them are undecided
and at a loss when the decision-point is reached. Thus, considering the
above, we can safely conclude. that the. program contents should adhere to
inculcating decision-making skills in students.
With regards, to career decision-making,. it is beyond all doubts
that, as shown in the review of career development and decision in Part-
II, career decisions entail a knowledge of vocational self-concepts, a
knowledge of the world of work and a decision-making strategy. These
three factors actually form, the foci of a career decision-making program
(Friel & Carkhuff,.1974 Herr & Carmer, 1979)
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The notion that self-knowledge affects career choice and
development has been well established. Thus, in order to enable students
to grow towards independence, to gain a sense of agency and to make
students practise self-exploration should undoubtedly be an integral
part of the program.
Concerning occupational information, it should not be the main
concern of the program, to disseminate information, to students if we want
them to take more control over=their own choices and future. Moreover,
as the range of. students' occupational preferences will be so broad and
as so many issues about the world of work have to be considered, it is
quite impossible and time-consuming to provide occupational information
to students directly. Rather, emphasis should be placed on helping them
to learn how and where to search for information and how to evaluate it.
Finally, the teaching and drilling of a step-by-step, rational
decision-making strategy should be another program component as it
enables students to relate the_ internal and, external variables together
in the making of a career choice.
Program goals
With respect to the philosophy and' theory of career development,
the contents'of the program, the developmental stage and needs of target
population, the major program goals and subgoals are ascertained asti.
follows:- As a result of the career guidance program, students will
1. attain realistic appraisal and knowledge of their vocational
self-concept and integrate the self-percepts into a crystallised whole.
2. acquire effective career decision-making skills
a) know and canmake use of adecision-making model
rational choices,activities that facilitate self-understanding and help
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b) know how to set goals
-choose an educational/occupational objective more in line with
their self attributes
c) generate and explore more alternatives in decision-making
d) know how to search for information
-define what information they need to know
-identify sources of information and types of information they
can find there
e) know how to apply-educational/occupational information to the
making of a career decision and plan
Approaches and strategies
Adoption of grou approach --It is not only what one teaches but
how one teaches that counts. Thus, after examining the student
characteristics, program contents and program goals, it is decided to
use group approach in implementing the program. To descend to
particulars it is because group approach is more, time-economic.As
mentioned before,there is limited manpower and resources which can be
utilized in the provision of career guidance and counseling iservices in
schools. Group approach means more effective use of guidance guidance per5sonnel's
time--they can teach the basic skills and ideas to several students at
one time instead of repeating them to an endless file of students; they
can then be able to allocate more tine to help those individuals who
have serious problem and are unable to deal with the conflicting issues.
Students will also be more inclined towards group rather than
individual approach. The peer group situation provides them with a less
threatening and more comfortable, relaxing, supportive atmshere. It
Can also prevent them from feeling that they are being singled out
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Students' preference for group approach can be evidenced in a local
study cited before--it was found that 35.9% of the students preferred,
to talk to peers and only 11% with counselors (Bong Kong Counseling
Center for Students, 1981)0'
In addition, group approach is more appropriate for the
manipulation of program contents and the. attainment of program goals.
Students self-exploration process will be facilitated as they can
receive more inputs and feedback about their interpretations from
several other group members who may be facing similar problems or issues
(Wittmer .Loesch, 1979). Concerning career planning, it has been
,pointed out that successful career decision-making tasks are best
accomplished in a group setting (Herr Carmer,1979; Miller, 1980).
This is because students' experiences and knowledge can. be all pooled
together to generate a wider range of alternatives as well as to
brainstorm ideas which arebeing'explored and steps that have been gone
through in the decision-making process. After sharing experiences in the
group--a public setting--members may also feel more comfortable and
confident in applying them to other life situations. The utilization of
group approach can be further justified on, the grounds that
decision-making is a universal need and thus. all members of the group
should be able to benefit from the experience.
Adoption of structured group format-- As the main program goal
here is to help students acquire the basic skills for career
decision-making,. this guidance group can also be' termed a' life skills
group group which provides procedures, methods and systematic
techniques to help people develop and acquire life-enhancing skills they
need to. make life worth living (Drum Knott, 1977). Such short-term,
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learning-oriented group, is often formed in correspondence with the
individual's developmental need and aimed at providing early
intervention before the unmet need has deteriorated into a serious
problem. In view of these, our present career guidance program can also
be viewed as a life skills group and thus, some of its core elements do
deserve our very attention as they can facilitate our program-planning
efforts.
Generally speaking, life skills group use structured activities to
help people develop specific life skills. A structured group is a
well-organised learning situation with a specific'preformulated goal and
a plan designed to help group members to reach the_goals,. to acquire new
skills and to transfer them to other life situations (Drum Knott,
1977) The structured format has several advantages. First, as the
activities are structured and goal-oriented, they communicate a sense of
goal-directedness, raise members' expectations that the goals can be
achieved and also eliminate any other goal-detracting influences.
Second, the goal-oriented nature of the group enables-evaluations to be
directly and, easily built into the program. Third, the learning process
can be made more enjoyable and non-threatening.._Fourth, effective use of
group time--,can be achieved. The structured exercise ensure that members
will- spend a significant amount-of group time to complete the task
required--like practising a particular skill, clarifying an' issue.
Fifth, it creates a sense. of psychological safety for group,. members-
they will feel at ease when knowing'that the group will stick to its
stated goal and not attempt to restructure the whole personality(Drum
Knott, 1977). Sixth, by clarifying the group task, the structured format
can enable members to engage rapidly in appropriate interactions._ and
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self-disclosure as it is usually easier to cope with people at a
functional level (Button, 1974). The usefulness of structured groups in
facilitating career-planning and decision-making has also been testified
in some research studies (Hanson Sander, 1973Smith Evans, 1973).
Having decided that a structured group format is going to, be
adopted in this program, it follows then that the goals and objectives
of each session have to be specified and be explained in nontechnical
language to. the group members at the outset of each group meeting to
help them realize what they will be trying to achieve.Likewise, program
activities should be clearly specified, indicating how the individual
steps involved should be carried out, how they relate to the achievement
of the goals of each individual session and how they are built
cumulatively on previous learning in order to achieve the overall
purpose of the group.,In structuring:each individual session, it should
also be borne in mind that the meeting can provide rmbers with ample
opportunity for reality testing--testing and practising the new
attitudes and skills they have just acquired. Feedback... from group
members can help individual to operationalize the newly-acquired skills
and increase the likelihood that they, will be transferred to other life
situation (Drum Knott, 1977).
Adoption of exploratory, experiential and process approaches-- The
effectiveness of program activities can be. further enhanced if
exploratory,experiential and process approaches can be adopted in.
addition to the structure format (Button, 1974; Drum Knott, 1977
Hollis Hollis, 1976., Super,1963). The three approaches actually.
approximate one another and are closely related.
Exploratory approach aims at, helping people. to explore some aspects
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of the self and the environment for the sake of eliciting more
information..Vocatiorial exploratory approach then refers to motivating
individual to engage in activities,. mental or physical, for the
practical purposes of obtaining self or occupational information which
can help him to choose, prepare for, enter or progress in an occupation
(Super, 1963). Thus,it differs from the traditional approach of
providing information to people in that it emphasizes the individual's
own active involvement in the information-seeking process.
'Experiential approach' entails the structuring of activities in
which people can beactively involved with the intent of getting new and
varied experiences which can induce growth and change. As experience
arises out of event a well organised activity entailing a series of
events can offer a variety of learning experiences (Button, 1974). Thus,
this approach necessitates the employment of at least one activity for
each topic or content area--an activity which people. can experience and
live the topic through interaction with others (Hollis & Hollis, 1976).
To provide more varied learning .experiences, the present program
requires students to do various types of task in the group as well as
homework assignments which can offer them some other new experiences and
reinforce the things recently learned.
elicit in the experiential approach is the emphasis on.skills or
learning process rather than on facts and concepts. When applied to
career guidance, the process or skill-oriented approach emphasizes the
entire choice process and aims at helping individual acquire a set of
self-assessment and decision-making skills through doing and
experiencing. Such processes and skills are generalizable and
transferrable--even though people's self-concepts may change and the
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contents of the decision will be different, the process of assessing and
decising will be basically the same. Thus, once individuals have
acquired these skills, they are better equipped not only for dealing
with inmediate problems but also for handling the future ones too
(Campbell, 1974 Dixon et al, 1979 Hollis Hollis, 1976 Mencke
Cochran, 1974 Weinrach, 1979).
To facilitate the acquiring of such skills and to increase the
likelihood that they will be transferrable, the program provides members
with more opportunities for practising and reality-testing so as to
build up their self-confidence. Students are also required to do sane
out-of-group assignments, for example, to complete their own personal
data profile and their own career search process contained in the
Workbook.
To conclude, the experiential, exploratory, process and
skill-oriented approaches are adopted instead of traditional didactic
and lecturing approaches because information, and methodological know-how
are not transferrable but, one's attitudes skills and experiences can.
In addition, instead of giving information which may no longer be valid
after a period of time, we try to, involve students directly in the
learning process. Learning by involvement is necessary as postulated by
Dewey. (195'6) subject matter never can be got into the child from
without. Learning is action. It involves reaching out of the mind. It
involves organic assimilation starting from within. (p.9). Through.
involvement, students should be better able to acquire a sense of
responsibility and the skills necessary for charting their chin life
journey
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Identifying the principles for program design
Heuristic principles, which are generalizations inferred from other,
researches or theories, are explored here as they can suggest how the
desired program goals can be secured rrost effectively and can also make
the adopted strategies more understandable and predictable.
Heuristic principles underlying the acquiring of self-awareness
Man always finds it difficult to understand other people. Similarly, man
also has difficulty in looking clearly at himself. So, guidance is a
service to help the individual gain insight into and anunderstanding of
himself. Self awareness can! be facilitated by. adopting the following
principles.
Firstly intensive exploration and discovery process can be used to
clarify one's self--concept. Ideally, the self-search should. be felt as a
purposeful one--people undergo the search with some hypotheses about
what kind' of people they feel they are and then seek for answers which
can either confirm or reject the hypotheses. Thus, the guidance
personnel should ask thestudents to portray their self-images--
formulate their own self-hypotheses-- at the outset of the program and
before the onset of the exploratory process. With such suppositions in
mind, they will` most probably get more information and also incorporate
that into their picture of themselves (Super, 1963).
Secondly, self-awareness also requires an individual to approach
the exploratory process as anon-critical observer--an observer who only
desires to be aware of.his self experiences and dispositions rather than
to judge them with approval or disapproval (Branden, 1974).
Thirdly, self-awareness-can be achieved through looking into one' s
own experience. It is difficult for us to contemplate and think of
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ourselves as 'an idea'. Instead, we rather picture ourselves as doing
something. Thus, activities which make people undertake affective
exploration of their past and present daily experiences as well as the
roles and tasks they intend to perform in the future can give people
insight into who they are (Healy, 1975; Kahn & Greenberg, 1980; May,
1967).
Fourthly, self-knowledge grows as an individual experiences new
activities and people and reflects upon those experiences. Therefore,
after people have undergone certain self-exploratory exercises, they
should be given the time and the chance to let the new information and
experience sink or penetrate into the mind (Healy, 1975).
Fifthly, for an individual to differentiate himself from others,
there must be'another entity who has a differing point of view; for a
person to understand himself, there also must be involvement with others
and chances for him to make -comparisons and. contrasts (Duval and
Sicklund, 1972; May, 1967; Super, 1963). In view of these, a group
format is more effective in facilitating self-awareness.
Sixthly, self-awareness is enhanced by presenting or describing
oneself to others. A person's need or desire to 'teach others about
himself can stimulate him to examine himself fully, to review and
organise data and information about himself and to attempt to fill in
the gap in his, understanding of himself. Consequently, a clearer
self-image may emerge (Healy, 1975).
Seventhly, self--understanding grows by integrating feedback from
others with what people already know about themselves. As a Chinese
proverb says, The observers' eyes are clearer", people around can serve
as mirrors reflecting to us what they think. we are. Hence, we can get
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more and deeper insights into our self-concepts by considering what
others say to us or think about us (Healy, 1975. May, 1967). To
facilitate such flows of self-information in a group, the guidance
personnel should. create an atmosphere where group numbers feel more
ccemfortable to self-disclose and share pertinent information of
themselves with the rest of the group (Wittman Loesch, 1979).
Lastly, self-awareness grows through obtaining objective data about
the 'self'. Systematic interpretatin.g and reporting of test results--
tests like personality test, interest inventory, aptitude test etsc.-
can thus assist people to develop greater understanding of their
interests, aptitudes and so on (Barrett, 1968 Healy, 1975. Wittmer
Loesch, 1979). However, it should also be noted that significant,
learning takes place when individuals first learn about themselves
before receiving test information as they will be mre encouraged and
motivated to explore their self-attributes first and then later use the
test results to either confirm, reject or modify their firnykated self-
concepts (Westbrook, 1974).
Heuristic principles underlying the learning of decision making skill.
As effective decision-making also involves the setting of goals,
generating alternatives and acquiring of information, so the following
decision-making principles will attend to the above factors as well.
Firstly, when there is no need, there may not be any action. To
initiate the decision-making process, the guidance personnel should make
the individual realize the need for choice '(Harren, 1979 Herr Cramer,
1979 Super, 1963). That is, some anxiety may need to be generated in
the person in order to mobilize him. However, only moderate anxiety can.
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mobilize an individual to make decision as high level of anxiety may
result in defensive avoidance behaviors and low anxiety results in
continuation of one's present course of action (Harren, 1979). There are
several ways of precipitating the decision-making process--- making the
individual become aware of the fact that something is interf err_ ing .with.
his attempt to get what he wants, making him realize the need for more
information, querying the wisdom and practicabilities of his plan and
actions, creating situations which give rise to uncertainty and thus
raising his level of arousal, confronting him with a pressing but
perplexing problem or an ambiquoussituation (Super, 1963). When a
stimulus situation is used to initiate the process, it should be noted
that the demand to make decision should not.be too remote or else the
process cannot be initiated. On the other. hand, if it is highly
immanent, the individual is* forced to make actions immediately and has
no chance to decide. The best way then is to make individual realize
that he is approaching a decision-making situation and thus needs to be
equipped and prepared for the forthcoming challenge (Harren, 1979).
However, to enhance generalizability of such skills, the stimulus
situation used in training should be highly similar to actual situation
in the subject's life (Dixon et al, 1979).
Secondly, the -acquiring of information-seeking and decision-making
skills can be, facilitated by making people aware of their own
responsibility for planning and making decisions. If people realize that
they need to make decisions and, look for information and that others,
like the guidance personnel, are not going to make it or get it for
them, they will shoulder the responsibility themselves (Healy, 1975).
Another way is to confront people with the prices paid for avoidingsuch
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responsibilities so that they will find it necessary to take up the
responsibilities again.
Thirdly, it is asserted that planning and decision-making will
improve by following a systematic decision-making model as the model can
reduce the probability of omittin some considerations and also
facilitate analyzing and revising the outcomes (Dixon al, 1979;
Healy, 1975; Herr & Cramer 1979; Miller, 1981; Smab & Tamminen,1978).
Fourthly, the process must occur so that the,learners can identify
necessary steps, apply them to their, life plans and assess their
progress. The main reason is that when a person has made a plan for sorry
segmentof life and is satisfied with the outcome he is better able to
make the next plan intelligently and with more confidence (Herr&
Cramer, 1979). Moreover, even if the plan fails, the individual, with
the help of the guidance personnel, can still examine the process and
the outcome to determine why the goal is not achieved. The feedback
obtained can help pinpoint elements and. skills that need to be
re-learned or improved (Healy, 1975).
Fifthly, the individual should be given a lot of practices in
decision-makingin order to master the skills. This can be' achieved
through brainstorming other people's plans and choices or helping others
to make. plans. Joining others in making plans and decision can encourage
the individual to look at the problem from several different
perspectives. The helper- can also experience the satisfaction of.
achievement. if the plan succeeds or if his ideas are accepted by others
(Healy, 1975).
Sixthly, planning and decision-making will improve as the
individual clarifies and specifies his goals, thus focusing his energies
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on one rather than several targets (Healy, 1975).
Seventhly, learning decision-making and information-seeking is
similar to learning other skills; a lot of learning prin
actually been found effective in facilitating the acquiring of such
skills. For example, the guidance personnel can provide the learner with
knowledge and examples of the skills and practice experiences for him to
apply the. skills to his own situations (Hudson Danish, 1980). Positive
feedback and evaluations like acceptance, liking and approval can also
reinforce the learner's past decision which has been
current decision in the planning and commitment stages (Dixon et al,
19 7 9 Harren, 1979). Lastly, modeling and reinforcement--seeing some
people engaged in information-seeking and are rewarded for it-- is also
found to be able to encourage students to engage in ire
information-seeking behaviour (Fisher et al, 1976 Healy, 1975
Krunboltz Schroeder, 1965 Thoresen Krumboltz, 1967).
Principles underlying skill development
As the program focuses on the development of self-understanding and
decision-making skills, the following principles concerning skill
development suggested by J.Jarolimsk (1963) should be attended to.
Firstly, the skills should be broken down'into sub-skills which are
further arranged in. a sequence representing levels of difficult
Students are then presented with those sub-skills one at a tirne,in a
developmental pattern.
Secondly, the skills should be 'functional' in that students can
apply, them to -other life experiences at their present stage of
development.
Thirdly, demonstrations and explanations of the skill are essential
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for helping students knc what is
... involved in. a skill .and what is
regarded as an adequate performance of it.
Fourthly, the skills should be taught in in their functional contexts
to make them meaningful to students. In
other words, .the inculcation of
a skill should closelY approximate the actual life
situation in which it
is utilized.
Fifthly., the teaching of skills should be ac ied bcorran by practice
with the intention of improvin g them. Improvement can occur if
instructors help students discriminate between
good and bad performance
and let them know the results of their rfo-. pe rmance.
Lastly, students' initial practaice of a skill should be closely
supervised by teachers.- -who can clarify any, queries and can correct
students' errors which may obstruct later learning.
Reviewin existLn career 'dance r ams acti' vibes
Bearing in mind the essential theories and principles as well as
the program contentsV and approaches, the' writer reviews some related
programs and activities available in Hong Kong. Since there is not any
similar program having developed in Hon Kong.,'ong g, all the materials
reviewed are written by American or British' writers. h owever, there are
not many detailed descriptions of activities, nor are there many
ready-made programs 'available here. Hence, great efforts have to be made
to adapt the activities-'in order to suit the local situation, s tudents
needs and levels of competencies. In fact, nearly all the materials have
to be further modified to it the target population and often only the
approaches and basic framework of activities can be adopted whereas the
entire contents have to be changed and rewritten.
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Determining. the, f ramework of the whole program
Having paid attention, to the program contents and the possible
content areas, it'is decided that the-whole program will have two parts:
the first part focuses on. vocational self-understanding, the second
part, career decision-making. Each part lasts for five weeks. However,, it
is not the intention of the program to dichotclu'lze self-exploration and
career, exploration as two independent processes since career exploration
is actuallyselfexploration in occupational terms and since it is
futile and (quite impossible to help individual toa find a fob that
matches his Fvocational self picture built up before.
In view of the above, all materials and activities in the program
are cumulative and are structured round the job search process. In other
}
words,_the teen sessions aims at guiding students to go through the whole
process once and the program materials are reusable for future.
exploration of a similar nature. In the first five sessions, after
students have explored their personal attributes like interests, work
values, they have to relate them to jobs and place the jobs on their own
prospect job list which keeps on expanding until the sixth session.
Students also -need to write dawn their attributes in their Personal
Profile to'-`,.facilitate the later decision-making, process. Session Six,
Seven and. Eight teach students the' basic goal-setting, planning,
decision-making and information-seeking skills which students have to
integrate together when making a career decision for a fictitious person
in Session Nine. Actually, Session Nine and Ten serve as summing-up
,sessions which require students to incorporate all that they have
learned: before in order to' cope with their own or others' career
decisions. They are also a continuation of the job search which has
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started in Session one to Five-- students are guided to narrow down
their own prospect job list by weighing each job against their own
personal attributes'in order. to know what their job preferences are.
Then they have to go through.the rest of the career decision-making-
process and draft their own career plan for the' future.
Developing program materials,
Three packets are developed. The Helper's Guide is written in
English the Students' Handbook and Workbook., in Chinese. Each of them is
described briefly below
1. Helper's Guide-- This Guide aims at assisting teachers,
counselors and other paraprofessionals to replicate the-program in the
future by elaborating on the basic concepts and guidelines essential-for
implementing the program and by depicting the program activities in
details. The delineation of each program session consists of several
basic components
Essential concepts- basic concepts which are related to the content-
area:of that session and which the group facilitator should know when
conducting the session.
Rationale reasons why a particular session is placed in a certain part
of the program and why certain activities have been selected or are
conducted in a, certain way. All these can'also serve as guidelines for
future program planning or' modifications.
Things to note--scene reminders about program implementation and
management which group facilitator should attend to.
Purposes and objectives of that session
Procedure--The entire-,process-of executing the activites in a session is.
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described. Included hare are also the clarification-of facilitator's and
students' roles, the' specification of the time needed for lerrentin
certain steps and the suggestion of class discussion. topics.
Materials needed.
2. Students'.-Handbook-The Handbook contains-handouts prepared for
the activities implemented in the group setting. What can be found' here
.are mostly charts and, exercises which students have to complete as part
of .-the activities. However,, for. each session, some 'words of the wisdom'
are inserted. They are sayings of some famous people or extracts from
some literary work '.and they all-convey some appropriate attitudes of
looking at. work,. at one's self, at decision-making and goal-setting or
suggest some ways of coping with the above issues. They are intended to
instill in. students' minds the correct attitudes and values towards work .
3. Students' Workbook--The Workbook contains homework assignments
which students have to conplete at hon 'as follow-up activities or as
preparation for-: the following session. For` every session, there is,- a
'Let's chat corner' where students can write down whatever they feel
about the program or any other life problems and where the group
facilitator will attempt-to respond by answering their queries or making
suggestions or. comments. This corner is intended to provide
individualized attention to students and to establish some ccmunication
channels between students and the crroup facilitator.
and the career related content areas covered by this program.
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CHAPTER POUR PROGRAM IMPLU€NTATION
Procedure
The program was implemented in that school from March to May. The
writer herself, who had completed a master program in Counseling at an
American University, shouldered the responsibility for leading the
guidance group. All the, program sessions including the' introduction were
inplemented according to procedures depicted in the Helper's Guide (for
details, refer to Appendix Six).
Outline of program activities
Session 1 Ice-breaking activities
Session 2, Exploration of interests
Session 3 Exploration ofabilities, skills and aptitudes
Session 4 Exploration of values
Session 5 Exploration of work values
Session 6 Practising goal-setting skills
Session 7 Practising decision-making skills (1)
Session 8 Learning to seek information
.Session 9. Practising decision-making skills (2)
Session 10 Making tentative career choice and-plan
(See Appendix Six, Helper's Guide for the detailed program)
Program set-up
Duration of the whole program: 10 weeks
Number of sessions: 10
Length of each session.. lhour and 15 minutes
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Size of entire group 22 (6 boys 16 girls)
Size of sub-group: the girls were.divided into groups of four while
all six boys formed one group
Subjects
Twenty-two Form 3 students studying in a subsidized Anglo-Chinese
school participated in' this study. Twenty of them were randanly selected
to be the group participants. The other two joined the group on a
voluntary basis. All of. them carte f rcxn two Form three classes and were
generally thought by their. teachers as having. comparatively. little
chance to continue their education at the Form four level in a
subsidized school. Hence, this career guidance program would be of mire
benefits to them as it would facilitate their educational or vocational
planning and would help them acquire-the skills necessary for making a
wise decision in the near future.
Role of group facilitator
The adoption of the structured group format made it necessary for the
group facilitator to perform the following tasks in each session:
1) Explaining in nontechnical language the goal or objectives to the
group menrrs,
2) Specifying and explaining the program activities and exercises,
demonstrating it if necessary,
3) Circulating among the sub-groups, observing whether students could
adhere to the activity guidelines, encouraging interaction and sharing
and finally, clarifying queries that arose,
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4) Leading the group discussion when the sub-groups had carpleted
certain exercises or activities. The discussion could serve several
functions: shared answers to some problems, brainstormed each
sub-group's solution, exchanged experiences,'' reviewed the objectives,
related- the objectives to the overall program goal. Group facilitator
also made use of this chance to provide reinforcement, positive feedback
and constructive criticism.
Role of students
The adoption of the experiential and exploratory. approach rendered it
necessary.for students to. perform the following functions in the group:
1) Interacting with other group embers of their own smaller s ub-group
or the entire group,
2) -Recalling their own personal experiences and sharing them with
other group members,
3) Listening to others in order to receive feedback to gain insights
into their own self-exploratory process or career decisions,.
4) Providing feedback to other group members,
5): Reflecting upon their newly gained experiences' and knowledge and
relating them to their real life situations,
After each session, students also needed to -do some follow-through
activities in.,their workbooks This entailed doing another activity
related to the same topic area so as to consolidate what they had just
learned or discovered, reviewing what occured or'what they had acquired
in the group or doing some preparatory exercisesfor the -next group
meeting.
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CHAPTER FIVE PROGRAM EVALUATION
In order to ascertain whether the planned program yielded the
outcomes for which. it was held accountable and how the.' program could be
further improved, two types of evaluations--formative and
sumative-were adopted in this present study.
FORMATIVE EVALUATION
Formative evaluation involves gathering data and information as the
program progresses in order to improve it, but not to prove that it
works. This means the evaluator has to gather information to determine'
whether the program is progressing according to program. description
formulated in the program planning stage, to judge whether the en route
objectives are achieved and to check whether unanticipated outcomes are
produced. Based on such information, shortcoming of the program can be
identified and. if possible, remedied: The program contents and
activities can. also be modified or revised in order 'to help meet the
predetermined goal.
Methodology: The unique nature and function of formative evaluation
make it difficult to gather information by formal and precise means. In
this study,. information was gathered through two ways:
1. Observation of. group processes - The responsibility of observing and
evaluating the effectiveness of each program' activity as well as the
overall group process and structure rested upon three evaluators--
the career mistress of that school, a graduate-student who was also
working on developing a career guidance program and the group
facilitator herself the role of the first two was that of non
participating observer. At the beginning of each session, the two
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non-participating observers were given an evaluation form See
Appendix 1) and a description'of the objectives and procedures of the
program activities which could both serve as guidelines indicating
what significant behaviors had to be observed. After each session,
they discussed and checked, whether objectives for that session had
been met and whether any improvement was needed.
'2. Students' workbook assignments- This was another means by which .the
program evaluator could judge the outcanes of each session and know
whether certain. program objectives had been meta The assignments
were designed in line with the content areas and the specific
objectives of each session. For example, after learning the
goal-setting process, students had to apply. the skills they had..
learned to, setting one of their own immediate life goals and to
demonstrate the process they went through by filling in the goal-
setting chart in their workbook. Students' competence and ability to
complete the required assiqnments could indicate whether they had
mastered each specific skill and whether the objectives-of a certain
session had been achieved.
SUMAATIVE EVALUATION
SunTnative-evaluation is closely related to the study for change
(Nunnally, 1967). A new program is like a 'treatment' it is expected
that after the treatment', people will improve and undergo sc
positive. changes owing. to their participation in the program. Such
changes are detected by means of sum€native evaluation which aims at
judging whether the program outcomes satisfy the predetermined
criterion. It is also called the 'product' evaluation because it
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examines the final. product--- the program outccros-- instead of the
process.
Sumiative evaluation can be further divided into 'payoff'
evaluation. and '.intrinsic' evaluation (Scriven, 1967). 'Payoff'
evaluation is the sari as 'product' evaluation and aims at examining the-
effects.-.of program on the participants. 'Intrinsic' evaluation refers to`
the appraisal of' the instrument-- here, it refers to the contents,
structure and management of the program itself. Both types of sunative
evaluations were used here for ascertaining program effectiveness.
Intrinsic Evaluation
Instrument
Two Opinion Survey Questionnaires (See Appendix 2) were employed for
making 'intrinsic' evaluation, that is, obtaining and appraising the
participants' feedback on-program contents, structure and management.-'
The first one was 'given out' at the end of the fifth session when the
part on self-understanding was completed the second one, the very last
session. In both, students were-instructed to indicate their impression
of each session and each program activity --,whether it was_ interesting
or boring, useful or useless, easy or difficult-.-- along a five-point
scale. In the second questionnaire, students also needed to indicate
their feelings and attitudes towards the homework assignments and the
whole program.
Data analysis
Mean scores were calculated for items which required respondents to
rate them.along certain dimensions frequency scores and percentage, for
the rest of the. items. Such scores could reveal respondents' attitudes.





Experimental Desi: The Posttest-Only Control -'Group Design, one
of the true experimental designs, was employed in this pay of f
evaluation.. The design takes-this form
R X Posttest (Experi ntal Group)
R-
Posttest (Control Group)
According to the- above design, forty students selected from two Form 3
classes were randomly assigned to-the experimental group and 'control
group before the ..implementation. of the program. The experimental... group
then participated in the career guidance workshop whereas the contr of
group did not receive any treatment at all. One week after the workshop-
.was over, all students in the two classes did the posttest conducted by
their' own form teachers. This could help obscure the real* testing
purpose. The answer sheets of those forty students were then picked out
for analysis. The between-group ccrparisons could enable the evaluator
to estimate the impact of the program.
This design, was profitable as -it controlled many threats to
validity or sources of bias. Firstly, group assignment was made on a
}
random, basis, which controlled for- selection. Secondly, two groups were
utilized-- the treatment' group received the treatment the control
group, didn't-- this controlled for history and maturation. Thirdly, as
no pretest was given to, either group, this controlled for any testing
effects.. The use of random sampling and control group thus helped
establish the internal validity of the study.
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Hypotheses
l.Students. or the experimental group and the control group wil not
exhibit any significant differences in 'their formulated vocational-
self-concepts.
2. Students of-the experimental group and control group will not exhibit
any significant differences in their abilities to make realistic,
well-reasoned. career decision and plans.
Instruments
1.Modified General Occupational Themes (MGOT) (See Appendix 3)
This- instrument was constructed by Chung, C.M. (1981) and had
also been validated recently using a sample of 850 Form 5 pupils in
Hong'-Kong. The instrument was founded on the General Occupational
Themes of the Strong Vocational Interest Blank (1973) and Holland's
Vocational Preference Inventory (6th ed., ,1965). It consists of,-120
occupational titles in which there are 20 items for each of the six
personality types. Respondents are.asked to show how they feel about
each kind of work. There-are three possible answers:
L- if they feel they will like that kind of work
I- if they are indifferent (i.e. if they will not care about that
kind of work)
D -if they think they will dislike that kind of work
Scores are allocated to +1 if answer is L, 0 if 1, -1 if D. The total
score of ,each category of the six personality types can be found by
surr nin up all scores in that category. The personality profile of each
student will emerge. by comparing the six raw scores of the six
categories.
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Reliability of the scale - Chung' s study (1981) indicated that the
reliability coefficient of each subscale of the GOT was substantially
high (all above. 83). The Cronback's alpha for the whole GOT (120 items)
was found to be .9365, and the standard item alpha was .93908, which
means the internal consistency of the GOT is highly reliable (Chung,
1981,p.28). His results also, revealed that Holland's hexagonal model is
applicable to the local sample - even though the hexagon is a bit
distorted, the order of R,I,A,S,E,C, is the sane as postulated by
Holland.
Suitability of the scale for the present stuuy - the above scale was
adopted as one. of the. posttest measures for the purpose of tapping
students' formulated vocational self-concepts. This scale was chosen
because it was one of the very few career related personality scales
developed and validated locally in Hong Kong. In addition, the
item-scale and item-total correlation revealed that the discrimination
power of the items of the GOT was pretty strong, implying that it was a
rather reliable instrurent.
Moreover, the basic assumption underlying the development of this.
scale--people's personality can be tapped by their vocational
preferences - has been supported by some career counseling
psychologists (Holland, 1959,1973; Mencke & Cochran, 1974; Super, 1963).
Super (1963) for example, believes that in expressing a vocational
reference, a person puts into occupational terminology his idea of the
kind of person. he is. Likewise, Holland (1959) postulates that if a
person knows clearly what kind of person he is, he is able to make
discrimination among Potential job environments in terms of his awn.
attributes and when doing the GOT, is able to persistently choose those
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jobs which match his self-concepts. Conversely speaking if a person has
had vague and disorganised ideas about. his personal characteristics, if
he has not acquired, a well fornnilated rce tionI p of himself, or if he
lacks skills or confidence to translate personal characteristics into
occupational-opportunities,-' his profile will be marked by low degrees of
consistency and differentiation.(Holland, 1973 .89-91'..Theirp) theories
thus justify that the examination of an individual's vocational
preferences can in fact reflect, his self-concept
as well as his
psychological maturity
Finally, :the scale is a suitable instrument for sttestinp° g purpose
as students' homework assigments already served the function of
assessing whether students came to know their self attributes like
interests values, aptitudes and skills better, the posttest only tapped
the final r product, their formulated vocational self-concepts. In other
words,•what the evaluators were concerned here was whether students had
organised all the vocationally related self-percepts -'tether intoog a
well integrated, crystallised and consistent whole and had translated
them into a sound vocational preference. These concerns were dealt with
in the GOT scale which tapped whether the constellation of •se. if-concepts
as a whole possessed internal differentiation and structure.
2. Career Decision-Makin and Planning Questionnaire (See Pcndx 5)
This questionnaire was another instrun-ent'used for making the
'payoff' evaluation. It was used mainly for-tapping students`
decision-making and planning skills.
It was used in place of some other_rmre objective measures
because the. instr.anents available herein Hong Kong were inadequate
for assessing an individual's career decision-makin skills andg there
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was also a lack of well validated instruments in Hong Kong.
The questionnaire was con posed of three parts. Part I tapped the
wisdom. of students' career preferences by .asking them to list their
first two- preferences and' to state,reasons supporting their choice.
Part II tapped students' career planning skills by asking them to
describe- their' cyan future- plans for securing the' jobs they preferred.-
The last part tapped students' decision-making skills. A career
decision-making situation was presented to students who had to decide
whether with the limited. information given them, they would be able
to make a career decision for the hypothetical person involved and to
give reasons stating why they made such a decision.
Data analyses
1. Modified, General Occupational Themes (MGOT)
The six raw scores of the six personality categories were analysed
according to the following criteria:
a. Congruency: This is defined as the degree of. correspondence
between student's personality type and his
expressed occupational preference.
student's personality type- the MGOT generates six raw scores
corresponding to the six MGOT subscales. The highest raw score
is considered as the student's personality type.
student's occupational preference- before administering the MGOT,
students were asked to state their first and second
occupational preferences. Their first preference could then be
assigned the appropriate code by referring to the
Classifications of the GOT Job Titles (See Appendix 4)
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Two levels of congruence are defined, and shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Congruence Levels






b. Consistency: This is.defined as the distance between the high
point code and the second high point code in
Holland's. hexagonal model. Two levels of consistency
areP_f l neck in(9 gh in mah1 A 9
Table 2 Consistency Levels





C. Differentiation: This is defined as the absolute difference
between student's highest and lowest GOT scores
and is represented by a numerical value.
There are two levels of differentiation.
1 high differentiation if the differentiation score is
greater or equal to the median
2 low differentiation if the differentiation score is less
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than the median. (Chung, 1981,p.20)
Comparisons of two groups on the levels of congruence, consistency
and differentiation were made through x2 tests.
2. Career Decision-Making and Planning Questionnaire
a. Each student's stated job preference (their career goal) was
analysed as follows
Ability. to, state what his two, preferred jobs were
2 could state two
1 could state only one
0 could not state any
Consistency of preferences (only for those who could state two
preferences)
2the first and second preferences both belonged to the same
job family as classified by the GOT
1 the job family of the first preference lay adjacent to that
of the second preference in Holland's hexagonal model
0 all other relationships
Agreeneazt between student's preferences and his personality (got
MGOT)
2 student's preference matched his primary personality type
(the highest point code got in MGOT)
1 student's preference matched his secondary personality type
(the second high point code got in MGOT and which was just 1
or 2 points lower than the highest point)
0 student's personality type did not. match his preference
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Ability to give relevant reasons for.selectin the job (1g st Pref.)
3 student could
give 3 relevant reasons (e.g. the job is
attainable and satisfying)
2 student could give 2 relevant reasons
1 student could give 1 relevant reason
0 student could not give any relevant reason
Realism of the preference
_Y the preference was.realistic with regards .to student's ability
the preference was unrealistic with regards to student' s
ability.
Confidence in `-attaining the goal (only for those whose preference
was realistic)
2 certain (possibility was over 50%).
1 not very certain (possibility was 30to 49%)
0 don't know
b. Student's career plan was analysed as follows
Student could draft a career plan
1 student could draft a plan which stated specifically what
he would do in the next three years
0 student could not draft the plan
The plan could specifically prepare student for his preferred job
(only for students who could draft the plan)-
1 the training or education he opted for upon graduation from
Form 3 could equip him or lead him to his career goal
0 the plan and his preference were not related
The plan was realistic and valid (only for those whose plans and
preferred jobs were related)
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2 the plan was comkpletely.valid and realistic, for example, the
steps of the plan were consistent, the entry requirement for a
job or.training course was realistic and so on
1 the plan was partly valid and realistic (i.e. one minor error
existed)
0 The plan was entirely invalid and unrealistic
C. Student's career decision-making,skills were analysed by examining
how'he arrived at the decisions made for the hypothetical student.
One score would be given to any one reason which the student gave in
support of his decision: The reasons should address directly to the
given case and should be .a factor relevant to.career decision-making
The scores=student got in the above three parts were summed up to arrive
at a total score. A comparison of the performance of the treatment and
control group was then made through the use of t test.
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CHAPTER SIX RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This chapter aiming at analyzing results obtained from various
means of.evaluations has two basic parts. Part One focuses on analyzing
data and results obtained from formative evaluation, that is, from
clasasrocm observations and students' assignments. Part.Two focuses on
analysing' the effectiveness. of the program as judged by firstly,
students' responses and feedback in the two Opinion Survey
Questionnaires secondly, their performance in the MGOT and thirdly,
their performance in. the Career Decision Making and Planning
Questionnarie. A brief summary. is inserted at the end it aims at
pooling all data together and formulating a more comprehensive picture
of the overall effectiveness-of the oroaram.
FORMATIVE EVALUATION
Efficiency of program inple-entation as judged by classroom observations
Classroom observations were made by three observers-- the program
facilitator who, being the program planner would be in the best position
to. judge the outcomes and implementation of the program the career
mistress of the school who, being familiar with the target population,
could detect their reactions and responses more easily and also had a
better idea of what the correct teaching approaches and techniques would
be a graduate students who being interested in career guidance and
working too on developing a similar program would have some ideas about
what a career guidance program would be like. They would judge the
effectiveness of the program from different perspectives and their
efforts, when being pooled together, could-.offer an objective and
comprehensive picture of has successfully the program had been
implemented. To facilitate observations, the observers were given a
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detailed description of'the program session and an evaluation sheet (See
Appendix 1) for recording their observations., At the end of. each
session,' discussions were also held-to brainstorm the effectiveness and
efficiency of program inplenientation.
However, observations did not proceed well as planned since the
.career mistress was often- busy after school in dealing with sane
extracurricular activities and duties, she only attended Session'Two.
Likewise, the other observer, owing to some unforeseen circumstances,
could not attend'SessionTwo and Four. Thus, in most sessions, only the
group facilitator.=and one other observer were present and in Session
Four, formative- evaluation could only be made by the facilitator
herself. Moreover, since most of the activities entailed small group
discussion and since the observer played a non-participating role, she
could only judge some-very overt behaviors but could not grasp the
essences--the contents of students' discussions and their actual
performances in fulfilling certain tasks. Therefore, many classroom
observations and commnts were made solely by the program facilitator.
This might cast some doubt on the objectivity of the observations.
However, in view of the other functions she performed in addition to
program evaluation--program planning and implementation--as well as her
knowledge of counseling and of career guidance and her intention to
revise and improve the present program so as -to make it a workable one
for other paraprofessionals, her observations and comments presented
below could be well relied upon.
1. Evaluation of the whole program
Frequency of group meetings-- It was first planned that the ten
sessions would be held once a week and that the whole program would last
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from mid-March to the end of May. The duration of the whole program'
-worked out as planned however,the frequencies of meetings were-rather
irregular because of the school. mid-term. examinations and the long
Easter holiday which fell between-late March and mid-April. Therefore,
there was a long time lag--two and a half weeks--between the first and
.the second. meeting. And though the second,° third and fourth meetings
could be held one. week apart from the other one, the last six sessions
`had to be pressed into three weeks' time which meant that for the last
three weeks, students had to attend two meetings every week.
Such irregularities had adverse effects on students. In the first
few sessions, it was sometimes found that students had forgotten all
they had learned in the previous session and thus certain things had to
be repeated again. The rapport which was built up before also faded away
with the passage of time and so efforts had to be made to rebuild it.
Towards the end, however, students found it a bit tiring to attend six
sessions in three successive weeks and it seemed that this affected
attendance. In one session, Session Seven, there were altogether eight
absentees.
Duration of the group meetings --The time limit set for each group
meeting was one hour and fifteen minutes. Except the last session in
which some students took a long time to complete the Opinion Survey
Questionnaire,. all other sessions ended on time.
Howevex, since most students already felt rather tired after
attending several classes and since many of them were eager to go hone,
so towards the end of the sessions, students', concentration was often
weaker and sometimes some of them even requested to leave earlier.
On the other hand, the group facilitator felt rather pressed for
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time in Session Tio, Five and Six. Consequently, some large group
discussions had to be cancelled or shortened. In most other sessions,
students. had barely enough time: to cclete the task on time but
thorough discussions were sorretimes impossible (for details, refer to
'Evaluation of individual sessions).
Group Setting-- The group. meetings were held in classroom which
actually was not. an ideal setting for group meetings. Even though the
chairs and desks were movable, rearrangements of them took a long time.
Moreover, when chairs were placed in a circle in the middle of the room,
just like in Session One, students would be crowded together and privacy
could not be secured when students had small group discussions. Since
the classroom was not spacious enough, it was also impossible for the
groups to move to some. quiet corners to have discussions. Hence, from
Session Two onwards, students were only encouraged to move their chairs
about so that they could sit facing other group nerrrbers in small group
discussions even though not in the large group discussions.
In addition, interruption from outside noises like traffic was
frequent. Consequently, the group facilitator sometimes had to lift'up
her voice or to repeat some instructions again and again to students who
had missed them. This greatly affected group facilitator-student
interactions and rapport.
Group Composition-- Originally, owing to random selection, there
were fourteen girls and six boys in the group. However, in Session One,
two other girls made a request for participation in the group hence,the
number of female participants far exceeded that of the male. One
consequence of this was that most of the boys remained rather shy and
passive throughout. In fact, sex differences affected student
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interaction. For example, in.the ice-breaking activities in Session One,
it was noted that not.all girls interacted with boys. Moreover, not. a
singleboy took the. initiative to'talk to any one of the girls. And when
students were asked to form subgroups of four, all six boys preferred to
stay in one group. This seemed to be a good arrangement because the boys
seemed to feel freer to -speak up in the company of the same sex.
Furthermore, since most tasks were done in small groups, sex differences
would not produce serious adverse effects on their on-task behaviors.
Program Materials-- To students, it seemed confusing to have to
keep two piles of program materials-- one for the Handbook, one for
their Workbook (for homework assignments)-- separately in the two
pockets of their files especially because the loose handouts, of those
two books were-numbered in exactly the same way.
Moreover, the instructions which told students to copy information
and responses they had come up in some exercises back to their Personal
Profile and job list on the first few pages of their Workbook were not
clear enough or highlighted thus, many students failed or forgot to
fill in the charts properly.
Student participation-- though Hong Kong students are often
described as passive and acquiescent, students' participation in this
group was, on the whole, satisfactory. The first session served very
well to put participants at ease and they participated very actively in
activities which enlisted the participation of all group members.
However, as there had been a lapse of two and a half weeks (the Easter
holiday) between the first and second session it seemed that students
had withdrawn back to their old passive way of responding. They were
quiet. especially in large group discussions and much effort was needed
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to loosen them up again. Despite these, towards the second half of
Session Two, students could, be seen interacting very actively with
members of their own small group--most students laughed and chatted
excitedly with their group mates. Generally speaking, students enjoyed
and seemed more at-ease in small group discussions but were a bit shy to
speak. up' in large group discussions. It was only till Session Six that
more active, participation in large group discussions could be observed.
It was also observed ,that four students -- three, girls one boy --
seemed to have difficulty-in joining in the discussion. They remained
very quiet throughout. the. discussion, said just a few words when it was
their turn, seldom looked directly into others' eyes when speaking and
never voiced their opinions in 'class discussions. Some of them were also
reluctant to share their 24-hour diary or other personal data with
others and they were also the ones who had the greatest difficulty in
listing ten. of their own personal achievements in Session Three. All in
all, it seemed that their self-esteem was rather low and which
obstructed their participation in the group discussions.
The group facilitator also noticed that Trost students had not
acquired the discussion skills or brainstorming techniques --they seldom
analysed or examined things or situations carefully they yielded to
others' opinions readily and often their discussion only progressed at a
very superficial level. Hence, she often had to brainstorm their answers
or responses so as to make them further explore the issues in greater
depth.
Group facilitator-student interactions--Within the group setting,
the group facilitator-student interactions were quite good. Session One
in which the facilitator interacted actively with students and shared
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openly her own personality data` with them served as a, good start for
later interactions.-Even though as mentioned in, the session before, it
was until the- sixth. session that -students began to loosen .up and to
participate actively in large, group discussion, they were never too shy
to ask the group-facilitator for help. In fact, in.rrost activities, the
group facilitator rmved from group to group and was able to have brief
discussion with individual groups. Towards the end of the program when
students got to know the group facilitator better, they even joked with
her and challenged.her ideas.
However, outside the group setting, there was no interaction
between them at all. This, was because before the group meetings, the
group facilitator was often busy with distributing handouts and
assigments and after the meeting, students were also in a hurry to go
home. Moreover, since the group facilitator was not a teacher of that
school, there was not any other chances for them to meet and chat even
though conversations in some less formal settings could enable the group
facilitator to get to know students' reactions to the program better.
Observer interference-- The observer, a stranger to the students,
had actually been made more conspicuous by her non-participating role in
the group. Students had commented in their Workbook and Opinion Survey
Questionnaire that they felt uncomfortable at being under close watch.
However, the extent of the obsever interference and the effects it might
cause could riot be detected and ascertained here.
Program activities-- on the whole, the planned program activities
worked out quite well. A sense of continuity and appropriate transition
was achieved among individual activities. However, transition from one
session to the next was sometimes weak and not obvious for the students.
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This .was true especially' for the second half. of the program, for
example, sow students. did not realize why the skills' for setting- goals
were necessary. in career decision-making, and planning.. Moreover, the
shift of focus from self-understanding to career decision-making was
rather abrupt and. some students actually failed to realize the link
between the two parts until Session Eight.
Theactivities werealso within students' rangeof competenciesmostof themcould completethe required task without raich outside help.
The kind of help they often needed was actually the clarification of
certain instructions and ways of doing the tasks. To a very large
extent,the activities also accomplished the desired outcomes (for
further details, refer to the-discussion on homework assignments)
2. Evaluation of individual sessions
Session One Ice-breaking activities
Generally speaking,this session achieved the ice-breaking
purpose. The song and the two puzzling pictures seemed to have succeeded
in helping students to relax. They sang, joked and also looked very
eager when examining the pictures. However, since most students had not
attended any group activities before, they were still a bit shy and
hesitant when they were asked to walk about the room and to talk to
others in Activity one and no one took the initiative to stand up and
trove. To break the ice, the group facilitator asked all students to
stand up first and then gave the starting signal. The song 'Ask Me' was
also_played once again as background music to help students relax. Soon,
there was a lot of hustle and bustle going on in the roam.
Students were even more at ease in Activity Two. Many of them were
rather creative and could finish painting their own self-portrait before
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the specified time. All of them then actively-shared their pictures with
others and were busily engaged in guessing- others'. characteristics.
However, instead of sharing their portraits with only one partner, all
of them shared the pictures with several others.-On the whole, the two
activities did succeed in making students loosen up.
With regards to making students reflect on their own unique
personality traits, it seemed that even though all of them could list
three of their own unique characteristics, they might not have spent
enough time exploring their self-percepts and organising them together.
.For example, in Activity One, when students exchanged signatures and
gave reasons.-showing why they had chosen certain statements, some could
,only quote one or two life experiences to support their choice and were
pore engaged in talking to more members instead of sharing their self
reflections with others. Similarly, in Activity Two, Trost of them were
interested in sharing their pictures with others and not many spent a
long time elaborating their unique characteristics to others.
Session Two E loration of interests
Activity One did not work out well. Students were able to identify
the interests of the person used in the exan-ple they understood and
knew well how to do the exercise. However, since nearly half of them had
forgotten either to bring back their-Handbook or to do the homework,
many could not participate actively in the group. They could only help
others explore interests but they could not explore their own, and hence
they did not exhibit great interest in the activity.
In Activity Two, students took a much longer time than expected in
listing. out the ten things they liked to do, which served to indicate
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that sore students actually had not got many things towards which they
had strong attachrrent. The part which required students to identify
similarities among, their interests and to'single out those which were
more related to occupational, choices through a process of elimination
was a bit confusing to some. students' hence, the group facilitator had-
to do a.lot of clarification with, students individually.
A general impression of this session was that there were too many
different.,kinds of activities which made it necessary,to spend much time
in explaining the goals and procedures of activities in order to avoid
.confusion. There were also too many new ideas for students to absorb
within a single session. and owing to the shortage of time towards the
end, these- were done in a hurry-skurry manner. All these were further
complicated by the fact that it was rather noisy outside that day and
both the group facilitator and students found it difficult to hear what,
the others said.
Session Three Exploration of abilities
In Activity One, step one, students could tell what abilities were
but when identifying the abilities required for the two advertised jobs,
it was found that quite a number of them confused abilities with
academic qualifications. A lot of clarifications were then needed.
In Activity Two, some students (about one-third) found it hard to
list ten achievements. The group facilitator had to help them by
brainstorming and suggesting certain areas they could consider. Finally,
all' students except one could at least come up with eight achievements.
From those discussions with individual students, the group facilitator
got the feeling that those who had low self-esteem and less confidence
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in themselves had more difficulties in exploring their achievements.
Session Four exploration of values
This session was necessary. Students had absolutely no idea about
what_ values were at the beginning. Even after defining the concept and
demonstrating it with examples, students working with their own group
were still only able to corn up with,a few values. Thus, while students
were trying to 'figure out the-values they knew, the. group facilitator
had, to help song by further clarifying what values were and whether the
things they liked were values or not. However, towards the end of the
session, after more examples were given, students .were able to identify
their own values which they believed were inherent in the decisions they
and even to defend why they ranked their values in a certain way.
Students were pretty interested in the activities throughout. They
liked the song very much and with the help of the list of values given
them were able to identify several values the singer might have as well
as his two most dominant values. The example demonstrating how values
influenced the making of decision was also effective--after the
situation had been explained, students could tell immediately what the
two people's decision would be. However, the last activity--clarifying
their own personal values--was not so* successful in certain aspects.
Though students looked rather interested in the activity and were busily
engaged in exploring their values, quite a number of them preferred to
work alone or in pairs and some did disclose their former choices with
some reluctance. In view of this, the group facilitator had to
reemphasize that there was nothing to be ashamed of even if their values
made in the' fantasizing exercises and most of them were able to explain
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were not respectable ones.
Session Five Exploration of work values*
Since the previous session about. values was held-nearly two weeks
ago, students had, forgotten the characteristics of values and the group
facilitator needed to repeat them once again and contrasted them with
work values. Here, as well as in the previous session, the group
facilitator found it -helpful to state the criteria in very clearcut,
specific terms, for example ,work values were something important which
one wanted to obtain through work and so on.This could help students
easily clarify. whether. a certain thing could be regarded as a work value
or not.Furthermore, by comparing and contrasting work values with other
general life values, students were able to distinguish those two fairly
well. Consequently, all small groups were able to come up with some
common work value
Students did not have great difficulties in completing the
exercises. The forced-choice exercises and the ranking of work values
did succeed in making them reflect on their value priorities. However,
since they spent so much time on examining their values, they were
rather hard pressed for time towards the end. Originally, it was planned
that students would spend roughly fifteen mintues` time in doing
Activity Twohowever, it turned out that the activity took nearly twenty
minutes' time. A a result, Activity Three --the debate--had to be cut
short. Only two groups were able to finish the group debate. It was
impossible, therefore, to have a class discussion and the group
facilitator could only point out that one of the top values among all
groups was interest.
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Session Six Practising goal-setting skills
Most students had a rough idea. of what a goal was at the beginning
but they were not sure what .they had to attend to when they set goals.
Consequently,, at least half.of them looked rather interested
in learning the procedure.
The demonstration of the goal-setting procedure took a much longer
time than expected. As the goal was about improving interpersonal
relationshipall students could have something to contribute and many of
them did participate actively in the discussion. Students did not find
it hard to come up with a temporary goal,to identify the obstacles and
the strategies for overcoming them. However, when they were asked to
state the goal in measurable and observable behavioral terms,they were
at a loss. The group facilitator had tried to use examples to show what
'measurable' and 'observable' behavioral objectives meant and allowed
students to discuss that in small groups, but still only one-third of
the students could think of a possible one. After all, it seemed that
this was a bit beyond students' range of competencies.
Session Seven Practising decision-makinq skills (1)
With additional exercises and clarifications, students could all
identify what an observable, measurable goal and what an orderly
step-by-step plan should be like. in the discussion afterwards, they
were also able to express more ideas about how to set goals.
On the whole, students participated more actively this time in
class discussions, for example, in defining what a decision was and in
reflecting and discussing whether there was any 'have to' situations. In
those brief introductory discussions, students could contribute some
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very rational arguments, which indicated that decision-making was not
such an abstract, complicated concept to them.
The instruction of the decision-making process proceeded rather
smoothly. Small group discussions were encouraged throughout but
students generally preferred to work alone expecially in exploring pros
and cons of each alternative, in weighing the outcomes and filling in
the decision-making chart. Considering their performance and
participation, most of them did not find it too difficult to cope with
the process. However, they had one weakness--they rarely explored the
problem in depth, that is, most only came up with two or three pros for
a certain alternative whereas a careful examination should reveal that
there could be several.
When weighing the alternatives, it was found that students found
the more concrete, substantive approach -- the use of the chart--to be
easier to cope with than simply weighing and working out the best option
in their mind.
Session Eight Learning to seek information
Generally speaking, this session was a rather successful one in
terms of group facilitator-student and student-student interactions.
students participated very actively in the activities especially the
'Twenty Questions' and the job analysis interview -- interviewing the
group facilitator who was working as a tutor in the Chinese University--
both of which required raising questions and getting information about
jobs. Students also responded well to the last small group activity
which required them to scan the want advertisements searching for jobs
appropriate fro Form 3 or 5 leavers and to read the career pamphlets
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for educational information. However, towards the end, half of them were
not very task-oriented and seemend to be attracted by some carrer
booklets which informed them of the various training opportunities and
which would be something new to most of them. Anyhow, this activity had
achieved the main aim of this session-to make students participate
actively in the search for information and to increase their educational
and career awareness.
As expected before, this session was rather useful and helpful for
students. It was found that nearly all of them were in the dark with
regards to the type of job information relevant for making career
decision, the various sources providing information and the various ways
of seeking information. Their ignorance was uncovered when they were
asked to fill in the charts for Activity one and Two.
There was still room for improvement for Activity Four.The reasons
were: firstly, there was not enough career information; secondly, the
information was not well classified or arranged in any sort of order,
which meant students might need a long time skimming them before they
could get appropriate information. Lastly, the want advertisements
distributed to students had not been selected carefully and so not many
of them signified that applicants had to have attended some training
courses before. The aims for this activity were thus partially defeated
some students actually did not need to look for institutes which
provided training for certain jobs.
Session Nine Practising decision-making skills(2)
Students looked rather interested and attentive while the concept
of career path was introduced.
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In the one-hour group 'discussion that followed, -most students
participated very. actively in'trying to make the career decision for the,
fictitious person. Among the five small groups, two groups were at a
loss about what to do and constantly, needed help from the group
facilitator because: they were all absent'in Session Seven and hence had
not learned the decision-raking,-steps. Moreover,at the beginning, only
one group did realize they had to ask the group facilitator for the'
person's personal information in order to figure out what jobs would be
suitable for him. Hawever, all.'other groups could reason that they had
chosen the job for the person based on the given facts. that the person
had good results in Mathematics and Physics, which indicated that he
might. have- abilities and great interests in those subjects. This
explained why some groups had not asked for information about the
person's interests and abilities. Three boys were not task-oriented and
much time on reading the career pamphlets. It seemed that the final
activity in the previous session successfully stimulated students'
interests in career exploration. However, this also implied that some
students were not greatly interested in practising the decision-making
steps.
With regards to the decision-making task, all groups went over the
first few steps with care and came up with a decision but only one group
had time to draft the three-year-plan. Hence, in the last few minutes,
the group facilitator made an attempt to show what possible jobs there
were for the person and to demonstrate a few three-year-plans to reach
two of the jobs.
Group facilitator-student interaction was very good on the whole.
Students kept on asking questions and the group facilitator had to spend
1most of the time moving among groups, clarifying their queries and
brainstorming certain steps.
Session Ten Making tentative career choice and plans
The session began a little bit late because the assigned classroom
was occupied and further arrangement had to be made. Consequently, the
session was cut short and about half of the students had to complete the
exercises in a hurry towards the end of the session.
Activity One was met with some confusion--about one-fourth of the
participants had not got their personal Profile and the list of jobs
ready despite the fact that the group facilitator had collected their
files after the fifth and sixth sessions, checked all exercises and
wrote a note to each indicating what exercises needed to be completed
before Session Nine. Hence, some had to copy the jobs back to the
correct page; some, the personality traits. Activity One, as a result,
progressed much more slowly than expected before.
Students could cope with the matching task and the elimination
process fairly well. However, two or three students were inattentive-
they seldom listened to the instructions, made mistakes and asked what
they had to do when the step should have been completed. perhaps they
were not very interested in the activity. The rest of the group were
busily engaged in the task and as inferred from their deep involvement
and the time they spent, they did really make an effort to examine the
relationships and to weigh the prospective jobs carefully.
Students worked hard on their plans too. It was observed that none
of them referred to the career pamphlets when drafting the plan. Perhaps
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it was because there was not enough time for a thorough exploration. It
was also found out that some students had forgotten to link pp their
three-year plans with their career goals or-to-draft an alternate plan.
Hence, the group facilitator needed to brainstorm nearly half of the
participants and -asked them to further clarify the plan or to write an
alternate, one
The whole program could not end as planned, that is, by playing the
songs. This ,was'- because many students spent a long titre doing the first
exercise. Thus,. while half of the students could complete the two
exercises within one-hour, the rest needed nearly seventy-five minutes'
time.
Effectiveness of program as judged by students' classwork and
h ork assign irents
In this part, program effectiveness was examined by analysizing
students' performance in their hai work and classwork assignments. In
most sessions, students were required to do-homework assignments. In the
first five sessions, this mainly entailed asking students to explore
their personal attributes, list the dominant ones and relate them to
jobs. In the last five sessions, they were required to apply the
newly-learned cognitive skills to their own real life situations. In
Session Six, Eight and Nine, students were also asked to c lete sate
exercises with their group members. All these assignments, conpieted
individually or in groups, served to ascertain whether the objectives
set- for a particular session had been achieved and which part of the
program needed further improvement.
However, students' assignments did not turn out to be a reliable
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instrument for tapping students' performance. The basic problem was that
many students had not completed the required homework assignments--some
forgot to do them some'did not want to do them and some did not know
haw to do them since they were.absent from a certain group meeting. The
problem was not too serious for the first few sessions because most of
the. homework could be completed within a short period of time and
because the group facilitator tried to press students to hand in their
files in Session Five and- Six. Even so, when checking the files, it was
found, that quite a number of students had forgotten to do certain parts
of. the exercises or had not completed them according to the given
instructions and thus it was difficult to tell whether they could fulfil
the. task or not. Even fewer students handed in their completed
assignments in the last few sessions. Maybe this was because the
homework assignments like setting goals, making decision all required
quite a lot of time and thinking. Moreover, since the last few sessions
were all squeezed into three weeks' time, students might not find enough
time to canplete them. In view of the fact that not all participants
handed in their assignments, the results of` this session had to be
accepted with some reservations.
The problem might be remedied if the group facilitator could talk
to individual students and explore why they had not ccarpleted the
assignments-were they unable to do it? Did they find it too boring or
were they simply lazy? The answers to the above questions could hint at
the effectiveness of the program or the suitability of the assignments.
However, since the group facilitator was not a teacher of that school,
it was very difficult to make arrangenhnts to talk to each student and
so sore questions were still left unanswered here.
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1.Individual participants' performance in horwork and classwork
assi2iaents
In this part, students' attainment of objectives was jucigeci by
examining whether they could caiplete the required hcxnework or classwork
assignments individually. In Table 3, the percentage of students who
caleted'assignments and who also attained the predetermined objectives
were presented. It was found that first, about 70% of the objectives,',
that is, 17 objectives out of 22, were achieved by over 90% of the
students. Secondly the objectives set for the first five sessions
(Objectives1 to 10) were achieved by the majority of the students (over
90%). Thirdly, a relatively lower percentage of students (50% and 75%
for Objectives 11 and 12 respectively) attained the objectives set for
Session Six --goal-seting implying that this session had not been a
successful one. Maybe this is because the stating of a concrete,
measurable and observable goal is a bit beyond students' level of
competencies. In addition, Session Six was the first session which
required students to learn and use cognitive skills and it was observed
that students were not accustomed to applying them. Fourthly, as
revealed by the low percentage of students'who attained the objectives
related to planning (50% 75% and 77.8% for objectives 12, 17 and 22
respectively), students could not apply the career planning skills with
facility. Two possible reasons for this is that firstly, not much time
has been spent on demonstrating the making of a detailed plan and
secondly, students' discussion and exploration often remained at a very
superficial level and they failed' to explore all the possible minute
steps leading up to a plan.
Even though the results seemed encouraging on the whole, they were
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Table 3 Percentage of students who completed assignments
and attained the objectives
% of studentsperformance obj.
nattaining obj
221.Describe 3 unique. characteristics 100
of self,
211002.State 3 interests
161003. Relate interest to-jobs
1894.44.State. 3 abilities
1492.85. Relate abilities to jobs
161006. State 3 values
141007. State 3 work goals.
14918. Relate work goals to jobs
131009. State 5 work characteristics
1392.3lO.Relate work characteristics to jobs
875l1.State own goal
85012.Make an action plan
810013.State a decision concretely
810014.Produce 2 possible alternatives
887.515. State 2 pros and, l con for each.
alternative
810016.Identify two desired outcomes of
decision
887.517.Fill in the decision-making chart
810018.Decide upon the best alternative
87519.Indicate next action in implementing
the decision
1220.List 5 factors about a job after doing 91.7
a job analysis
1810021.State 1st 2nd job preferences
1810022.Give reasons to account for lst
preference
1888.923.Make a tentative 3-year plan
1877.8
.24. Make an alternate plan
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overshadowed by the fact that in. almost all sessions, there were
students who failed to complete or hand in their assignments. The number
of students. who actually complete the. assigner nts was shown in Table 3,
the column on'the right. It could be noted from Objective 1 that Session
One was the only session where all students completed the assignments.
In all- other. sessions, there were at least 25% of students who failed
to complete the required assigrurents. The problem was most serious-in
Session Six and Seven (Objectives 11 to 17) where only about 35% of the
students (8 out 22) completed the as s ignrnents. As regards this, it is
difficult to ascertain the -performance of those students who had not
completed the assignrrents. Likewise, direct evidences as to how many
,students in' the total sample could attain the objectives were still
lacking.
2. Students' performance in class assignments completed in groups
In this part, students' attainment of objectives was judged by
examining whether students working in small groups could complete
certain classwork assignments they were required to do in Session Six,
Eight, and Nine.
Session Six-- When doing Practice Three of Session Six --setting a
goal for a hypothetical person -- all five groups could cclete the
first three goal-setting steps i.e. set a terrgorary goal, find out the
obstacles and, determine how the obstacles could be overccxr e. In Step 4,
haiever, all groups failed to come up with a goal statement that was
concrete and observable. After the group facilitator had pointed this
out, three of the groups were able to state a nxore specific goal
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statement. Similarly, two groups had forgotten to set. a specific time
limit for reaching- the goal but students knew how to correct. that:., after
being queried by the facilitator.. The final step--making an action plan
-- was not completed satisfactorily. All the plans students made were
too rough and not concrete' enough. This, coupled with students'
performance revealed: in their own homework assignments (See Table 3)
seemed to indicate that this session was not a successful one and it
failed in helping'students'set goals efficiently.
Session Eight---In the last group work of this session- identifying
appropriate information from newspapers and pamphlets-- all groups. were
found to be able to attain the predetermined objectives that is, to
identify suitable jobs for Form 3 and 5 leavers and to identify
.-educational institutes that offered certain training courses.
Session. Nine-- In this session, students had to make use of the
decision-making skills and knowledge they learned before in making a
decision for a hypothetical person. From Table 4, we found that most
Table 4 The types of personal information which








Key: X= attainment of objectives
students realized that certain personal information was necessary in
making career decisions. Table 5 also indicated that most students could
apply the decision-making steps fairly well. All but one group could
come up with a decision made for the person. Haiever, just like Session
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Six, students were weak in drafting a systematic plan and only one group
did succeed in ccleting the-plan.





State 2 .pros and 1 con
for each _alten-iative




Write a three-year plan
Key: X= attainment of objectives
SUM ATIVE EVALUATION
Effectiveness of program as judged by paerticipan-ts resxnsus in the
two opnininn Survey Ouestionnaires
Data obtained from the two Opinion Survey Questionnaires revealed
that participants' respones to the program were quite good. With regards
to the interest and usefulness levels of each program session and
activity we found that over 90% of the rran scores of students'
responses fell on the upper half of the five-point-scale (See Table 67)
indicating that on the whole students enjoyed the activities and found
them useful. This was further supported when about 60% of the students
felt that the program helped them a lot in coping with their career-
related concerns and the rest also felt that it helped them, even though
to a lesser extent. Through the program, about 80% of the students felt
X X X X X







that they had learned haw to find a job 47%, how to cope with the
career decisions awaiting them in the near future and 40 % how to
clarify their values. In fat, 82% of the group participants felt that
after participating in the career guidance group, they knew better about
what to do after ,,graduating from the 'junior high. Sixty-five. percent of
them also. felt that they had come to know more about their own strengths
and weaknesses and that they could handle their awn concerns better when
facing difficulties or having problems. All these seemed to point to one
thing-- the program objectives of enhancing students' career self-
awareness and equipping them with career decision-making skills had been
achieved. Moreover, even though only 35% of the participants expressed
the wish to::participate in some other group guidance activities in the
nfuture, a large majority (68%) were satisfied with the program and a
Table 6 Mean scores of students' opinions of each
program session
Key




2.253.253.25I. What kind of person am I?
2.163.633.74II.What are my interests?
2.173.53.06III.What are my abilities?
2.273.333.44.IV What are my values?
2.333.83.67V.What are my, work goals-.?
1.693.683.16VI.How to set goals?
2.053.623.23VII.Haw to make decisions ?(1)
1.553.172.95VIII.Haw to seek information?
2.753.102.99IX. Hai to make decisions? (2)
2.1543.85X. My decisions
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Table 7 Mean scores of students' opinions of each program
nri- i -N r i 4-7l
=in- rPstina 1=boring-.5=very interestingKev :A-Interest Level
1=1Iseless3=usefulR-TTsPftu1nPss T,eve1- 1-5--'very useful
1=difficult3=easyC-Difficulty Level 5=very easy
cBAActivities
2.653.13.51. Let me. tell you I- am
Q 1)
2.33.52. Guess what kind of person I.am
2.472.743.163. 24-hour diary
2.263.633.794: What Ilike to do
1.823.443.395. Abilities and occupation.c
1.893.223.446. ten achievements
2.43.2'7. Let's fantasize+ 3.47
2.073.1348. Song 'Happiness is...'
23.23.479. Clarify your values
2.364.2710.What are my work goals?+ 4.33
2.133.43.61l.Why do I value success?
2.143.673.7312.What're the most important work
values when choosing a job?
2.434.24.213.What work characteristics
will suit me rrore?+
2.372.893.4714.How to set goals?
2 _94 23.1115.Set a Goal for Mei-Fung
1.893.313.5816.How to set goals?(revision)
1.953.113.3717.What will be their decision?
2.053.113.1518.How to make decision?
2.063.473.4119.What information is needed in
.making career decision?
2.063.593.3520.20 questions+
2.473 353.5321.How to do job analysis?
2.12'I _71 3.5300 -m+ T r 1-' frr11PWc(?r
23.2123.Let's make decisions for Chi-Keunq 3.21
1.883.823.5324.What's my preferred job?
2.183.713.9425 What are my future plans?+
* the most unpopoular activities+ the most popular activities
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even larger number of participants (82%) would like to rec nd this
career guidance program to other classmates.
Students' responses. also revealed that most. of the activities were
within their competence level.. Only one-third of the activities fell
upon the., upper part 'of the five-point scale-- three or. above--
indicating that to alarge extent students did not find the activities
too difficult to deal with. The first half of the program-- the part on
self-understanding --was also felt to be easier than the second half--
the part on career. decision-making-- where students had to engage in
tasks which were more cognitive and which also required more analytical
thinking. However, it could also be noted that-even though students felt
that the sixth, seventh and eighth sessions were a bit more difficult,
(mean scores equal to 1.69, 2.05, 1.55 respectively) they found. the last
two summing-up sessions much easier to cope with (mean scores equal to
2.75,2.15 respectively).This seemed to imply that students might have to
spend a lot of efforts learning the skills in the former three sessions
but they were able to apply them and handle them with more ease in the
last two sessions.
Moreover, difficult though some activities seemed to be, they did
not seem to have dampened students' interests, nor did they bias
students' opinions against the usefulness of the program.
As regards the hcmework assignments, eighty-two percent of them
felt that they were useful seventy percent found the amount of homework
adequte and appropriate. Even among those who failed to complete certain
assignments before, only one mentioned that the contents were too
boring, none mentioned that they were useless while most of them
reasoned that their absence from certain sessions disenabled them to do
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the assigned work
Lastly, most students, (63%) felt that it was suitable to have ten
sessions but the duration of each session should be shortened.
Effectiveness of program as judged by students' performance in the
Modified. General Occupational Therms
Students' results obtained in the MGOT were analysed for testing
the null hypothesis which had been established as such: students of the
experimental group and -the control group will not exhibit any
significant. differences in. their formulated self-concept. It was
expected that after participating in the career guidance group,the group
participants would cone to knew their career-related personal traits
like interests, values, work values, abilities better and would also
formulate more integrated and organised vocational self-concepts. Hence,
when they did the MGOT, they were able to persistently choose those jobs
which matched their self-concepts their stated job preferences would
match their personality types and their profiles would also be marked by
higher degree of consistency and differentiation when compared with
those of the control group (for detailed description of the MGOT scoring
system, refer back to Chapter Five, Payoff Evaluation).
As Shown in Table 8, when the two groups' performance in the MOOT
were cc pared on the levels of. congruency, consistency and
differentiation with the use of X 2 tests, no significant differences
were detected. Therefore, the first null hypothesis--students of the two
groups would not exhibit any significant differences in their formulated
self-concepts--could not be rejected, implying that the career guidance
program failed to bring about any significant changes in the
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participants' vocational self-awareness.
Table 8 -Comparisons of perfornrance in GOT between the
treatment and control groups
Group
ControTreatment (N=2 0) tr l (N=20)1
GOT subscales n n dfX2 p
11Congruency 8 0.90 n.s.1
15Consistency 11 1.76 1 n.s.
I13Different- 9 1.62 1 n. s.
iation
Even so, the above results need to be taken with some
reservations in view of the fact that the GOT has some
limitations.Firstly,it taps only a small part of students' vocational
self-concepts --their interests and to a certain extent, their work
values-- but it fails to take into account the other personal
attributes like abilities, values which also exert influence on the
making of career decisions.Secondly, when scoring the MGM, each student
would get six raw scores pertaining to the six personality types. The
value of each raw score could range from 20 to -20. However, when
examining students' performance in the MGUT,- it was found that about
one-third of the total respondents in the two groups (N=40)had rather
low raw scores: six students (4 in the treatment group, 2 in the
control group) had raw scores which were all below zero seven students
(4 in th treatment group, 3 in the control group) had five raw scores
below.zero and with the remaining highest score not exceeding two. This
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implies that. they dislike the majority of jobs.What can be inferred from
these is that even though students. were instructed to show their
feelings about each job. based. only on their own interests, quite a
number of them might have judged each job realistically based on their
own formulated self-concepts which encompassed not only their interests
but also their values, abilities and personality. To them,especially
those in the treatment group who had been taught to examine all the
above factors when choosing a job, a job they liked might be one which
matched their abilities, values and personality and which they were also-
likely to secure in the future. This explains why they only indicated a
few jobs as the ones they liked and that so many of their scores fell
below zero.
Thirdly, one of the basic assumptions of the GOT is that if a
student knows clearly what kind of person he is, he is able to make
finer, discrimination among potential job environments in terms of his
own attributes. What has been presupposed here is that student already
knows what the actual job environment or job nature is like. Such a
presupposition is not justified here in view of the Form 3 students'
limited career awareness and exposure to the work world and job
information. This is worsened by the fact that about one-third of those
jobs are high-level ones which require the completion of some tertiary
education as the basic job entry requirement. They are jobs which
realistically speaking, the present group of respondents will never have
thought of securing in the future and thus they may never have thought
about them or explored them before. Moreover, some job titles like
quality control expert, realtor, althletic director etc. are rather
vague and cannot indicate or hint at the job duties and nature they
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entail. Thus, despite their well-formulated self-concepts, same students
actually are still not equipped to match their self attributes with
jobs. As regards their ignorance or misconception of certain jobs, the
validity of their responses is actually doubtful.
The above discussion reveals that the Modified General Occupational-
Thenmes cannot fulfill its designated role perfectly well and hence
whether the present program increases students' vocational
self-awareness or not is still left unanswered.
Effectiveness of program as judged by students' performance in the
Career Decision-making and Planning Questionnaire
The performances of the treatment and the control group in this
questionnaire were analysed in order to test the second null
hypothesis-students of the two groups will not exhibit any significant
differences in their career decision-making and planning abilities.
Results revealed that in all three parts of the questionnaire, the mean
scores of the treatment group were consistently higher than those of the
control group (See Table 9) The t tests were employed to compare the
group means and they indicated that even though the performances of the
two groups in each of the three parts were not significantly different,
their overall performance derived from adding the mans of all three
parts of the questionnaire indicated that the treatment group performed
significantly better than the control group,( t (38)= 3.05, p<.01). The
second null hypothesis was thus rejected, implying that the career
guidance program did help to improve students' career decision-making
and planning skills.
To delve further into students' performance, comparisons of
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Table 9 Comparisons of the means of the treatment
and control groups in the Career decision
making and planning, questionnaire
arouD
Treatment, Control
N=20Part N=20 t p
8.85I. Wisdom of job preference 7.65 1.71 n.s
2.6 1.65II.Ability to make plans 1.15 n.s.
III.Ability to make career 1.75 1.15 1.71 n.s.
decisions
Total scare 10.45 3.05 .01
students' responses to each of those three parts were made. Firstly, in
examining the reasons students give in support of their job preferences
in Part I, it was found that a large majority of respondents in both
groups (over 80 %) related their work values to their preferences. The
work values mentioned mainly concerned the meaningfulness of the job or
the suitability of the'job nature. About half of the respondents related
interests to their preferences while few students (around 10- 25%)
considered their values, abilities and other external factors when
choosing their future jobs(See Table 10).These imply that work values is
the prominent factor all students alike-consider when choosing a job and
that the guidance program mainly succeeds in making students aware of
the need to choose a career goal that is attainable. One drawback here
is that nearly all students only listed two or three reasons even though
they were asked to list as many as possible. It is thus difficult to
ascertain what factors students had actually considered when stating
13.2
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their, job preferences Instead, we could. only infer what were topmost in
their minds at that time.
Table 10 Percentage and number of students who state
certain reasons in support of their job pref.-
Group









The performance of the treaty-,-nt group was much better than that of
the control group in Part II---Career Planning. As shown in Table 11,
more students in the treatment group could draft a three-year- plan (95%
vs.65%), could state a plan leading to their career goal (75% vs.35
%), indicating that the guidance program did facilitate students' career
planning or at least helped them to explore and be aware of what they
were going to do in the near future when they graduated from the junior
high. A comparison of the plans drafted by the two groups revealed that
most students in the treatment group could describe their plans more
specifically by stating the type of training or educational courses
they were going to take and the length of those courses whereas the
control group failed to give those details(65 % vs. 35 %). This
%
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indicates that the program might have helped-in broadening participants'
educational and. career awareness which enabled them to incorporate some
some relevant information into their own career. plans. However, the fact
that some errors were detected in those plans drafted by the treatment
group indicated that more exploration of career 'information was still
needed.
Table 11 Percentage and number of students in the two




651319 95State a 3-year plan
3577515Plan leads to career
goal
306204Plan is completely valid
51459Plan is partially valid.
In Part III which aimed at tapping students' knowledge of career
decision-making, it was found that no matter whether they could make
decisions for the fictitious person or not,students in the treatment
group were able to consider more relevant and career-related factors
like interests, abilities, values, aspirations, personality and reality
when dealing with a career decision. The total of relevant responses
come up by the treatment group was 35 the control group, 23. In
g the reasons they gave in support of their decisions, it was
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further uncovered that even! though both groups could attend to external
factors like the. person's fanny background, the worth of certain
training course, the treatment group attended. to rrre personal
attributes like- interests, values and personality than the control
group.
Some problems were encountered when scoring this test. The case had
been written in such a way that it did not mention directly any
personality traits of the hypothetical person which could help students
decide what they could do and hence they would feel the need to ask for
more information before a decision could be made. However, students'
analytical power was rather high and the treatnnt group actually tried
to make inferences about the personality of that person from the limited
information given them, which revealed that those factors were uppermost
in their minds when a decision-point was presented to them. Both groups
also tried to make a decision based on other external reality factors
like the person's family background and on the practical value of
enrolling in a training course offered by the technical schools. Even
though such external factors were not as important as personal
attributes in coping with this hypothetical decision-point, they were
also factors that had to be considered in making a career decision, so
it was finally decided that one score would be given to any one reason
relevant to the present case and to career decision-making no matter
whether students could make a decision for the person or not.
A careful examination of students' decisions also revealed that
students of the treatment group were able to explore more alternatives
other than enrolling in a gran r school-- an alternative generally
accepted by Form 3 students as the only alternative. Twelve students in
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the treatment group decided that the hypothetical person could take a
training course in a' technical school two also decided that he could
work in the day time. to help ease the financial problem. of his family,
whereas only six students in' the control group favoured the first
alternative -- taking a technical training course.
To conclude, comparisons` of the performance of the two groups
revealed that the present guidance program did achieve in helping
students to cope with the career decision-making and planning situations
more effectively by•making, them realize the information they need and
have to attend to in choosing a job or making a career decision, by
broadening their educational and career awareness and :by teaching them
how-to make. career decisions and plans.
SUIVEARY
Fran both formative and surmi tive evaluations we found that
generally speaking, the career guidance program accomplished its major
objectives.
Classroom observations revealed that the program had been
implemented with a close adherence to the counseling guidelines and
program procedures set up before. They also indicated that students
really needed to be taught such skills before they could cope with their
career related concerns effectively and-that even though students were
not- highly motivated when joining the group, most of their on-task
behaviors were satisfactory and they did most tasks with interests and
serious attention. Participants' satisfaction with the program was also
ascertained from their responses to the two Opinion Survey
Questionnaires -- they felt that most activities were interesting and
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helpful.:and that the activities were within their competencies.
EFfectiveness of the program was also demonstrated in various
sources. Classroom observations and analysis of students' group work
indicated that. the performance objectives of most sessions had been
attained by students. Even though students' homework assignments failed
to be a reliable means of evaluation, it still signified that in all
likelihood, students' participation and attendance in agroup meeting
would enable them to fulfil the required tasks fixed upon for that
particular session.
Students' gains, in coping with their career concerns were also
indicated in analysis' of posttest outcomes. Even though the treatment
group's performance in the MGOT was not significantly better than that
of the control group and evidences were still needed to indicate that
group participants got better formulated self-concepts, the test
outcomes of the Career Decision-making and Planning Questionnaire did
reveal that the treatment group could better relate their
self-attributes to choosing a job. That posttest further indicated that
the treatment group had significantly better skills in the overall
career decision-making and planning and was able to transfer such skills
to other decision-making situations. Students' feedback in the opinion
Surveys further supported the usefulness of the program in improving
their self-awareness and decision-making.
To conclude, the present program structured around the strategy for
career decision-making could be employed in a junior secondary school




Encoouraging and favourable though the results are, this study- has
sane limitations
1) Sample size is small and this may affect the stability of the
findings obtained.
2) The representativeness of the sample is doubtful. The group partici-
pants study in a secondary school in Shatin, a new satellite town in
the New: Territories. They are students of the two worst Form 3
classes and are thought by their teachers as having comparatively
little chance to continue their education in a subsidized school in
the coming September. Moreover,they are chosen from the two classes
on the basis that they are not likely to be the ones who cause
troubles and discipline problems in class. Hence welcanno ascertain
the generalizability and applicability of the program to other Form 3
students, nor can we detect whether students' poor academic and
intellectual performance will affect their performance in the group,
too.
3) The group facilitator received some counselor training before in an
American university whereas most career teachers in Hong Kong have
not received any intensive training in counseling or career guidance.
Hence, it still remains doubtful whether the program when being
implemented by someone who do not know the career guidance concepts
well can still lead to the same results. In other words, whether the
program is a replicable one for others still remains to be proved.
4) Since there is not any validated scale available in Hong Kong which
taps one's vocational self-awareness and career decision-making and
since there has not been enough time to translate and validate any
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suitable and objective scales, the various means of conducting
evaluation tend to be subjective and hence the results will have.
to be taken with some reservation..
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CHAPTER SEVENRECC 4ENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION
Recomi andations
Since one of the purposes of this study is to develop a workable
and replicable career guidance program., it is deemed necessary here to
make suggestions as to how the shortcomings uncovered by the formative
and sunrrrtiative.evaluations can be redressed. Two types of recommendations
Will be made here: those related to overall program ilernentation and
mnaaement and those related to individual sessions.
Improving overall program implementation and management
Program. contents--manly some minor changes are needed within- the
present program framework. The part on goal-setting can be slightly cut
down. because,- the setting of specific and ob' ervable life goals. has
proved to be a bit too complex for the present sample. Moreover, even
'though goal-setting is related to career decision-making and planning,
the career goal which the present guidance program helps students to
set-- a preferred job they want to pursue in the future -- does not
necessarily have to be very specific, observable and measurable. Thus,
it is not essential to teach students how to set specific goals aiming
at overcoming some obstacles or upgrading dome life aspects. Instead,
more time should be spent on planning and information-seeking.
Frequency of program sessions-- The sessions should be held once a
week. Arrangeny-nts have to be made so as- to ensure that there will not
be any intervening long holidays or school examinations.
Duration of program sessions -- Each session should last for only
one hour, especially when it is held after school.
Number of program sessions -- There should altogether be fifteen
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sessions since, there had not been enough time for doing or completing
certain exercises in the present study and since it has just- been
mentioned that each session will be shortened to one hour.
Duration' of entire program --There are three alternatives for
running those fifteen' sessions
1. There can be Fifteen one-hour sessions held in fifteen successive
weeks that is, within three and a half months.
2. The
program can be conducted as a crash.course consisting of four
weekly.sessions,.each of which last-for four hours and is held when
students do not need to attend any regular classes,'.for example,
Saturday mornings or afternoons, long holidays.
for vocational self-understanding, one for career decision-making and
planning.The one focusing on self-understanding will be made up of
eight weekly sessions the other one, seven. Moreover, the former
will be made a prerequisite for enrollment in the latter program.
Actually, the last alternative seems 'to be a better one because
unlike the first alternative, the program duration will not be so long
as to make students feel bored towards the end. Moreover, since the part
on self-understanding is interesting and since it can arouse students'
enthusiasm and curiosity about relating their newly-discovered
attributes to future jobs, it is very. likely that students will be
motivated to participate in the other career guidance workshop.
Students' eagerness and motivated state will enable them to perform the
career decision-making and planning tasks with more interests and
serious attention, which is facilitative in view of the fact that this
part is more demanding than the one before.
3. The entire program can be divided into two shorter programs -- one
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Group setting. -- Sessions should ideally be conducted in a large
and quiet roan where there is ample space and where the desks or chairs
can be moved about easily so that participants can sit in a circle fac-
ing each other.'when having large group discussion and each small group
can stay at a corner discussing things with more privacy and with little
interruption', from other groups when having small group discussions.
Program materials -- In order to prevent students from confusing
the Workbook with the Handbook, the two books will-have to be combined
into one. The pages,' however, should still be loose sheets.
As regards the contents, instructions to do the exercises have to
be revised and rewritten: In particular, instructionstelling students
to copy their personal information in their Personal :Profile and some
related jabs in the job list should be highlighted.
Toi assist students in reviewing and undergoing the career
decision-making process again when they reach a certain career decision-
point, it is useful to insert in each content area a brief summary of
the concepts covered in the program or a few reminders and guidelines
which students can hold'on to when they undertake the career exploratory
process themselves in the future.
Homework assignments -- The assigning of homework assignments and
the amount of homework depends on the motivational levels of students.
If students are, not motivated, little homework assignments should be
given because students' failure to do the exercises will greatly affect
the implementation of certain class activities. Hence, the homework
exercises will be converted into class work instead. Even though this
means that the duration of the entire program will be further
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lengthened, it can help` ensure .that students do complete the required
assignments which, is an. essential component of the program.
On the ,other hand, if students are highly motivated, they can be
given more homework for completion at, horre as this will-enable them to
spend more time on exploration and review. To-ensure that the homework-
will be'completed on time, a group representative or ,a group leader for
every small group can. be appointed. Their job is to collect their group
mates' assignments one or, -two days before a particular session and to
remind some to complete the,work before the session.
Anyhow,- in view- of the importance of the homework exercises to
students' career exploration and to the achievement of evaluation
purposes, every effort should be made to make sure that students do
ccnplete them whether in group meetings or at hem.
Group Composition-- If the target population is Form 3 students,' it
will bey more appropriate to have a group composed of all boys or all
girls as students. of this age group seem to prefer the company of their
own sex. However, if this seems difficult, there should at least be an
equal number of boys and girls in the group or arrangements are made to
ensure that students can form small groups with others of the same sex.
Size of sub-group-- The guidance group should be broken down into
sub-groups of four. As Figler(1979) and the present program found out,
any larger number than four makes it, difficult for each member to
participate actively. Moreover, all sub-groups will remain intact
throughout unless disharmony arises in certain groups. This can enable
each, member to accumulate greater knowledge of the other three members
and to become a better helper as the program progresses.
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Relationshi between the career guidance program and the overall
school counseling and guidance program -- To increase the effectiveness
of the career guidance program, it.. should be made a component of the
overall school counseling and guidance program.
As indicated by.formative evaluation, students' participation in
the. group is..affected by their. communicative abilities and most
probably, their self-esteem level, too. Hence, before students join .the
career guidance group, they. should be encouraged to take part in another
group. focusing on. enhancing, students' caur nicative power.'
As regards the self-esteem level of participants. if they seem to
exhibit a relatively low level of self-esteem, they should be asked to
take part in= another group focusing on bolstering their esteem level
and increasing their self-knowledge.
If the .school counselor knows the students well, he can easily
suggest to students what guidance group they should 'participate in
first. If he doesn't, a screening interview is needed.
Relationship between group facilitator and school -- Ideally, the
group facilitator should be a member of the school staff. This can
greatly enable him to implement the career guidance program more
effectively, for example, he can conduct the screening interview and
refer students to do some other group work when necessary. He can easily
arrange meetings with participants outside group meetings to obtain
feedback and to, give them extra help. Moreover, he can make arrangements
to ensure that homework assignments will be completed on time. To
conclude,being a member of the school staff, the group facilitator can
irrtpleTent the program and conduct formative evaluation more effectively.
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Improving individual sessions
Session One -- In Activity One' before telling students to move
about the room and interact with others, ask each to exchange his sheet
with his neighbour and give examples or reasons for choosing a
particular statement that best describes himself. The group facilitator
can. ask them to talk till she tells them to stop this can prevent any.
confusion that may arise, can break the ice and most important of all.,
can ensure that students all. }now what they have to do later and do
spend. some time organising.their percepts together and presenting them
clearly to other members.
In'Activity Two, the.group facilitator should also try to make each
student discuss with one partner for at least five minutes' time so
that students can really clarify their own personals attributes while
sharing them with others.
Session Two-- It will be more appropriate to have a longer session
spent on exploring interests so that students will have more time to
reflect and to recall their past experiences. Another alternative is to
assign two sessions for this topic. If the latter alternative is
possible, the two interest surveys can be done as classwork instead of
hcmwork assignments so that the discussion about the surveys can be
done ininediately afterwards.
In Activity Two--clarifying interests by listing ten things they
like -- the group facilitator can help students understand their tasks
better by denbnstrating the procedures on the blackboard, especially the
part dealing with identifying the interest priorities through a process
of elimination for example, eliminating firstly those interests that
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are not long-lasting. ones. Moreover,' in the same activity, students can
knave rrore about their work attitudes if they are not allowed to _choose
both 'working alone' and 'working with people'. 'Even though sometimes
students really do somthing both. alone and with other people, they can
still indicate which situation they prefer more. This can help bring out
one of students' job attitudes,
Session Three--At the beginning of the session, more time needs to
be spent on defining what skills and abilities are and distinguishing
them from academic qualifications:
Activity Two-My Ten Achievements-- may be ideally be replaced by
another activity that can facilitate students' own exploration of
abilities. If this is difficult, the group facilitator can try' to
suggest more aspects in life like family, extracurricular activities,
social .relationship and so on from which students can' dig up' some of
their achievements. After students' lists are ready, the group
facilitator can write a few examples of students' achievements on the
blackboard and ask students to extract abilities from each. This can
help students realize better the relationship between abilities and
achievements.
Session Four--As some students seem reluctant to disclose the
answers they give in the fantasizing exercises as well as their values,
the group facilitator will thus need to emphasize more that there is
nothing to be ashamed of if students' values are money or material
comfort which may seem a bit vain or are not corrmnly held as
respectable ones. Hopefully, this can break through students' reserve.
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Same students have difficulty in. digging out the values which are
inherent in the decisions they have made (answers to the,. fantasi4J.-ng
exercises). In view of this, some more conplex exanples like taking the
diary or identity card when escaping from a fire, can be, used and the
group facilitator an go through the reasoning and clarifying process
together with students so that they, are better prepared for coping with
some difficult ones later.
Instead of asking students to relate their three dominant values to
jobs (which may be difficult or even impossible in some cases, for
example, when students' values are. obedience and love towards parents,
friendship etc.) we can ask them to discuss with their group members
the following'issues:
a. what daily life experiences indicate that they endorse such
values
b. how can such values influence their making of decision
c. how can such values influence their making of career decision
After the discussion, the group facilitator can do the sunning up
indicating how such general life values will also influence the making
of career decisions.
Session Five--As this session is rather time-pressed, the following
remedies are recommended:
1. After conpleting Activity Two and coming up with nine values,
students will be asked to choose three which they regards as
inportant and relate them to job preferences as their homework
assigrunents instead of class assignments.
2. For the group debate in Activity Three, it is more appropriate to
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set a time limit beforehand. If- some groups ccxlete the group
ranking before the set time, the-group facilitator can query their
ranking ,.making sure that they can defend their awn decisions and
are cormtitted'to it. Or there can be an inter-group debate in which
two groups try to come to a consensus about which three values are
the most important.'For the other groups which seem to be spending
too much. time on the debate, the group facilitator can remind them
of the time limit and at the last few minutes,, ask them to sum up
the ranking each makes in order to determine the value priorities.
3.-In Activity Four,.instead of asking students to find a job which
matches each of the given quality of job, the:group acilitatoar can
select a few work characteristics which are a bit complex and ask
students to find a job which matches each of !them it order to make
sure that students understand what those qualities mean. This will
certainly save a lot of time.
Session Six-- A longer session is recomT nded since students need
to spend much tines learning the goal-setting process and since more time
has to be spent on instructing students how to come up with a specific
goal and draft a detailed, step-by-step and concrete plan. Or one whole
session can be spent on demonstrating the process and discussing the
inrortance and characteristics of a goal, keeping Practice Three for the
next session instead.
As regaras the goal-setting process oncc more step can be added to
it. After identifying the performance objectives which aim at overcoming
the obstacles (Step 3), it is advisable to ask participants to translate
each objective into specific strategies which can be taken to implement
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it. This can enable, students to perceive what actually can, done and
are within their competencies'to change. Hence, they.are more equipped
for setting., a more specific and achievable goal. The final step then
simply requires- students to rearrange. all the strategies and to specify
the time allocated for each.
As shown from students' workbook assignrrnts, students are rather
weak in planning and,so the inculcation of this part needs to be further
improved..One possible way. is to present students with a series of steps
which are all jumbled up. Then, like working on a jigsaw puzzle,
students can fit them together into a mere logical and .workable plan and
add in the time needed for each step. This is mre'interesting than
simply listing all the steps on the blackboard. Moreover, it can make
students realize what actually is involved in planning.
Session Seven--When teaching students to weigh the possible
alternatives, it is more advisable to stick to the rmre concrete
approach -- the use of Carkhuff's Problem-Solving Chart and abandon the
one which requires students to simply look at all options and to work
out the best one in their mind as students find it difficult to deal
with the latter one.
The decision that has been made can be further improved by asking
students think about how the cons can be overcome.
Session Eight--For the job analysis part, it may be more
facilitative if a taped model interview is presented after students'
attempt. The model can indicate clearly what the whole interview should
proceeed so students know better how to do the hamework assignments.
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Activity Four -- identifying job openings. from want ads --can be
inrroved in the following ways: firstly, the want ads. have to be
selected carefully so. that mast of them require the completion of some
training courses other than the usual academic courses. offered by the
grammar school. Secondly, a better system of,. cataloguing or arranging_
the career pamphlets-and booklets can be established so as to facilitate
students' search. Thirdly, more information should be collected before
the outset of the program.
Session' Nine--In the hypothetical 'Situation given to students, it
will be better to leave out the piece of inforrnation about the
fictitious person's academic performance -- he is good at Maths and
Physics- so that it will be even more obvious to students that they
need to get his personal information first before deciding upon an ideal
job for him.
In view of the lack of time for handling the decision-making task,
the group facilitator can set time limits for completing certain steps
and remind students of that so as to press, than to work harder and more
attentively. The task can be further facilitated if, after students have
worked on the first three or four steps for twenty-five minutes and
after the group facilitator has recorded students' performance, a brief
large group discussion is held about .the possible alternatives and
preferred jobs. Then students can start working on the decision-making
chart and the three-year-plan. This can ensure that all students have
chance to go over all steps.
Session Ten--It may be advisable to give students written
.guidelines of how they are going to approach the matching, weighing and
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elimination process in order to figure out .their preferences and to let
them 'finish at least the first half of the process at- hcn e. This __can
ensure that most students can complete the exercises at nearly the same
time. Moreover, it will not be so boring or tiring for students.
Examples of plans should be presented to-students to demonstrate
clearly what students have to do_so that they know they have to indicate
how the plan can lead.to the goal and what other essential information'
has--to be included, for example, the time and the type of training or
education needed. The example can also demonstrate why.alternate plans,
leading towards the- same goal, are needed at some decision-points and
how they can be developed. Such examples can facilitate students' work.
Conclusion
To a large extent, this study has acconplished what the writer set
out to, do at the very beginning -- to design and plan a replicable
career guidance program for the secondary school students in Hong Kong,
to try implementing it in the actual school setting, to evaluate it and
to make suggestions for revising it and making it a more workable
program.
In fact, the implementation and evaluation of the planned program
has produced some very encouraging results. From the students' point of
view,, participation in the career guidance group was an interesting and
useful experience. And despite the shortcomings of sore evaluation
methods, results from various sources do reveal that with regards to
vocational self-understanding and career decision-making, the program
has been a very beneficial one for students.
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From the counselor's. point of view, the planned program is a
feasible one. Evaluations.. have ascertained that the teaching materials
and.a series of systematic learning. experiences developed on the basis
of process and experiential approach. structured around the strategy of
career decision-making and conducted in a small group setting are within
students' competencies and thus can be employed in a secondary school
setting.
Rom ',was not built in a day' -- it has never been expected that
the present program will be an indefectible one or that the goal--
developing a replicable and workable career guidance program -- can be
reached by a stride, big though it may be.Hence, despite the above
encouraging. results, the present study does not simply corm to a stop
here. Rather, with the feedback obtained from evaluations and with the
recndations made here, activities and management, can be further
refined and altered to upgrade future interventions and to make it more
efficient and reliable. More and greater efforts should be exerted not
only by the writer herself but by many other teachers, counselors or
paraprofessionals who are shouldering the responsibility for delivering
more effective career guidance services to students to continuously
replicate and evaluate the present program in order to ascertain its
generalizability and to improve its effectiveness.
Any road to success will be a long, 'long one and there will not be
any shortcut to. it. For long, educators in Hong Kong have been groping
about for an effective means of providing career guidance to students.
For years, we have found great possibilities in the approach adopted by
the West and falteringly, with this present study we have made the first
few steps. Minor though those steps are, we know that we have got off on
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the right foot. Moreover,, we can now. discern the potentialities of the
approach in a better light and we know how to worm out of difficulties
and to better. shape our course towards our goal.Hopefully, this very
first attempt can kindle the interests of many others so that we can
really make great strides in career guidance in the future and approach
our goal with greater ease.
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1. Have the goals and procedures'of activites been clearly explained to
students? Yes No
Which part needs further ilnprov ant? HHaca?
.1
2 ,,Do students' know exactly what. they have to coo? Ycrs No
List any observations which indicate that students do/don't know what
they have to do.
•,3. Can the activities accort-plish the desired outcomes? Yes NO
List any observations to support this.
4. Are activities within students' range of competencies? Yes No
Give exan-ples.
5. Does the design provide a sense of continuity and appropriate
transition any: ng activities?
Which pai--t needs further i mprovertrlt? And hc.?
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Appendix 1 (Cont.)
6. What are the things (including learning approach, facilities and
materials) which the group facilitator can do or improve to help
students achieve the desired outcomes?
7. Are most students interacting with each other actively and attending
the tasks to be completed ? Yes No
Comments:
8. How do you rank the owerall group atmosphere?
warm, supportive, 6 5 4 3 2 1 indifferent, uneasy
facilitative little sharing
9. How do you rank the students' response to the activities?
very good
6 5 4 3 2 1 verapoer
10. How do you rank the overall offercivers in if this sersion?
very good
good, bnut can be further improved
fair, more improverant needed
fair, with lots of room for improvement




Opinion Survey Questionnaire (1)
1.What do you fell about the first five sessions? (Rate the quality
of each session carefully and circle the correct numbers.)










I. What kind of person am I?
II. What are my interests ?
III. What are my abilities ?
IV. What are my values ?
V. What are my work values ?
A B
C
II. What do you feel about the activities below? (Rate the quality of
each activity carefully and cirole the correct numbers. Use the
same key for the part I.)
Activities
1. Let me tell you I am...
2. Guess what kind of person I am
3. 24-hour diary
4. What I like to do
5. Abilities and Occupation
(Advertisement & discussion)
6. My ten achievements
A B C
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1
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Opioion Survey Questionnaire 1 (Cont.)
Activities
7. Let's Fantasize
8. Song 'Happiness is ... '
9. Clarify your values
10. What are my work goals ?
11. Why do I value success ?
12. What are the most important work
values when choosing a job?
13. What type of work characteristic
will suit me more?
III. List three activities in the above five sessions (see the list
above) that you like the most
IV. List three activities in the above five sessions (see the list
above) that you dislike the most.
V. other comments or suggestions
A B
C
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 1
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opinion Survey Questionnaire (2)
I. What do you feel about the last five sessions? (Rate the quality o
each session carefully and circle the correct numbers.)
1=boring5=very interestingKey: A- Interest level
1=useless5=very usefulB- Usefulness level
1=easy5=very difficultC- Difficulty level
CBASessions
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1VI. How to set goals?
5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1VII. How to make decisions? (1)
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 154321VIII. How to seek information?
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1XI. How to make decisions? (2)
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1X. My decisions.
II.What do you feel about the activities below? (Rate quality of each
carefully and circle the correct nu thers. Use the saner key for
Part I)
CA BActiyitiCs
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 11. Haw to set goals?
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 12. Set a goal for Mei-Fung
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 13. Haa to set goals? (Revision)
5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 14. What will be their decisions?
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15. How to make decisions?
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1
6. Twenty questions
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Opinion Survey Questionnaire 2 (Cont.)
CActivities A B
5 4 3 2 17. What information is needed in 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
making career decisions?.
5 4 3 2 18. How to do job analysis? 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 19. What information can we get
f rom newspaper?
5 4 3 2 110. Let's make decisions for 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
Chi-Keung
5 4 3 2 111. What' s my preferred job? 5 4 3 2 1 5 4 3 2 1
5 4 3 2 15 4 3 2 112.What are my future plans? 5 4 3 2 1
III. List three activities in the above five sessions (see the list
above) that you like the most.
IV. List three activities in the above five sessions that you dislike
the most.
V. What do you feel about the whole career guidance program?
1. Does this program help you in coping with your career related
concerns.?
n-oderatelyvery much
not at allvery little
2. This program has altogether 10 sessions, do you think this is
enough?
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too many, there should be sessions
just right
too few, there should be sessions
3.The. duration of each session is one hour 15 minutes, what do you
feel about it?
minutestoo long, it should be shortened to
just right
minutesto short, it should be lengthened to
-4. What have you learned in this career guidance program? Please
list three important things. you have learned.
5. On the whole, are you satisfied with the program?
satisfiedvery satisfied
not satisfiednot very satisfied
Why? (Please give. reasons)
IV. What do you feel about the homework assignments?
1. Do you find the homework assignments useful?
not usefulusefulvery useful
2. What do you think about the an-cunt of hmework involved?
very heavy and should be reduced
heavy but should not be reduced
not enoughjust right
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3. Why didn't you ccxrplete certain assignments on time? (you` can
choose more than 1 reason)
contents too boring useless
I did not have .tine I forgot to do it
I didn't know how to. do it because I was absent
Others (Please state the reason)
V. Which of the following statements can describe your present
feelings? (You can choose more than one)
After attending this program, I know more about my weaknesses,
strengths and personality
After attending this program, I grow to like myself more
After attending this program, I know better how to cope with my
own problems and difficulties
After attending this program, I know better what I am going to
do after graduating from Form 3
I would like to. participate in some other group guidance
activities.
Would you reconnd this program to your classmates?
Yes, I would highly recnd it
Yes, 1 would
No, I would not
No, and I would tell than not to. join the group
Other canments and suggestions:
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Appendix 3
Modified General Occupational Themes
120 occupations are listed below. Read each carefully, consider
whether you are interested in it and put your answers on the answer
sheet. provided.
Write 'L' in the correct box if you think you would like that kind
of work.
Write 'I' in the correct box if you are indifferent (i.e. if you,
wouldn't care one way or another)
Write-'D' in the correct box if you think you would dislike that
kind of work..
Don't worry about whether you would be good at the job or about not
being trained fora- it. Forget about how much ntney. you could make or
whether you could get ahead. Think only about whether you would like to
do the work done in that -inh_
1. Accountant 20. Budget Reviewer
2. Actor/Actress 21. Building Contractor
3. Advertising executive 22. Business Executive
4. Airplane Pilot 23. Buyer
5. Anthropologist 24. Carpenter
6. Architect 25. Cartoonist
7. Art Museum Director 26. Civil Engineer
8. Art Teacher 27. College Professor
9. Astronomer 28. Ccrr user
10. Athletic Coach 29. Computer Operator
11. Athletic Director 30. Computer Programs er
12. Auctioneer 31. Computer Sales
32. Court Stenographer13. Author of Children's Books
33. Dental Assistant14. Author of Technical Books
34. Dentist15. Auto mechanic
35. De t Store16. Bank Teller
Manager17. Banker
36. Director of Welfare18. Botanist
Agency19. Bookeeper
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37. Draftsman 73. Orchestra Conductor:
74. Pharmacist38. Drama Coach
75. Photographer39. Economist
76. Physician40. Educational Administrator
77. Playground Director41,. Electronic Designer
78. Playwright42. Electical Engineer
79. Poet43. Electician
80. Police Officer44. Factory Manager
81. Politician45. Farmer
82. Power Station Operator46. Fashion Model
83. Primary School Teacher47. Financial Analyst
84. Printer48. Geologist
.85. Prison Warden49: Highway Patrol Officer
86. Private Secretary50. Hotel Manager
87. Production Manager51. Industrial Sales
88. Professional Athlete52. Instrument Assembler
89. Proof REader53. Interior Decorator
90. Psychologist54. Laboratory Technician
91. Public Administrator55. Labour Arbitrator
92. Public Relations Officer56. Landscape Gardener
93. Quality Control Expert57. Language Teacher
94. Realtor58. Lawyer
95. Recreation Leader59. Life Insurance Agent
96. REtailer60. Machine Shop Supervisor
97. Sales Manager61.Machinist
98. School Career Teacher62. Manager of Child Care CentE
99. School Principal63. Master of Ceremonies
100..School Superintendent64. Mathematician
101. Scientific Researcher65. Mechanical Engineer
102. Sculptor66. Minister
103. Secondary School Teacher67. Music Teacher
104. Skilled Crafts68. Musician
105. Social Science Teacher69. Nurse
107. Sociologist70. Office Clerk
108. Sports Promoter71. Office Manager















Classifications of the GOT Job Titles
Job Titles Holland's Code
1. Accountant C
2. Actor/Actress A
3. Advertising Executive A
4. Airplane Pilot R
I5. Anthropologist
6Architect A
7. Arts Museum Director A
8. Art Teacher. A
I9 Astronomer
10. Athletic Coach S
E11. Athletic Director
E12 Auctioneer
S13. Author of Children's Books























E35. Department' Store Manager























E59. Life Insurance Agent
R60. Machine Shop Supervisor
R61. Machinist
S62. Manager of Child Care Center







Job Titles Holland's Code















R82. Power Station Operator









E92. Public Relations officer









Job Titles Holland's Code
101. Scientific Researcher I
102. Sculptor A
103. Secondary' School Teacher S
104. Skilled Crafts R
105. Social Science Teacher* S
106. Social Worker S
107. Sociologist S
108. Sports Pramotor E
109. Statistician C
110. Stock Broker E
111. Surgeon I
1-12. Surveyor R
113. Tax Expert C
114. Telephone operator C
115. Television Producer E
116. Toolmaker R






career Decision-Makin and Planning Questionnaire
The main purpose of this questionnaires is to investigate how much
students of this school know about career decision--nkin andg planning.
There are altogether three parts, please try your best to answer all
questions.
Part One
The following questions are about-your career andpreferences plans,
please think carefully and answer every one in details.
I. Job Preferences
What kind of job do you want to do in the future?
lst career preference
Why do you choose this job? (State at-least 3 reasons)
Are you confident in securina this job?
_ Have much confidence (the possibility of securing it is over
70 0)
_ Have confidence (possibility is about 50-79%)
_ Have little confidence (possibility is around 30-49%)
I don't know
2nd Job preference: r
I I. Future Plans
After you complete your junior secondary studies this sum-ner, what do
you plan to do (e.g. what courses will you enroll in or what job you
will seek for) in order to make your first job preference come true?
When you fill in the following plan, please list the time needed for
implementing each step and state at least what you plan to do in the
next three years.
e.g. study in the grammar school F.4 (1 year)







Chi-Shing needs to make a decision about what he is going to do UPM
graduation from Form 3. Please read the following details carefully and
decide what he can do.
Lee Chi-Shing is a Form 3 student. Both his parents are. hawkers,
They have to work hard in order to make the ends meet. Chi-Shing has a
sister who is also a Form 3 student. Her academic performance is better
than that of Chi-Shing. Their'-father's health is not very good and often
he cannot go to the market place to sell vegetables. Their mother has'
got a bad ten-per and often scolds people. Both Chi-Shing and his sister
will complete their form three studies this July. Some of Chi-Shing's
classmates plan to study in the technical schools his teacher also
encourages, him to'enroll.in one of. the technical courses. However,
Chi-Shing's mother still clings to the traditional befiefs that sons are
better than. daughters and that it is not good being a blue-collar.
Therefore, she wants Chi-Shing to study Form 4 and 5 in a granmar school
so that he may secure a more ideal job when he graduates from Form 5.
What should Chi-Shing do now? Should he obey his mother? Should he
study in a technical school or should he go out to work? Now, after
careful consideration, can you make a decision for him?
CAN He can
Reasons (Why do you make such a decision?):
CANNOT
Reasons (Why can't you make a decision? In addition, what kind of












Purposes. 1. Explain to students what the career. guidance program is.all
about- its purpose, contents, duration.
2. Explain to students what their roles in the group will be.
3. Inform students of the-ground rules they have to follow.
4. Establish rapport.
Duration:- half an hour
Procedure:.
A. Group facilitator brietly introauces nersel to group participants.
B. Welcome students to the group. Tell them that there are altogether 10
sessions, each will last for about 75 minutes.
C. Explain to students what 'career guidance' means-- it doesn't mean
vocational guidance.or providing advice and information and helping
one find a job.`Rather, it means helping one to effectively deal with
all roles and positions related to career.
D. Inform students of the purposes of this program--
1. to understand one's career related attributes like interests,
values etc.,
2. to learn how to make career decisions.
3. to plan for the future.
E. Explain to students what they have to do in the later group meetings.
1. In discussion involving the whole group, students are expected to
voice and share their opinions with others(errphasize that the
group facilitator is not going to do any lecturing and student
participation is extremely important).
2. Students will have to form small groups, with four men-hers in
each. In small group discussion, they have
a. to be open, listen to others' opinions and accept them if
possible because as the Chinese saying says, 'observers'
eyes are clearer'
b. to try to give feedback to others and help others with their
self exploration
c. to brainstorm and solve problems together
3. Students have to do he rework assignrr nts as follow up or prepar-
atory activities. This is an essential part of their learning
experience.
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F. Tell students the,ground rules which..they,ought to follow:
1. Be on time and attend regularly until termination of the group.
If they really cannot carne or want to back out ccxrpletely, they
have to inform the group facilitator beforehand and give reasons.
2. Maintain the confidentiality of,all that is discussed in the group.
There are no exceptions to this rule other than those. things that
pertain. to themselves only.
3. Discuss honestly and concretely everything about themselves.
Telling lies or distorting certain information will affect the
effectiveness of their career search.
4. Listen intently to other group ors and try to help them say
what they are trying to say. Com micate understanding, caring
and empathy and do not criticize or laugh at others' flaws.
(The group facilitator can ask students to sign a contract, pro-
mising that they will keep these rules. Or, ask students to think
about these rules and see whether they can keep them or not.Then,
ask students to raise their hands if they find it difficult to
keep them. If no one does so, the group facilitator should convey
to students her trust in their intention to keep the promise.If
scacone does feel that he can't keep the rules, talk to him
after the group meeting.)
G. Ask each student to ask the group facilitator any questions about ner
or the program for about ten minutes.
(The group facilitator should serve as a model of 'openness' demon-
strating to students that they should be open and that there should
not be anything which they cannot talk about in a group as the
group will be a secured setting where what they say will be accepted
by others and will not be spread outside the group. Moreover, the
group facilitator should encourage active student participation.)
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Session One What kind of person am I?
Essential Concepts
1. Self-concept refers. to the organised, consistent self picture that
an individual develops about the attributes, abilities, roles,
aspirations, experiences, preferences and activities which he own and
pursues (Coppersmith, 1967 Healy, 1975 Super, 1963). It,develops
throughout life as patterns of interest, skills merge gradually.
Moreover, it..controls and'filters one's perceptions and experience
to the extent that only the relevant and congenial ones are incor-'
porated into the system whereas the inconsistent and unrelated ones
are rejected or distorted (Purkey,.1970 Rosenberg, 1979 Shavelson
et al, 1976).
2. Vocational self-concept refers. particularly to the-repertoire of
those vocationally relevant dispositions, habits and attitudes which
the person attributes to himself. All these can greatly influence the
way people respond to careers (Hansen, 1979 Super, 1963).
3. Career self-knowledge refers to the individual's store of information
concerning vocationally relevant and related self-attributes. As self-
concept may exist at varying levels of awareness, one of the purposes
of career guidance is to make an individual become vocationally self
aware in other words, to help him achieve a clear, highly different-
iated intearated and relatively stable self-identify.
Rationale:
It has been well established that the making of career decisions
entails a knowledge of vocational self-concepts in addition to a
knowledge of the world of work and a decision-making strategy (Friel
Carkf ul1, 1974 Herr & Cramer, 1979) and that people with unstable and
inconsistent self-concepts are less. realistic in setting goals and
making- decision than those with more stable and well-integrated
self-concepts (Geller, 1969 Tinsley & Barrett, 1977). Thus, before
teaching students how to make career decisions, the first five sessions
of this program will be geared to providing students with exploratory
activities which will lead to an increase in students' comprehension of
the realities of their existence and a reduction of the doubts which
they may have with regard to their own vocationally relevant qualities.
Students will also be helped in envisaging these new pictures of self in
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varying roles in the work.,, In visa of the fact that this is the first
session and host probably the first guidance group session students ever
participate in, intense appraisal of self attributes will not be taking
place for fear of anxiety, and shyness on students' part. Moreover,
students in Hong Kong are often passive and. not used to having classroom
discussions, it )may take time for them to _get accustooed. to active
classroom participation and. to open up. Thus, this first session is
geared to establishing a facilitative learning atmosphere, increasing
student participation and helping them to take only a very. preliminary
step towards self-understanding --students are required to describe son-p-
i re c7Pn±r personal characteristics of themselves.
As this is a structured qroup dan a new experience for all,teh
These are achieved by three very brief activities. First, the Cantonese
song 'Ask Me', which most students will be familiar with, is used to
convey to students the program contents and purposes, to explicate why
self-understanding is so important in life and career and last but not
the least, to make students relax and to lighten up the group
at mos-ohere.
Second, two pictures, each with two distinctly different figures
embedded in it, will be used to illustrate to students that our
perception of things and ourselves is selective and may not always be
correct. This establishes the need for self-exploratory activites and
for the pooling of objective opinions from other observers i.e. other
Third, a person is coapared to a largely submerged island. This
comparison will reinforce the former idea that we may not fully
understand ourselves and others. It also helps to point out the
participants' roles in the self-exploratory activities-- to explore the
part of his 'self' which he may not have been fully aware of before. The
above three activities help to introduce the topics and expectations in
a non-threatening way. This is important as it helps students to feel
ccinfortable is this new situation while at the same time to became
informed 'consumers'.
The next activity 'Let me tell you I am...' will provide members
qroup facilitator mist make some attempts to clarity roles and purposes.
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with the first attempt to look at themselves, to determine what kind of
people they .'are and, to describe themselves to others.. This activity.-is
also an atterrpt to break the ice in the group.Since it requires students
to move about. and. talk to other group rrribers, it facilitates active
sharirig,interaction and involvement. The group. facilitator's
participation also helps to create rapport and trust which are necessary
in the establisnt of a facilitative learning and sharing atmosphere.
While the above activity helps participants to explore a fir of
their basic personality traits, the next activity 'Guess what kind 'of
person I am. requires students to focus on one or two unique
characteristics which distinguish them from others. This activity is
important because one condition leading to self-awareness is to make the
person focus attention on himself and feel that he is an object of the
world. The drawing of a self-portrait will encourage the participants to
be. an objective observer and look at his 'self' as though from the
,outside (Duval & Wicklund, 1972.). Moreover, self-awareness requires
that an individual can distinguish himself from others and that his
self-concept is well-differentiated in other words, we should make
students realize that every one of them should be a unique being even
though they may be similar to others to a certain extent.
The above two activities as well as many other self-exploratory
activities that follow are also structured with the following principles
in mind: students have to first formulate hypotheses about their self
-concepts which can be either confirmed or rejected in their later
discussion with other group members. The formulation of such hypotheses
is important as it makes the later discussion a purposeful one and is
thus more likely to yield information -- information which is also
liekly to be incorporated into one's picture of oneself (Super, 1963).
Secondly, self-understanding is also enhanced when students have to
present or describe themselves to others as those tasks necessitate
students' thorough examination and organization of the data about
themselves (Healy, 1975).
The homework assignment -- the 24-hour diary -- is a preparatory
exercise for the next session. It will help students to discover that
the affective exploration of their daily life experiences can help then
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dig up new meanings for sane routine events (Kahn Greenbera. 1980).
Things to note
In. order to facilitate students' self-exploration and increase
their self-awareness, the group facilitator should point out to them
that.'they should approach their inner experience as a non-critical
observer. This is essential --if a student begins to be aware of scams
traits but dislikes what he- discovers, he will proceed to convince
himself that his perception is wrong and the awareness:vanishes. Thus,
the group facilitator should remind students that they need to approach
the self-study with a desire to understand but not to show approval or
disapproval (Bennett, 1963 Branden, 1974 Kaul et al, 1973.). Another
way to prevent negative effects.is to help students realize that the
total pattern of one's potentialities are mare important than any one
trait or ability and that through. later activities, students can be
assisted in-'developing suitable plans for mating the most of strengths
and the best of weaknesses (Bennett, 1963).
Purposes :1. To reduce group members' tension and anxiety that may exist
at the outset of the program and motivate them into
realizing that the program will be a meaningful and delight
-ful experience for. them. This is necessary as members don't
enroll in the workshop on a voluntary basis.
2. To help members know the purpose of the first part of the
program -- self-understanding-- and the roles and tasks
they are expected to perform..
3. To 'break the ice' -- to promote students' positive inter
action and involvement in the classroom activities.
4. To help group facilitator and group mambers to learn others'
names and characteristics and become better acquainted.
5. To help group members reflect on the unique characteristics
of self, organise them, describe them to others and modify
them based on others' feedback.
6. To help group members-know that while they may share similar
traits with others, everyone of then is a 'unique' being.
Objectives: 1. Student can interact actively with other group members
and share with others his self-knowledge.
2. Student can learn other group nbers' names.
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1. Ask participants to listen to the song which will give them a
hint of what' the first part of the program is all about.
2. Play the Cantonese song 'Ask Me' once.,
3. Ask participants to guess what the first few program sessions will
entail.
4. Explain or further elaborate on the purposes and contents of the
firsts-few sessions. This may include the following talking points:
-the song mentions If you ask me why I am happy and why I am
sad,'I will smile and say,'I.am what I am'. Do you know what
really makes you happy or sad? And what kind of person you are?
The first part of the program will aim at helping you answer these
questions.
-the singer also mentions 'I will try to keep my true self' and
No-matter how many hardships I have to go thro, I will still be
able to say 'I am what I am'. Everyone of us should try to main-
tain our 'true self'. Thus, when choosing a job, we also need to
select one which can allow us to implement our 'self or in other
words, one which can enable us to be the kind of person we like
to be.
(Time needed: 6 minutes)
B. Ask students to look at Fig. 1 on p. 1 of their Handbook.
1. Ask them what they can see. Tell them that they should be able to
see a globet and the faces. Ask them to try to find them.
2. Ask them to look at Fig. 2.
3. Ask them what they can see. Tell them that they should be able to
see a young lady and an old woman. Ask them to keep looking until
they have seen both.
4. Talking points:
-our, perception can be wrong. We may soiretimes see part of the
picture
-perception is selective
-thus, self-exploratory activities are inrortant. We sometimes have
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to rely on others to help us see ourselves in a better light.
(Tines needed : 4 minutes)
C. Explain the- participants' role in the self-exploratory activites with
the exarrrle of an island.
1. Draw an island on the blackboard. More than half of it is under-
water, hidden from view.
2. Conrare a person to anisland.
3. Ask students how much others know about them and how much they do
know. about themselves.
4. Explain that in the activities which follcow, they need to open -up,
share their experiences and feelings. with others and help each
other to discover their 'hidden self'.
(Time needed: 5 minutes)
D. Activity'One Let me tell you I am...
1. Distribute the sheet let me tell you I am' (p.2) prepared for this
activity.
2. Ask students to spend about five minutes' time to read the list of
staterrents on the handout, to determine which stat zts can best
reflect something about then and figure out the reasons and support
for their choices. Circle choices.
(Tines needed: 5 minutes)
3. After five minutes, ask students to move about in the room and
interact with others in the following ways:
- when a der meets another one, exchange sheets.
- on the partner's sheet, sign his name next to the statement
which he thinks can best reflect him
- if someones else has chosen the same statement and has already
signed the name next to it, he has to choose another statement
which has not been selected previously.
- following the signing of name, tell the partner briefly why he
chooses that particular statement by giving examples or reasons.
- when both have finished the brief introduction of thenselves,rrove
about and find another partner. Repeat theI'same steps.
- ask students to try to talk to as many group members as they can.
Try to remember others' names and also note who and approximately
how many people have chosen the same statements as they do.
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4, Allow students to interact for fifteen minutes. (The group facilit-
ator can participate in the activity as well in order to establish
( Time needed: 15 minutes)
5. Group discussion
Suggested questions:
a. How many of. you have talked to more than 4 meters? Have you
come-to know them better?
b. How many of you have been using rrore than two different state-
ments when you aroved around and signed on your fellow members'
sheet? What does this show you? Do many other people share
similar characteristics as you?
c.How many of you have only used one predetermined statement
throughout? What does this show you about yourself?
(The-'expected answer- I'm different from others-- and conclus-
ions-- though we may be similar to others, every one of us is
unique and is different from others in certain ways-- can serve
as a transition to Activity 2)
(Time needed: 5 minutes)
E. Activity Two Guress what kind of person I am
1. Distribute the sheet entitled 'Guess what kind of person I am'
(p.3) to each participant.
2. Ask participants to think about self and4the unique characteristics
of self. Remind them that, they can make use of the self-information
they have explored and used in Activity 1.
3. Ask each to try to illustrate those unique characteristics in
cartoon form, stick drawing or some other foams that fit their
ability. They can draw portrait of themselves or any concrete
objects that can reflect what kind of person they are. Avoid using
too many- words.
4. Demonstrate to participants how they can do it by drawing one or
two cartoon figures on the board and ask students to guess what
unique characteristics are represented in those figures.
(Time needed: 4 minutes)
5. Give participants 10 minutes to work alone-- think and illustrate
their characteristics.
rapport with strdents and to get to kncw students' names).
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6.Ask each to find a partner 10 minutes' time.
7.Exchange illustrations and each spends 2 minutes' time guessing
what the s unique characteristics are.
8. Discuss the illustrations together for 15 minutes. In discussion,
each should
-checkwhetherthe partner's guesses are right.
if the parther's guesses are right, further elaborate and explain
the characteristics by giving examples.
- if the guesses are different from his, he can think and determine
whether his partner's guesses are also correct to a certain
extent. If yes, try to modify his self-perceptions. If no, point
out,the special features in the illustrations and describe his
own characteristic to the partner.
- try to think whether he also shares similar characteristics as
his partner
(Time needed: 13 minutes)
F. Concludiner activity
1. Ask participants to use 3 starts to describe what kind of
person they, are based on their self-exploratory experiences in
Activity 1 and 2 Write these statements on p. 4 of their Hand-
book. Then copy them in: their Workbook (p.1).
2. Homework assigrrents
Briefly explain to them what they have got to do for the 24-hour
di exercise.
(Tire needed 10 minutes)
Materials
Cassette', the,tape with the song 'Ask Me
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Session Two What are my interests?
Essential Concepts:
1. An interest is apreference for a certain activity cultivated during
leisure time or during working. It can serve as motivators and rein-
forcers attracting and directing people more to one part of their
environment than to other (Healy,' 1982).
2. As interests can serveas motivators and reinforcers, they can deter-
minedirection and persistence of effort and influence one's job
preferences and job satisfaction. If a person's interests are conpati-
ble with the career he has chosen, he will be more carrn.itted to his
choice,believing that.it is one that can bring him happiness and
satisfaction. Thus, he will be more motivated to ca plete the educat-
ion and traini ng necessary to get there and he will feel more success-
ful when he arrives (Chapman, 1976). Moreover, he will find his work
a satisfying.one as those activities he has to engage.in are ones
that he is always fond of. Actually, it is believed that the most
satisfied men are those who can have diverse outlets for their inter-
ests in other words,..they are able to pursue enjoyable activities-
not only in their leisure time but also in work (Super, 1980).
3. Many careers can'fit under one interest area in other words, the
same interest can motivate one in the direction of more than one
career. For example, one who has a deep interest in music can be a
music teacher, a pianist, a singer, a salesman working in a shop
which sells musical instruments and records etc (Chapman, 1976).
4. One single job can allow a person to implement, more than one interest
in his job. For example, a teacher may have interests in instructing
others, in reading, in leading discussion, in organising activities
and so on.
xationale:
This session focuses on the exploration of interests, which should
be given priority consideration in a career guidance program for two
reasons: firstly, interests can greatly affect one's vocational choices.
A study by Sharf (1970) conf irrrd that students' self-rated interests
were found to be a significantly important factor when students chose
between two occupational alternatives. Similarly, students themselves
also reported interests as more significant than ability in their
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decision-making. Secondly, interest is,.closely related to job
satisfaction (See Essential concepts No.2 above). Thus, it is necessary
to help students explore. their likings for certain activities and
relate these to jobs.
The exploration of interests is dealt with so early in students'
career search because the concept of interest is simpler than those of
values or work, values and the task required --figuring out the
activities they enjoy doing--is also easier.
At the beginning of the session, there is a warm-up activity
students.have to-describe. the activities they enjoy doing to their group
members. As. the formation of sub-groups takes place only at the
beginning of this session, these chitchats (intense examination of their
interests is not necessarily' at this stage) will firstly enable group
hers to get to know one another secondly, give them practice in
verbalizing their feelings and likings and thirdly, pave the way for the
later exploration of-interests.
The exploration of interests is achieved through Activity l (the
24-hour' diary) and Activity 2 (TMhat I like to do) which both share the
assumption that interests can be discovered by reviewing past activities
in order to pinpoint those which one often does and enjoys doing (Healy,
1982 Kotter, 1978) and which are likely to be pursued in the future.
In Activity One,the 24-hour diary, students have to identify
patterns in their diaries and draw careful inferences from them about
what kind of people they are and what activities they enjoy doing.As
Session One focuses on discovering what kind of people they are, this
activity can be treated as a continuation of Session One. It, Also
provides a natural transition from the first topic to the second one.
Furthermore this avoids making students feel that the various aspects
of self are all detached instead, they should realize that one activity
which they do,on a daily basis can reveal simultaneously various aspects
of self which are all closely woven together.
As the above activity only requires students to discover their
interests based on the things they do in any two days, certain
activities which students do only once in a while cannot be attended to
and thus Activity Two in which students have to list ten interests is
needed In this activity, students will get to know more about their
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enjoyable activities -- for example, do, they usually do those things
alone? Do they do them together with others? Moreover, students can
begin. to. view their career choice in the -light of their explored
interests.
The final activity will be geared to helping students understand
the relationship between interests and jobs. This paves the way for
students' hcniework assignment which requires them to relate at least one
job .to each of their interests. The purpose of this exercise is to make
students investigate more new career areas and add them to their
prospect job list.
Students do need to. do two interest surveys as part of their
hcxrework assignment. These surveys serve three purposes : firstly, to
give students song more chances to reflect on their interests. Secondly,
the results will suggest to students what types of jobs may be
compatible with their interests however, as such tests have not been
validated, students should be encouraged to examine the results
carefully and determine whether they accept or reject them. Thirdly, the
surveys can help students realize different ways of clustering the jobs,
which can help them in the later exploration and information-seekinct.
Things to note:
1. Interests can change -- new interests will continuous.iy emerge ana
replace the old ones. In exploration, ask students not to pay too
much attention to those,temporary ones. Rather, they should attend
to those that are likely to last for years, perhaps for a life time.
2. Tell students that even though the interest surveys can help identify
their interests, they are the only one who can tell which interests
are true and meaningful. Thus, they should ccupare those interests
that surface in the surveys with those they themselves feel. If the
inventoried interests got by survey results are congruent with their
own manifest ones, they can be fairly sure that their interests in a
given area are deep enough to last.If the opposite happens, they
should reevaluate the interests before deciding whether they are
valid or not (Chapman, 1976).
3. Tell students that sometimes a deep-rooted interest may not be
compatible with a career that is realistic for them, for example,
they'do not have the skills and abilities. If so, they can satisfy
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that interest with a iobby or leisure time activity.
Purposes: l.' To help students explore interests.
2. To make students realize that their interests will affect
their occupational choice and job satisfaction.
3. To help students realize how interests and job preferences
are% related.
Obj ectives:- 1. Student can state 3 interests.
2.- Student can relate, each of his stated interests to at
least one job.
Procedure:
A. Ask students to form small groups, with four rrenbers in each.
B. Warn-up activity.
1. Ask each student to talk to one of his group rrembers on: What
makes,.. you feel really happy
2. Ask each to talk to another mer on: What kind of things do
you enjoy doing at hcip- VI
3. Ask each to talk to another nrcber on What kind of things do you
enjoy doing at school?
C. Ask student to define what interests are.
m rrcnp4,,9p(j- R Minutes)
24--hour DiaryD. Activity One
1. Ask students to read the example given on p. 4 of their worxboox
the 24-hour diary.
2. Ask students to explore
a. the interests of the writer
b. what kind of person he is
they have to explore these based on what. the writer did and felt
and together with their group rc€nbers-
(Time needed: 5 minutes)
3. Discuss with students what interests and personality traits they
discover about the writer.
(Time needed: 3 minutes)
4. Ask students to look at their own diaries and discover their own
interests and personality traits.
(Tine needed: 3 minutes)
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5. Ask students to exchange,their`diaries with one of their group members.
Then, each .has, to do the.follawing things:
a.. read the partner's. diary.
b. formulate guesses about the partner's interests and personality
traits.'
c. each tells the other what the'guesses are.
d. each check whether. the partner's guesses are the sae as his.
If yes' further elaborates on it and gives.more examples.
correct to a certain extent and then determine whether his self-
perceptions need to be further modified.
(Time needed: 8 minutes)
(While students are working on the above, the group facilitator
can walk around, clarifying queries and helping students clarify
interests)
e. Form the list of personality traits they have cane up with, select
those which they have not thought of in Session One, write them
dawn, at the bottom of their Workbook p. 7 and add them to their..
)Personal Profile (Student's Workbook P.1
f. From the list of interests they have come up with, select the most
important three and write them dawn at the bottom of their Workbook
p. 7 as well as their Personal Profile.
(Time needed: 3 minutes)
E. Ask students whether their diaries can show all of their snterestis.
,If no, ask them to state reasons.
,.If yes,, ask them whether there are certain enjoyable activities,minor
though they are, which they do once in a while.
(The answers to the above questions may serve as transition to the
next activity. The group facilitator, however, can also point out that
there are certain enjoyable activities which people enjoy doing but
they may not be able to do them frequently and thus the next activity
is essential for better and inure c prehensive understanding of
students' own interests.)
What i lixe to aoF. Activity TWO
1. Distribute the handout 'What I like to do' (p.5) prepared for this
adtivity.
If no, think. and judge whether the partner's quesses are also
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2. Ask students-to quickly list ten things they like to do most.
3. Ask students to read the instructions carefully and write the
correct symbols in the appropriate places. They have to determine
which things
a. they 'are fond of and, have been- doing during the past five years
b. -they have done within the last three' .weeks.
c. they like-to do alone
d. they like to do w,rithother people (including family members f
friends and classmates)
e. they will still do ten years later
f. they would like to have to be a part of their future occupations
g. they would-like to have to be a part of their leisure
(Time needed: 8 minutes)
4. Ask students-t6 discuss with their group menbers which factors
g) will affect their job preferences more than others.(a to.
5. Discuss with all students why they believe certain factors are more
it portant.
6. Ask students to discuss with one of their group irembers what they
learn about their interests (e.g. they prefer doing things alone).
7. Ask students to share their interests and what they learn about
them in their small group (optional).
8. Discuss with students some similarities which may exist among
those interests and how they can affect career preference.
9. Ask students to examine the chart again and list three interests
which are most inportant and can affect their choice of a career.
10. Ask them to copy down these 3 interests in their Personal Profile.
(Time needed: 20 minutes)
Interests and OccupationsG. Activity Three
1. Ask students: In what ways are interests and occupation related?
(use other leading questions when necessary to make students
realize that interests can lead to job satisfaction and thus should
be considered when making career choice).
2. Ask students to corrplete the exercise in their Handbook (p.6)
together with their group mss. In the exercise, they have to
explore
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a) what interests would fit each of the following occupation:
social workers, news reporter.
b) what possible jobs would be related to the interests belay:
painting,, travel.
3. Ask students to list the'answers on the board. If possible, the
group facilitator should help.to expand the list.
1. Ask students what they learn from this activity. Group facilitator
can lead them to realize` that one interest will fit several jobs.
Likewise, one job may be related to several interests.
(T needed : 13 minutes)
H. Briefly-explain the homework assignments:
1. Do exercise 1 in Student's Workbook p. 8.
2. Do the two interest Surveys.
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Session T ree.What are my abilities?
Essential Conceits:
An ability can be-defined as the capacity to-perform one task or a
series of cc lex tasks successfully (Healy, 1982). It is basically'a
product of experience --people can acquire and improve their abilities
by doing exercises_ and drills. Ability cannot be ncasured directly
and thus, it can only be inferred f ran one' s performance and achievement.
Rationale
As. can be seen frc'n the want ads, a person's abilities play a very
in rtant part in determining whether he can obtain a particular job or
not.. It is also believed that.a person's abilities and aptitudes play a
significant part in the training or education he is likely to be
admitted to or succeed in, the work he' is able to perform and the
occupational .level. he is likely to reach (Herr& Carmer, 1979).
Super (1980) further hypothesizes that the more a person's abilities can
find outlets in the activities he engages in, the more satisfied that
person will be. In other words, if a person can implement in his job
what he excels in, he will feel happier and gain a higher sense of
achievement. In view of the above, it is necessary to help students
explore their abilities and to determine what types of jobs may be may
suitable for them.
The exploration of abilities takes place right after the
exploration of interests because for most people, the two are intimately
related. A person's interest in a particular thing may spark off his
enthusiasm for learning the skills essential for doing it well his
interests will further keep him doing and practising that constantly,
thus increasing the possibility that he can acquire and develop that
ability. However, it goes beyond doubt that for some, the two may not be
intimately related -they may have interest in scgnething and gain
satisfaction in it but they may not. necessarily have the essential
skills. Even so, in.such cases, if their interests are strong enough and
if they decide to implement them in* their jobs, then such interests can
suggest to them the relevant skills they need to obtain and motivate
them to enter certain train ncx courses..
Exploration of abilities is thus necessary at this stage--
students' formulated interest will suggest to them what skills they need
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and they can then decide what kind of-training or education they need.
At the beginning of this session, there will be a trier a.iscussion
about the two interest-surveys students do as homework assignments. This
discussion will ensure that students know the purposes and limitations
of such surveys, that they understand the various ways of classifying
interests, and jobs and that they know how to make good use of the
results of the survey (the results should only be treated as hypotheses
and students still need to reflect on their own experiences before
r9i chi nay whether the. results are valid or not).
Activity one that follows will focus on helping students see the
relationship.. between interests, abilities and occupation. As want ads.
is a good source indicating what skills are required for a certain job,
students have to first practice identifying the required skills frcn the
advertisements. Then they have to try to relate certain abilities with
obs and vice :versa:
In Activity Two students have to list ten achievements --things
they think are important and represent a sense of accomplishment to
them. Afterwards, each, with the help of other group members, is going
to explore and identify the abilities which he possesses and which
enables him to accomplish these tasks. This activity is based on the
assumption that if certain skills have enabled the individual to
accon plish something successfully before and have brought him a feeling
of success and achievements, they are very likely to be the strengths of-
that person and are likely to be pursued and repeated in the future. So,
if students can explore all the various types of abilities that
contribute to their past achievements, they will have a better idea
about the abilities they possess and their own strengths. Moreover, by
sharing their peak experiences with others, the. individual's self-esteem
can also be-enhanced (Laramore, 1978 Savary,Paolini Lane, 1975). This
is important because self-esteem can affect one's decision-making
ability but unfortunately, secondary school students in Hong Kong are
generally thought to have very poor self-image of themselves thus, it
is hoped that through this activity, students self-esteem can be raised
even though this is not the main concern of our program.
To help students furtxler clarify the strengths and abilities they
possess, students have to classify those abilities explored in the above
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activity. By summarizing the achieverrents and the utilized abilities in
a table, students can be helped to see that certain abilities do repeat
themselves in several life experiences. This signifies that these are
likely to be their strengths,..thus validating them for use in their
occupations.
Both Activity One and Two also require students to relate their
abilities with job preferences and educational or training
opportunities Fran some past researches, it is found that Trost Form 3
students prefer to study in a grammar school afterwards and few think
about enrolling' in the technical school and other training courses.
These exercises can. thus help students explore more educational
alternatives which may be mre viable and suitable for them.
Purposes: 1. To help students explore abilities.
2. To make students realize that their abilities will affect
then occupational choice and performance in the job.
3. To help students realize how abilities and job preferences
are related.
Objectives: 1. Student can.state 3 abilities.
2. Student can relate each of his stated abilities to at
least one job.
Procedure:
A. Discuss and clarify with students the interest surveys they do as
homework assignments.
Suggested discussion topics:
1. As the interest survey valid ? - check how many students completely
believe in the validity of their test results i.e. the tested
interests are the same as their expressed or manifested interests.
2. There are different systems of categorizing interests and jobs.
Demonstrate with examples (e.g. outdoor vs. indoor, blue collar vs.
white collar in addition to the two given in the surveys).
3. Purposes of categorizing interests - e.g. it can narrow down scope
of exploration, thus facilitating the career search. It can also
help individuals know what their interest areas may be. These then
serve as some hypotheses, making them further reflect on their own
daily experiences and decide whether they can accept or reject
them
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4. Clarify the categories used in Interest Survey 1- Data, People,
things. Ask students to classify jobs according to-.this system
e.g. D.J., school janitor.
5. A job may belong to more than one category. Demonstrate with
examples. (if possible,. use Interest Survey 2 here as the base for
discussion).
(Time needed flexible, about 10 minutes)
B. Activity one Abilities and Occupation
1. Ask students whether interest mans ability.
Suggested answer: No, one may have the interest in something but
may not have the skill to do it.
2. Ask students how abilities and jobs are related.
Suggested answers: one's interest in something will motivate him
to enroll in certain training or educational courses in order
to learn the related skills. Moreover, his interests will enable
him to get through all the hardship and complete the course.
Abilities will also enable one to get a certain job and to per-
form the job duties well good job preformance will lead to
other benefits like promotion.
3. Ask students to identify sources which can show them the abilities
required of a particular job (e.g. want ads., members working in
that particular field or organization, pamphlets published by
Labour Dept. etc.)-
4. Ask students to read the two want ads and identify the abilities
that have been stated as basic requirements for the job.
5. Ask students to complete Ex. 1 in their Handbook (p. 7) together
with their group rrembers. In the exercise: they have to explore
a) what abilities would fit each of the following occupations
social worker news reporter
b) what possible jobs would be related to the abilities below:
writing abiilty creative ability
(Ti rri needed :25 minutes)
C. Activity `Iao My ten achievements
1. Ask students to list ten achieverrients- things they think are
important and represent a sense of sortie accalishment to them
regardless of whether or not they are formally recognized.
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(Time needed 10' minutes)
2. Briefly introduce the,3 types of-abilities-- formally acquired,
informally acquire and naturally acquired.. Ask students to give
examples of,each.
3. Ask students to form. small groups, with four in each.
4. Each participant then takes turn to describe his achievements and
the behaviours contributing and leading to each. The other three
group members should 1 isten care fully,.atterpting to explore and
interpret the particular abilities needed for acccn plishing them.
5. once a participant has described an achievement, other hers can
ask'helpful questions like 'When you were the Chariman of the Music
Society, do you often organise activities ?' to facilitate, further
exploration. They need also exchange views about the abilities
needed.
6. The person who has described the achieverent can decide, based on
the group discussion, which abilities he will extract from the
achievement and list them on his handout.
7. The other group members will then take turns to explore their
achievements in like manner.
(Time needed: 17 minutes)
8. After exploration, ask students to,read the list of abilities they
have come up and select three which might have the strongest
application in their future work.
9. Ask students to decide whether they have already acquired those
skills and abilities.
10. Ask students to discuss with group members what kind of school or
training courses they need to apply for in order to acquire or
further improve those abilities.
(If they are uncertain about the training required and how and
where to get it, list them at the 'Let's chat' corner)
(Time needed: 8 minutes)
:D. Briefly explain the ha re ork assignments
1. Do the exercises on p. 14 and 15 of their WorKboox to ciassiry
their abilities.
2. Fill in the information about their academic studies in'their
Personal Profile. (Tirre needed: 5 minutes)
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Session Four What are my values?
Essential Concepts
1.Values. are the things the matter rrost to an individual. They signify
the relative worth, utility or importance he places on the various
eleents, in life and also reflect his own unique. way of looking at
the world around him (Carkhuf f, 1973 Chapman, 1976).
2. Values affect. the making of decisions. Values can give people a sense
of direction and purpose and have a bearing on people's choice of
goals as well as. the means for achieving them (Healy, 1975). They,
thus, serve. as guidelines which are usedconsistently and rationally to
deal with the various conflicting situations and decision-points that
confront them. In. view of these, a synonym for values may be reasons
--reasons a person. uses to make decision (Friel Carkfull, 1974).
Things to note: Tell 'students that the purpose of value clarification is
to find out the values which can affect their career decisions and they
are'not supposed to pass any judgments upon their awn or other people's
values, criticizing them as being vain or unacceptable.
Rationale
The exploration and clarification of values is included in the
present career guidance program because firstly, as values affect the
making of decisions, value clarification is an essential part of this
program which aims at helping students make career decisions more
effectively., Secondly, values play an important part in a person's
career search. If he knows his values clearly and tries his best to
match them with available careers, he is more likely to find a career
that will make him happy. Consequently, his chances of .obtaining job
satisfaction and success are much improved (Chapman, 1976). Thirdly,
Hong Kong is a place where several cultures meet western and eastern,
traditional and modern so people are pretty confused about what the
true values in life are. This, coupled with the fact that students are
given few chances in schol and family to clarify what their values are,
deems it necessary 'for students to. get to know more about their value
system in this guidance program.
Value clarification is introduced at this point because the concept
of value is more abstract and cankplex than the two explored before,
interests and abilities. This session concerns the exploration of the
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various values that have influence on various aspects of life whereas
the next session will focus specifically on work values-- values that
have.bearing on the choice of career.
Being a, value'clarification session, this session will, as depicted
by Miller and Benjamin (1975), include several components-- defining
values introducing a range of values., emphasizing the impact of values_
on actions. and decisions and helping students identify their own
personal values.
This session opens with a few topics for students to fantasize
about. AU topics aim at. helping students explore what are most
important for them. and what they would like to do most. In other words,
what their true values are. However, the purposes behind such
fantasizing exercises will not be disclosed to students at this moment
in order to motivate them (they may wonder what cs next) and to avoid
biased and dishonest answers on the part of students (if students know
'that the answers will represent their values, they may adopt a
judgmental attitude and are more inclined to give answers. that are
generally regarded as acceptable by other people).
As the concept of values is rather abstract, the group facilitator
needs to spend some more time defining it. Following the definition,
students are asked to list as many values as they can. This activity
can check students' understanding of the concept. However, as they are
only Form 3 students and have little knowledge of the possible range of
values, so it is advisable to give them a .list of values to facilitate
their later exploration and clarification.
Following this, students have to listen to a Cantonese song
'Happiness is...' in which the singer tries to depict what daily life
experiences can make him happy. Since one should feel happy, when one's
actions are congruent with values students can tell what the singer's
values are based on the activities which he enjoys doing. This activity
sensitizes students to the values implicit in others' action, which
paves-the way for the later exploration of their own values.
Next, to explicate that values can affect choice, students are
given a conflict situation and see how two people, with different
values, will react differentially to the same situation. This can
demonstrate to students how important a role values play in their career
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decision-making.
After knowing clearly what values are, students will then look at
their own answers to the fantasizing topics and explore, together with
group members, the-values which they believe are inherent in their
choices.
Finally, to stimulate further thinking so that students can move
toward a more canprehens ive way of valuing, students are asked to rank
order their .own values in order to recognize the priorities. Later
discussion with group. members about their own ranking will require
students to explain and 'defend their ranking. They can also listen to
others and rearrange their-ranking whenever necessary. All these help to
increase students' certainty about their values.
The hawork assignments aim at helping students realize the
relationship between values and occupations. They. will decide whether
certain values or jobs are well matched or not. Then they will apply the
'same principle to their own values and relate them to occupational
preferences.
Purposes: 1. To help students realize what values are and the role they
play'in career decision-making.
2. To help students explore their values.
3. To help students realize how values and job preferences
are related.
Objective: Student can state 3 values.
Procedure:
A. Activity One Let's Fantasize
1. Distribute handout prepared for this activity. (p.10)
2. The group facilitator reads out the following topics one by one and
allow approximately three minutes each for students to fantasize
about'it and write their answers down.
The topics are as follows:
a. Imagine now that your house were suddenly one fire, which 3
things would you bring along with you when you excaped
b. If you had a million dollars, what things would you do with the
money?
c. If the doctor told you that you only had a year left to live,
what would you do in that year?
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d.If you could change place-with someone, who would you like to be.
Alternative,: If you were suddenly given complete. freedom to do
whatever you want. for the next year and you did not have to'
worry about money, what activities would you choose and how
would you arrange your- tires?
(Time needed: 10 minutes)
B. Activities defining what values are.
1. Ask students to state some values.
2. Ask students to.compare their stated values with others and try to
define what-values are,
3. Define---what values are.
Values are things or beliefs which matter most to an individual and
which are being.-regarded as very important and desirable for him.
Values are something which we strive hard to get and we will
feel happy when we have attained it.
4. Demonstrate with examples what values are.
5. Ask students to brainstorm with group rrembers as many values as they
can and list them on the handout.
6. Distribute the handout (p.11) with a list of commn values in life on
them. Ask students to go through them and see whether they have any
queries. They can further add those which they have just explored.
7. Ask students to listen to the song 'Happiness is...' and try to
identify, together with their group, what the singer's values are.
8. Go over the singer's values together.
9. Explain that values, the beliefs we always hold on to, can tell us
what we ought to or ought not to do in certain situations. In other
wnrc1c. it influences how we act and how we make decisions.
10. Demonstrate with an example why values influence choice.
Exarrple: Peter and Paul are two brothers. They have a friend called
Tom who persuades than to go camping with him. Peter and Paul's
rrother does disapprove of their going caning. Peter's value is
obeying and respecting his parents Paul, pleasing his friends.
What would each do in this situation?
Expected answers: Peter will mast probably stay at home and won't
go with Tan whereas Paul will go camping with Tom.
(Time needed: 25 minutes)
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C. Activity Two Clarify your values
1. Explain to students that since values are somthing we regard as,
important and s ince. they are synonymous with reasons behind the
making of decisions, students can discover their own values by
.looking at the decisions-they make and analyzing why they make them.
2. Distribute approximately 15 small pieces., of paper (Coloured, if
possible) to students..
3. One at a time, each hers of the group should
a. share the answers he gives for each fantasizing exercises with
other group me -hers.
b. explain why he chooses them.
4. Im- diately after a number has shared and explained his choices,the
other members should help him interpret and extract values which
have influenced'his decisions. He can then write each value on a
slip of'paper. If a certain value has appeared before, he can
indicate the frequency of its appearance by adding strokes after it.
5. Student is given a sheet of paper with nine uniformly shaped boxes
on it(p.12).Students have to rank order their awn values and arrange
the slips in the appropriate boxes.
6. After having completed the ranking, each will explain to others why
the first three values are rrnst important for him. During discuss-
ion, students can make adjustments or rearrangements of their values.
7. When the final decision has been made, students can stick the slips
on the sheet.
Homework:
1. Do exercise 1 on p. 16-- determine whether the given values and
jobs are matched or not.
2. List the three most important values they have explored in the group.
Materials needed:
Cassette, tape with the song 'Happiness is...', small slips of paper for
Activity 2, glue.
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Session Five What are my work values
Essential Concepts
Work values are the short and long term desirable goals a person
tries to attain through working just like prestige, monetary reward and
so on. Often they are also the means a person accepts. as approporiate
for achieving those ,goals .like working safely, working, honestly,
working indoors and so on.(Healy, 1982). Thus, they signify specifically
the relative worth, utility or importance the individual.. places on the
various elements involved in work-and also reflect his own unique way of
looking at work (Carkfull, 1973 Chapman, 1976). Such attitudes towards
work make a notable impact on people's choice of occupations.
Things to note:
Tell students that their work values may not be exactly the sane as
their general personal values formulated in the last session even though
both types of values can affect their career choice. FOor instance,
their top personal value my be love and obedience towards parents',
which means that they will seek and pay much heed to their parents'
advice when choosing among jobs. However, their top work values may be
something different like 'interpersonal relationships', which may make
them more inclined to people type of jobs.
Rationale:
Since this is a career guidance program, since work values have
great impact on making career choice and since having a job consistent
with one's work values will more likely lead to the making of rational
choice and job satisfaction, this session will aim at helping students
explore and clarify their work values.
The clarification of general life values is introduced before the
clarification of work values because the former can pave the way for the
exploration of the latter-- if students knew clearly what values are
they are more equipped for relating values to work. Moreover, since
career plays a very important part in one's life and affects many other
aspects, the introduction and clarification of both types of values can
enable students to perceive how career and life are interrelated and
interact on each other.
As work values can be regarded as both the means and the end, so
there will be two types of activities in this session: first, those that
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aim at helping students, explore desirable work goals second those that
help students examine and discover. attitudes and feelings about
acceptable means of working
The session opens with a brief ir_troduction of work values and
students are required to list as many work values as they can think of.
A brief discussion afterwards can' indicate whether students have
mastered the essential concepts-of work values or not.
Following this, students have to explore their own work values
--the desirable work. goals-- in Activity one and moo. Activity One is-'a
value inventory which enables students to systtically reflect upon
their work.. values.. According to Healy (1975), the use of value
statements can enable people to examine beliefs, alert them to
particular values about which they are uncertain and stimulate them to
consider their prorities
Activity-Two aims at helping students review their past successes--
,the ten achievements .listed in Session Three--and explore why they
regard such experiences as successful and as something which they feel
proud of. The answers (e.g. it is challenging, it brings him monetary
reward) can indicate what experiences they generally treasure and this
romancrcYPst' tr) students what their work goals are.
Activity Three requires students to examine some common work values
through group discussion and debate. When debating with their own group
members, students can be stimulated to organise arguments for and
against a particular value in a systematic manner. If time allows, there
can be a class debate so that students can corm to a consensus about the
appropriate ranking. If there is not enough time, the ranking done by
each group can be recorded and sued up to arrive at a class ranking.
This activity can foster in students the right. attitudes towards work--
we work not only for financial rewards and there may be many other
factors which,are more inrortant than that when choosing a job.
Activity Four is a list of forced=choice conrarisons of the various
means- and characteristics-of work. The inventory enables students to
reflect upon their own values syste_xatically.. When relating those
characteristics to job preferences, students can also come to realize
the various factors which should also be considered when choosing ajob
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purposes: To Purposes 1. help students realize what work values are and the role
they play in career decision-making.
2. To help students explore their work values.
3. To help students realize how their own work values, and
job preferences are related.
Objectives: 1. Student can state 3 work goals.
2: Student can relate each of his stated work goal to at
least one job.
3. Student can state five characteristics or means of work-
which they regard as important when choosing_a job.
4. Student can. state three, jobs which are related to any
three of the above characteristics of work which they
regard as important,
Procedure:
A. Define what work values are.
1. Explain to students that the values explored in the last session
are general ones and though they can affect the making of
decision, some of there may not be directly related to choosing a
career e.g. love towards parents, friendship
2. Bring out the point that there are some values-- the work values
--which specifically influence our choice of a career.
-they are the goals which a person regards as important and
and valuable and. which are'something he tries to get through
working. Demonstrate with examples e.g. prestige, money.
3. Ask students-to form small group and try-to brainstorm as many
work goals --the first type of work values-as they can think of.
4. Distribute a list of work values (work goals) to students as
reference (p .13).
(Tirre needed: 15 minutes)
B.Activity one What are my work goals?
1. Ask students to go over the list Wand rate the irrortance of each
work values. Add any other values they can think of.
2. Ask students to select six work values which they regard as
iiortant and rank their iniortance.
(Time needed: 10 minutes)
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C. Activity Two Whv do Ivalue success
l. Ask students to:look at the ten. achievements they list in Session3
determine why they treat those experiences as successful and write
their answers in the given chart.
2. Select, the- three most iripirtant values from the chart.
D. From the nine work values they cow up in Activity 1 and 2, select
the three which they regard as Trost important.
E. Relate each of the three values to a job preference.
(Time needed : 15 minutes
F. Activity Three What are the nxost important work values when
choosing a job?
1. Ask students to rank the importance of the eight common work
values given them.
2. Ask students to discuss with their group members and come to a
consensus about the appropriate ranking (p.15).
3. Go over the ranking of each group to determine which ranking the
class will generally endorse.
(Time needed : 10 minutes)
G. Activity Four what type of work ct aracteristics will suit ire iiui
1. Explain that work values can also reter to people's attituaes
towards the type of work and. work environr nt they prefer.
Demonstrate with examples e.g. outdoor work, indoor work etc.
2. Ask students to go over the list of attitudes about work environ-
ment and characteristics (p.15,16) together with their group
meobers and try to find a job which match es each of the qiven
qualities.
3. Ask students to rate the importance of each themselves.
4. Ask students to decide which five are the most important ones.
5. Select three jobs which can fit at least three of them. Ask help
frcm other group me hers if necessary.
(Time needed : 20 minutes)
6. Ask students to describe what they know about work values.
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Session Six He w to set goals,?
Essential Concepts
1. A goal is a desirable end state that an individual strives to attain.
2. Goal.setting involves formulating answers to the following questions
Who is involved? what. is to be done? When and where will the
action be performed ? And why is the person moving toward that goal?
In other words, it requires an individual to decide on the desirable
end state to be reached and an action plan for reaching it. In view
of this, goal-setting and planning are often used interchangeably.
Rationale:
Marking the beginning. of the second part of this guidance program..
--the part on career decision-making, this session focuses on helping
students learn and acquire the skills of setting goals because firstly,
goal-setting means planning -- setting a goal necessitates making a plan
to achieve it as, well-- and thus this session can equip students with
the skills to make their career plans aftez.wards. Secondly, a goal
closely approximates a decision. Very often making a decision means
having a thorough grasp of. what we are trying to attain and accomplish
in other words, the goals. For example, a student may have to apply the
career decision-making skills in order to determine which job he likes
to pursue in the future. His decision--the preferred job--will become
his career goal and he may then need to make a career plan about what
kind of training, education and so on he needs in order to reach it.
Thirdly, even though the skills needed for setting goals and making
decisions are sometimes very similar, the goal-setting skills are
usually less complicated than the latter one which enrhasizes more
thorough exploration and weighing of alternatives, as well as more
extensive gathering of information. Hence, it may be easier for students
to first absorb the goal-setting skills, digest them and later apply
them to help make their career decisions
The session begins with a brief discussion about what a goal is and
why it is irruiortant and is included in the quidance program.
Students are then asked to list all things they need to attend to
when setting a goal. Then, they are given a hypothetical goal-setting
situation and are asked to set two goals for Mei-Fung -- the person
involved. These two exercises serve three functions: firstly, they are
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the pretests testing students, knowledge of goal-setting. Secondly, it
is .assumed here, that.' students have not acquired the basic goal-setting
skills- and thus may not .do' the above tasks efficiently. Hence, the group
facilitator can get hold of this chance to pinpoint the errors they make
and to arouse their need for. 'learning, the skills. Thirdly, the group
facilitator can r'eaiund students of the characteristics of a goal, for
example, by querying. whether the goals set by students are achievable,
whether they show clearly what the person has to do.
Then students are given the chart-showing clearly the goal-setting
process. The group facilitator will explain and clarify each step,
. derccnstrat ng it with the example of Mei-Fung used before. Student
participation is enlisted here so that, they krc,a clearly how to apply
the skills.
To give students more practice in goal-setting, the students,
together with their group members, will try to set another goal for
Mei-Fung and fill in the goal-setting chart for her. The topic chosen
for this exercise is s about how to reduce weight. This may lead to rrore
lively, interesting discussion and stimulate mare. student participation.
A brief discussion afterwards will indicate to students the errors they
make, the improvements that are needed. This will further reinforce what
students have learned before. Their ability to fill in the chart can
also demonstrate whether the objectives for this session are net or not.
As practice and drills can help students acquire the skills, so the
homework assignments provide students with one more chance to apply the
skills to setting their own goals. That goal will have to be achieved
within one week's time and students are asked to implement the plan to
see whether they can really reach the goal within the specified time.
Evaluation of that can indicate to students whether their goal and plan
is suitable or not.
Purposes: 1. To teach students the goal-setting skills.
2. To provide chances for students to practise the goal-
setting skills.
Objectives: 1. Student can fill in the goal-setting chart (Part 1 to 3)
correctly, indicating that they know haw to cone up with
a goal.
2. Student can write a specific, observable and measurable
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goal statement.
3'. Student can' set' his own. goal which can be achieved within
one week's time and which can satisfy some of his values.
4.. Student can make a good action plan--one that is-
systematic and that shows clearly the small steps and
action needed to implerrent the plan.
Procedure:
A. Discuss with students what a goal is.
- a goal-is a desirable end state that an individual strives to
attain.
B. Ask students to write down on the given handout (p. 17) the things
they have to attend to when they set goals.
C.- Ask students to con-pare. their lists with their group members.
D. A brief class discussion is held in order to come up with a list of
items students. believe are necessary in setting goals.
(Note: whether students are able to list all essential elements or
not, the group facilitator can choose not to disclose the
answers at this moment but instead ask students to proceed to
Step E.)
(Time needed: 10 minutes)
E. Practice One (pretest)
Present students with a hypothetical goal-setting situation and ask
them to set two goals for the person based on their knowledge about
goal-setting.
(The situation: Mei-Fung, a fifteen-year-old girl, always wants to
look beautiful and attractive. However, she is a bit fat-- she
is only 5 feet 1 inch tall but she weighs 120 pounds-- and her
friends always laugh at her fatness she is very unhappy about
this.-Meanwhile, Mei-Fung is also reserved and shy and she finds
that she'doesn't know how to handle the interpersonal
relationships. Consequently, she has few friends and she feels
lonely. She wants to make more friends.)
(Turn needed: 5 minutes)
F. Practice Two Teach students the goal-setting procedure
The group facilitator has to
--distribute the handout prepared for this activity (p.18-19)
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-explain each goal-setting step, denmnstrati.ng how to do it with
Mei-FUng's example (the part about improving interpersonal relation-. . _ , - -
ship).
-brainstorm with students. the various elements involved in the-
process (e.g. the obstacles involved,the setting of.objectives,
themaking of plan).-instead of merely readinq out all answers.
G. Based on the-process,'ask students what they need to.attend to when
setting goals. Write the correct answers back on p. 17.
Suggested answers:
- A. goal should. indicate directly and specifically what one is going
to do:
- The goal should be able to satisfy one's personal values. In other
words, values are the guiding. factors in setting goals.
- It should be an achievable one --one you can manage without a lot
of outside help or unforeseen good fortune. It shouldn't be too
high or else you will be disappointed if you find it difficult to
reach it.
- The goal stmt can tell in measurable and observable terms
under what circumstances an individual can say that his goal has
been attained.
- Time limit or target date should be fixed for the attainment of a
certain coal.
H. Discuss with students why setting goals is important and necessary.
Suggested answers:- setting a goal forces us to Trove from general
to the specific.
-helping us know clearly the direction toward which we are moving.
-forcing us to identify specific actions that can be and will be
taken to attain theoal.
I. Practice three
Ask students to form small groups and set another goal for Mei-Fung
(the part about reducing weight),to go through the whole process once
again and to record their answers on the chart given them (p.20)
J. Have a class discussion about the various possibilities of ccleting
that goal-setting chart for Mei-F ung.
Homework assignments : Each student has to set his own goal which is
likely to be attained within one week's time and fill in the chart
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Session Seven How to make decisions?
Essential Concepts:
1. A decision is a choice between two or more courses of action and is
made after a ccgarison of the possible actions and their possible
consequences.
2. Decision-making refers to.the rational and systematic process of
considering and choosing between alternatives and making up one's
mind about'a new course of action.
Rationale
The ,focus of this session is on teaching students what
decision-making is.-It is necessary to teach students the decision-
making skills as surveys conducted. before in Hong Kong reveal that many
students are undecided and at a loss when the decision-point is
reached.Hence, in order to enable students to grow towards independence,
to.gain a sense of agency and to make rational choices, the teaching of
decision-making skills is necessary.
In this session, emphasis will be placed on teaching students the
general decision-making concepts and skills which can help students deal
with various daily life decision. After students have mastered these
skills, they should be rrore equipped to cope with the more complex
nrcxcess i nvc)l ved in rnakin career_
The session begins with a quick review of the goal-setting process
because it is found out-from students' worksheets that many of them have
difficulties in figuring out what an observable, measurable goal is or
what an orderly,' step-by-step plan is. However, instead of giving
students a model answer to the exercise showing what their mistakes are,
additional exercises are provided --first, students are given several
goal statements, many of which are taken from their worksheets and are
asked to identify which are observable and measurable. Second, students
are given a jumble of steps for the plan and are asked to rearrange them
in logical order and to specify the time for implementing each. This can
make students realize that a plan should be formed of many small,
sequential steps and that fixing- the time eleirent is important in
goal-setting.
The inculcation of, decision-making opens with a brief discusssion
of the general decision-making concepts. Students are reminded of the
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value system.,which is ,.in full play when a -decision is made and which is
an integral component of nearly all decision-making models. Moreover, in
order to- prevent students from feeling fatalistic when faced with a
certain decision and to make.- them more ccnitted to their past or future
decisions, they are asked. to generate and examine any. seemingly 'have
to' situations and are helped to realize that options, unappealing
though they. may be,.,actually exist at those decision-points.
Then, students are presented with a systematic decision-making
model and under the guidance of the group facilitator, go through the
process step by step. Student participation is highly encouraged here so
that they 'can have real practice in decision making and consequently can
apply the skills more efficiently later. Problem areas can also be
discovered and dealt within the session.,
The hcrt ork assignment requires students to. apply the skills to
the making of any decision facing them. This can give students more
practice in decision--making and test whether they can master the skills
or not.
Purposes 1. To help students realize what a decision is.
2. To teach students the decision-making process.
Objectives: 1. Student can state a decision concretely.
2. Student can produce two possible alternatives.
3. Student can state two pros and one con for each alter-
native.-
4. Student can identify two desired outcare s of the
decision.
5. Student can fill in the decision-making chart correctly.
6. Student can decide which is the best alternative.
7. Student can indicate what the next action is in irr p le-
menting the decision.
Procedure:
A. Activity One Review of the goal-setting process
1. .Distribute the handout prepared for this activity (Pg. 21)_ The
handout is designed with the purpose of helping students review
the goal-setting exercise they did in the last session-- the one
about helping Mei-Fling reduce weight.
2. Go quickly over Steps one to three with students.
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3.. In Step Four, ask students.to look at the-goal statements and
determine which-are the measurable, observable ones.
4. In Step Five, each group of students is, given an.envelope. Inside
the envelope are small slips of paper. Each slip indicates, a. step
that can* be taken to meet-• the performance objectives. Students
are... then asked to rearrange the steps in order to come up with a
logical, step-by-step plan. They have to specify the time needed
for irrplementing the step, too.
5. Review with students what they need to attend to when setting
goals.
6. Discuss with students. why setting goals is important and
necessary. (Suggested answers for Step 5 and 6 can be found in
the program plan Session 6).-
B. Discuss with students what a decisiion is.
Suggested answers- a decision is a choice between two or rrore
courses of action and is made after a comparison of the possible
Ar-i-i nnc:z and-hAi r rmgci h1 P nnngPrniPnrPc_
C. Activity Two What will be their decisions
1. Distribute the handout prepared for this activity (p.22)
2. Tell students the situation and ask them to decide what those six
people, each having different values, will do.
Situation: Even though the weather is hot and the examination is
drawing near, you decide to climb up Ma On Shan next weekend.
You have six friends, each of them have different values-
A- friendship, socialization
B- close to nature, adventure
C- does things that he likes or that pleases him, ccnnfortable
life
D- good academic results, friendship
E- comfortable life, security
F- being popular, close to nature
What you you think their decision will be if you invite them to
go with you? Will they go?
3. Briefly go over the decision that the six people may make.
.D. Ask students whether they can make a decision if there is only one
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alternative.
E. Ask students whether the `have to'-situation really exists --people
sometimes claim that they must do something and there is no choice
at all, is that true? (whether students say 'yes' or 'no', proceed
to Step F)
F. Ask students to reflect-on their own past: experiences and give
examples of those.,'have to' situation.
If some give examples, ask students to. discuss with group ors to
determine whether there is really no choice at all.
If no ones gives example, the group facilitator can suggest a
situation which doesn't seem to offer any•choice at all but which,
upon careful examination, is found to offer some options, unappealing
though they are.
Suggested situation: Sono students may not like to study but still
they go-to school, must they really do so. Is there really no
choice at all_
G. Activity Three- How to make decisions?
1. distribute the handout prepared for this activity (p.22-23)
2. Go over each decision-raking step with students, demonstrating how
to implement each with the given example.
Example: Your mother tells you that one of your relatives hopes
that you can tutor his son every day after school. He will give
you a monthly salary of $120. You also need the money to buy
more records and books. However, you.usually like to play ball
games with your classmates after school. Moreover, as the final
examination is drawing near, you also need rrore time to study.
What are you going to do?
3,. Enlist students' participation in the decision making process.
Group discussion can. also be held, for example, to brainstorm the
possible alternatives, the pros and cons of each alternative and
the values involved in the decision.
4. Note the following guidelines when inclucating the decision-making
process which is described below:
a. state the decision concretely-- if possible, ask students to
state the decision in terms of the alternatives they have
available at the outset.
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b.state,.the last date by which the decision has to be made
--explain-to students the reasons why a deadline- is. important,
for example, it is man's habit to always postpone the making
of a decision and to try to engage in an 'endless' search for
information the pre-setting of a deadlines can put a stop to
the information-seeking process and prevent one fran'making a
late decision which may no longer be valid.
c. explore all possible alternatives- make sure that students can
brainstorm a• number of possible- alternatives,, and realize that
often the anwers to a certain problem may not simply be' yes'
or'no'. Remind students to search for information when
necessary.
d. explore the outc s of each alternative --ask students to list
the pros and cons.of each, alternative.
e. identify what the desired outcorres of the decision is --this
involves making students think of the values they want to uphold
when implementing a certain decision. If the decision is not a
very, complex one, the desired outcs are often some of the
pros stated before.
f. To judge whether each alternative can help to obtain the desired
outcomes and to predict the probabilities of each alternative in
order to find out which alternative is the best one. If the
decision is a simple one, students can find the best one by
considering the pros of each alternative and figuring out
whether they can use other methods to overcame the cons. If the
decision is complex, it may be advisable to use the
decision-making chart to help clarify their thoughts. Both
methods should be de onstrated in the session. The
decision-making chart has to be filled in by adopting the
following strategies:
-arrange the possible courses of action available horizontally
on the top.
-arrange the values or the specific desired outcomes vertically
on the left hand side.
-assign weights to the values (e.g. 1,2,3,4,5,6,7, or 3,4,4,5,6)
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-determine whether each alternative facilites or retards the
particular item on the value, hierarchy If it facilitates the
value, assign a plus+ sign. If it retards the values, assign a
minus- sign. Two or mre plus or minus signs can be given if
the alternative greatly facilitates or retards the value. If an
action can'. simultaneously facilitate and retard a value, the
(+-) can be used. Since the plus and minus counterbalance each
other,-it means no measurable effect is produced.
-multiply the number of plus or minus by,the weight of the item.
-add the column of positive and negative values for each of the
action. (The. method used. here is copied from R. R.. Carkhuff' s
Problem-solving Model, 1973.)
e.g. 1.accept offer 2. reject offer
-5+10money (5)
-8 +8freedom to allocate tiny (4)
0 Ulove towards parents (3)
- 3 +3- 3friendship (3)
-2+2help others (2)
1 4
-ask students to try to predict the possibility of implenrnting
each alternative and state that in percentage. If the
percentage is lcxa and they don't like to take risk, even though
a certain alternative can bring them many desired outcones,
they have to conrare it again with other less desirable ones.
h. make: an action plan for implementing. that alternative.
i. carrying out the plan-- As goal-setting and planning have already
been taught, these two steps do not require any detailed
explanation here.
Homework assignments: Students have to decide what they are going to do
in the coming summer holiday. They have to fill in the given charts to
illustrate how they come up with the decision.
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Session Eight He to seek information?
Essential Concept
Information is something (written or.' verbal) which gives knowledge in
the form of facts.
Things to note
The handout for this.session must be distributed separately and at the
time specified here. If the handouts are given to students at the
beginning, they will not try to think and-figure out answers to certain,,
questions just because all answers can be easily found on the following
pages.
Rational
This session is actually a continuation of the last one--decision
-making--though the focus shifts to career decision-making with empha s i s
placed on the role information-seeking plays in the process.
Information-seeking is emphasized here because firstly, personal
and career information is essential in.making career decision and this
is emphasized in almost all career decision rodels.Secondly, one of the
goals of career guidance is to facilitate the making of free and
informed choices. However, a choice cannot be free unless it is informed
and hence knowledge is needed not only about what alternatives there are
but also what personal and job characteristics have to be emphasized in
evaluating the alternatives (Herr Carer, 1979). Thirdly, the
situation facing a decision-maker when making a career decision is so
very complex that very often he has little objective basis for
determining what the outcomes or their probabilities might be. Hence, an
elaborate logical-mathematical decision-making model may not be as
profitable as providing decision-makers with adequate information or
equipping them with information- seeking tools so that they will have a
clearer view of the situation and consequently make their aan decisions
in a rational way (Gelatt Clarke, 1967 Smaby Tam inen, 1978).
Fourthly, as the range of students occupational preferences are so
broad. and as so many issues about the world of work have to be
considered, it is quite impossible and time-consuming to provide
occupational information to students directly. Hence, it is not the
main concern of this program to disseminate information to students.
Rather, students are helped to learn how to and where to search for
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information. Such information-seeking skills can be transferrable and
enable students to take nxore control over their own choices and future.
This, session begins.with a brief introduction of its purpose and
the- importance of information with' regards to decision-making. This aims
at arousing students' need to search for information.
Both Activity-'One, Two and Three open with-.asking students to fill
in some charts and .,.making them think of possible answers to the
questions or problems raised.like what's reckoned as career-information?
-where and how can an individual get career information? These can serve
as pre-tests of students'. knowledge, help them realize their own
weaknesses and make them consider the answers given afterwards more
readily.
The game 'Twenty Questions' used in Activity. One is an interesting
way of checking whether students know what the prime. factors pertaining
to any job are. Whether students.can or cannot cord up with the correct
answers can demonstrate the adequacy of their knowledge. The group
facilitator can then make use of the chance to point out what are the
essential factors which help them understand a job better before
distributing the suggested list.
Activity Three aims at presenting students with chances to really
participate in the interview of a worker. This is better than a taped
one because students' active involvement is enlisted and students'
errors can be unearthed and dealt with immediately afterwards.
The final activity also presents students with a stimulus situation
which closely resembles the actual situation in students' lives--they
,are expected to search for relevant information from want ads and career
pamphlets in the future. Moreover, their educational and career
awareness can-'be increased as they are asked to explore various jobs
appropriate for Form 3 and 5 leavers. They are more liable to feel and
sense the great range of jobs open to them, the variety of educational
and training courses they can pursue besides those offered in a typical
grammar school as well as the link.between education and work, which
indicates that sometimes the senior senc9arv schoolincr is not necessary
and may not help them attain certain career goals.
Purposes: 1. To introduce the career decision-making model to students.
2. To clarify the role information plays in career decision-
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making.
3. To clarify what self and job information students need
to know when making decisions.
4. To make students realize what sources and ways they can
resort to when, seeking info.atiion.
5. To ,provide chances, for studen-ts to practise two corn
ways of seeking information-interviewing workers and
reading newspaper and career pamphlets.
6. To increase students' educational and career awareness.
Objectives...: 1. Students, working in small groups, can identify from
want ads five jobs which Form 3 leavers can apply with
or without any training.
2. Students, working in small groups, can identify frcm
want ads five jobs Form 5 leavers can apply without any
special training.
3. Students can identify from pamphlets what institutes
provide the type of training for people seeking a
particular job.
4. Students can state any five relevant pieces of
information about a job after interviewing a worker.
Procedure:
A. Tell students the purpose of this session --teaching them where to
and how to search for information that is essential for making career
decisions.
B. Clarify the role that information-seeking plays in the decision-
making process. This can be demonstrated by the decision-making
situation used in the last session.
Suggested answers: Information is useful a) when exploring
alternatives (in the given situation, the students will have to talk
to his relative before he can decide whether his third and fourth
alternatives are acceptable ones or not) b) when assessing the
probabilities of outcomes- (in the. exanrle, the student may feel that
his rejecting the offer will make his relative angry however, he can
seek information from others as to what type of person she really is)
C. Activity One How to make career decisions? What kind of
information is needed?
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l.. Present. students with the career decision-making diagram (p.25)
2. Ask students to fill-in the information they think is needed for*
making.career decisions --personal information and work world
information.
(Time needed.: 5 minutes)
3. Check the essential self-information (values., personality,
interests, work' values, skills and abilities).
4. Check the eseential job information by playing the game '20
questions'
-the.group facilitator thinks of a job
-students are asked to raise questions that can be answered by
'yes' or no'.in order to discover what the job is.
-students can discuss with their group members what the job may be
or what.further questions can be raised
-if after asking certain questions, students believe they know the
answer, they can make a guess
-if all members cannot guess after asking twenty questions, the
group facilitator tells the answer
-the group facilitator tells students that a clever way of playing
this game is to ask questions about the prim factors pertaining
to any job
5. Distribute the handout.(p.26) on which are listed the essential
job information people should know about a particular job.
(Time needed: 10 minutes)
D. Activity Ztao Haa to search for work world information
1. Remind students of their responsibility to acquire career
information.
2.* Distribute the handout prepared for-this activity (p.27).
3. Ask S students to fill-in the chart which is about the different
ways of getting career information.
(Time needed: 5 minutes)
4. Go over the different sources and ways with students
Suggested answers:
People to talk to: parents, teachers, form masters, career
masters, counselors, guidance workers, workers.
Things to read :newspaper articles (about the recent or future
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trend of a particular-- occupation). want ads, pamphlets .,published
by the Labour Departrrnt, Telephone Directory especially the
.Yellow Pages.
Things to do :visit certain youth centers or Labour Departrent
offices, attend career.talks, s, exhibitions,. visit
certain organisations.
(Tim needed:. 10 minutes
E. Activity Three How to do job analysis
1. Tell students interviewing workers in related fields is an
excellent way of getting valid information about certain jobs.
2. Have students work in groups and develop a list of questions that
will help elicit-a broad picture of'-an occupation.
(Time needed-: 5 minutes)
3. Have student practise. interviewing techniques by asking the group
facilitator'(if possible, a,visitor or even one of the students
who did certain job before)'things about her job.
4. After answers are given, students have to record them on the job
analysis form (P.26).
5. While students are asking questions or after they have finished
asking, the group facilitator points out certain mistakes they
make and demonstrate skillful questioning.
6. A few minutes before ccxleting this activity, the group
facilitator can distribute a list of questions (p.28) students can
use during job interview and ask students to ask those they have
not yet thought of.
(Time needed: 10 minutes)
F. Activity Four what information can we get from newspaper?
1. Have a pile of newspaper cuttings --want ads and information of
training opportunities--and some career pamphlets placed in the
middle of the roan.
2. Tell students they can identify some factors related to career
f rdm newspaper.
3. Distribute the worksheets to students.
4. Ask students to work in groups, read the want ads and career.
pamphlets and fill in the worksheets. On the worksheet, they are
asked to first cluster and list jobs according to the MirLIMM
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educational qualifications.required. one group pertains to
jobs that require students to complete at least the Form Five
studies. The other pertains to jobs that. only require students
to complete the Form 3 studies or any other training courses. For
every job listed, they have to specify the required educational
qualifications (got from the ads) as well as the institutes that
offer such courses (can be found from the career. pamphlets).
(Tines needed : 20 minutes)
Homework assignment
Interview a worker and fill in the job analysis form.
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Session Nine Hcxq to make decisions? (2)
Rationale:
This session begins with a brief introduction of career path in
order to help student learn that firstly, career should be viewed as an
ongoing process Secondly, a decision that is made today will affect
those made in the future. Thirdly, when making a career decision, it is
advisable to look ahead and paln carefully for the future,too.
In Activity 'Two, a hypothetical situation and a decision-making
chart is given to students so that they are guided to go frcu one step
to another and try to make a decision for that fictitious person. The
design of this activity is based on the assertion that students can
'brush up' their decision-making and career planning skills when they
are- asked.to'brainstorm a decision for another person. The fictitious
person is a Form 3 student so that many of the things.discussed here may
help students:-in the near future. For example, the solution to that
hypothetical situation is likely to generate a wide range of
alternatives and to suggest to students what kind of educational and
training courses they can consider in addition to the academic type of
schooling.
This activity also serves the evaluative function. The personal
information of the fictitious student is not given with the intention of
..checking whether students know what kind of information to seek for when
making career decisions. Thus, they have to ask the group facilitator
for whatever personal information they find helpful in choosing a job.
The given chart can likewise check whether students can really make
decisions in the correct manner.
Purposes: 1. To enable students to practise making career decision.
2. To make them realize the essential factors and steps
involved in making career decisions.
3. To,help students understand the concept of career nat-h_
Objectives: 1. Students can fill in the decision-making chart
correctly, demonstrating that they have gone through
each step carefully.
2. Students can ask the group facilitator for two types of
the fictitious person's personal information which is
essential for making career choice.
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3. Students-can write a,logical three-year plan for the
fictitious person, demonstrating that they know. the .
concept of-career path and that they have made it based on
correct career information.
Procedure:
A. Activity-One What,' s a career oath
1. Explain to students why the concept of career path is in portant
when deciding upon the choice of a career.
Suggested answers: no one will be satisfied with staying in the
same post and job the whole life long thus it is. important to
know that other posts he can have or will be prcroted to in the
future.-
Career is on ongoing-process interspersed with decision-points,
each of which is influenced by former decisions and experiences.
Hence, knowing the career path can help one make clever
decisions at a specific point and plan carefully for the future.
2. Explain and demonstrate with examples what a career path is (an
example is given on p. 33)
3. State that career planning is essential. In order to have an
effective plan, we need to have a career goal (what's our
preferred job) and then plan ahead and determine how we are going
to reach it.
(Time needed: 15 minutes)
B. Activity Two Let's make decisions for Chic-Keun
1. Distribute the handout for this activity (p.29) which requires
students to help make a decision for a fictitious person. The
hypothetical situation used is as follows:
Chi-Keung is a sixteen-year-old Form 3 student. He has three
brothers'and two sisters and he is the eldest one among them. His
father diedjust a few months ago and his mother working in a
garment factory, has to shoulder the responsibility for supporting
the-whole family. Her salary, about $1500 a month, can hardly meet
the daily expenses. So she urges Chi-Keung to go out to work after
ccleting Form 3.
However, Chi-Keung always has very good academic results,
especially in Maths and Physics. All his teachers have high hope
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in.him, believing that he will definitely get good results in
the Junior Secondary Educational Assessrrent Test and
subsequently be able to secure a place in a subsidized granvar
school at the Form 4.level
2. Ask students to work in small groups and decide whether Chi-Keung
should` continue his studies or go out to work. wihat is his, career goal
and in correspondence with his goal, what kind of job or schooling
should he seek for now. Each croup should write down what they have
discussed in the given chart (p.31-33). If they find that they lack
certain personal information about the person, they can,ask the group
facilitator for it. If they need any career information, they should
find it from the box of career information placed in the middle of
the room.
3. Give help or ask challenging questions to stimulate students to
think harder while students are trying to make the decision.
4. Mark down the personal information students have sought for (for
evaluation purpose).
5. Tell students the personal information they should need and the way
of relating it to their decisions after half an hour's time.
6. Hold a class discussion about the correct way of making the
decisions, for example, list and brainstorm possible alternatives and
outcomes, explain how to relate values, abilities and so on to job
preferences.
(Time needed: one hour)
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Session Ten M decisions
Rationale:
Tins session aims at integrating and summing up all the things
students have clarified-and learned before in this program. In Activity
one :students will be presented with a'logical procedure of matching the
various-personal characteristics with the various jobs listed before and
eliminating jobs step-by-step so that finally students krill. be left with
three jobs which are very likely to match Trost of their personality,
traits. This can make students learn he to choose. a ,job by following a
sequential, process which requires them to do a lot of analytical
thinking. Moreover, this can indicate to students that a perfect man-job
fit is impossible and hence all they can, do is to get the more suitable
ones- and.then examine these in the light of other reality factors.
Moreover, students are reminded that their job preferences can be
regarded as a. career goal and hence they should examine whether the job
corresponds .with the characteristics of -a goal-- it should be
achievable and should satisfy some of their needs.
Activity Two enables students to practise career planning, which is
important because a.well thought out plan can give people directions in
life. Moreover, when making the plan, students can decide upon which
step they are going to take in the near future and also look ahead and
examine what this decision will lead to. Finally, when charting the
career path to the career goal, students can realize better whether
their own preferred job is a realistic, possible and obtainable one.
Students are also asked to write an alternate plan. This can make
them realize that they have to keep their plans tentative and that they
have to be ready to make modifications when necessary. Moreover, if an
individual has an alternate plan which can become operative if and when
the first plan cannot work as desired, then he has more security to move
forward. Hence,, students have to first identify steps which may require
another alternate approach, then they will select one and practise
making another plan. Later, students are asked to share their plans with
others so that they can help each other modify the plans if necessary
and also learn more about planning.
f Actually,'both Activity 1 and 2 serve some evaluative functions,
too. For 'example, in Activity One, the appropriateness of students'
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preference and his corrrnitr Ent to it are examined in the light of the
reasons he gives supporting his decision. Likewise, in Activity Two,
students.. have to indicate whether
they are satisfied with the plan and
are confident in carrying it. out, which will shear whether the plan is a
valid one to them nr not
The.. whole program ends with the playing of two songs. The lyric
signifies that everyone alike plays aPlays a contributing role in society and
also encourages, people to move forward towards their goal. These are
used with the purpose of making students leave the session happy with
themselves and are eager to act
Purposes:1. To make students realize haw to match their personal
characteristics with jobs.in order to decide which jobs
they prefer .more.
2. To help'students make their own tentative plans which are
to be,implemented in the near future.
3. To enable students to practise making plans
Objectives :l. Student can indicate what his job preference is after
following a.logical procedure of matching jobs and
personal characteristics.
2. Student can indicate what his most preferred job is and
he can give logical-and rational reasons to support his
choice.
3. Student can make a tentative three-year plan which is
logical, internally consistent and that helps him get the
job he prefers in the future.
4. Student can make an alternate three-year plan.
Procedure:
A. Activity One What' s my preferred jobs?
1. Ask students to get the two handout ready --students' Personal
Profile (p.1) and a list of jobs which they have been heaping up
since Session One (p.2)
2. Ask students to go over the list (ther will be at least 15
different jobs) and eliminate those less suitable ones by
following the procedure listed below. The group facilitator can
demjnstrate this on the board, too.
a) Write down the three dominant interest on the top of the 2 3
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column.
-Match each interest with each job on the list. If they are-
well matched, write a + If the jam, doesn't match the
interests but it doesn't affect the implementation of the
latter (e.g. playing' football does not match the job of being
a language teacher but being a language teacher does not stop
one from playing football after school), leave it blank. If
the job does not match the interest and it also affects the
implementation of the latter, use a-
-after completing the above, go through the master list
carefully and eliminate two that are obviously mismatched or
that are not good matches. (The number of jobs being
eliminated at each step is flexible. If student's list is-
long, they may eliminate more. However, try not to exceed more
than four or else the list will be much shrunken long before
the end of the elimination process.)
b) Write down the interests types on the top of the 4 & 5 columns
(from the two interest surveys done before, students should
know the three prominent interest types.
-match each type with each job. If the two are well matched,
write a +. If they are not, write a-.
-go over the list and eliminate two or three that are obviously
mismatches.
c) Write down the three dominant abilities on the top of the 6 &
7 colums.
-match each ability with each job. If the ability can help you
in doing a certain job, write a+. If the ability cannot,
write a-.
-go over the list and eliminate two or three that are obviously
mismatches. When eliminating certain jobs, try to think and
determine whether you can acquire those skills somewhere (e.g.
by taking a course) and whether you will be interested in the
training program. In other words, even if`-you have not got the
abilities now, it doesn't matter much as long as you can and
will acquire them in the-future.
d) Write dam the dominant values on the top of the 8 & 9 columns
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Give a weighting for each (e., g. 3 for the most. important 1
for the least important).,
relate each value to the.job, just like what studentJ..:.. have
done in the decision-making chart. For example, i f- a job
facilitates a .certain value, assign one or more plus
signs. If it retards it, assign the minus sign. Later
multiply the number of plus or minus by the weight of the
item.
add up. the total of each and elim-- inate three which have
the lowest value.
e )Write down the dominant work values (4 for work goals, 3
for work. characteristics) on the top of the 10-13 columns.
Give a weight to each..
relate each work value to the job. Assign the plus or
.minus signs and multiply them by the weight of the work
values.
- add up the total of each and find out which three have the
highest value. Those three should be the most preferred
jobs.
3. Ask students to look at the three jobs left behind from the
elimination process and judge which is the first preference,
which is the second and so on. Here, they can consider other
factors not considered before like the job market situation,
family expectations etc. Tell students that the preferred job may
not be the one they will seek for in the near future.
4. Ask students to give concrete reasons to support their choice. As
students' preferred job can be regarded as their career goal,
remind them that it should be achievable and should bring them
satisfaction upon achievinq of it.
B. Activity Two What are my future plans?
1. Ask students to make a tentative three-year-plan and figure out
how it can lead them tciards their career goal--their preferred
job stated in Activity One.
2. Ask students to identify one or more sequential steps in the plan
which may'require an alternate approach.
3. Ask students to select one of those steps and make an alternate
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plan just in case the first plan fails.
4. Ask students to refer to the box of career information placed in
the middle of the room when it is necessary.
5. Ask students to answer the follaaing questions after making the
plan
a. Do you think the plan is workable?
b. Are you satisfied with. the plan?
c. What kinds of difficulties or obstacles do you foresee or what
other decisions you need to make when making the plan?
H. What information you feel you still need to search for?
6. Ask students to share their 'plans with group members and if
possible, to improve it after discussing whether it is logical,
rational and workable.
(Time needed: 1 hour and fifteen minutes)
D. Suggestions: bring the program to an end by playing songs (e.g. 'The
Road Ahead' and/or 'Living in the Society') making some comments in
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職 業 歷 程 ( 例 子 ： )
建 造 業 訓 練 中 心 為 靑 年 人 提 供 的 一 個 有 組 織 有 系 統 的 訓 練 計 劃
以 一 個 中 三 （ F . III ）
離 校 生 為 例
（ 年 齡 約 15 歲 ）
低 於 中 三 程 度 者 可 循
序 進 至 ④
投 身 建 造 工 業
在 建 造 業 訓 練 中 心 習
藝 一 年 ， 每 月 按 考 勤
領 津 貼 360 元 （ 經 常
調整）。
視 成 績 介 紹 在 建 造 行 業 內
實 習 工 作 2 或 3 年 （ 視 行
業 而 定）
每 週 一 天 活 三 晚 在 工 業 學
院 進 修 （ 年 齡 約 為 18 / 19
歲 ） 凡 年 齡 由 15 歲 起 ， 19
歲 以 下 在 指 定 行 業 實 習 的
學 徒 須 按 此 方 法 進 修 。
同 期 每 週 一 天 在 工 業
學 院 輔 讀 工 藝 理 論
成 為 建 造 工
業 技 術 工 人
（ 19 / 19 歲 ）
日 間 工 作 ， 吸 取 經 驗
， 夜 間 在 工 業 學 院 進
修 G . 1 或 G . 2 課 程 達
至 中 五 （ F . 2 ） 程 度
年 齡 約 為 20 / 21 歲
日 間 繼 續 建 造 技 術 工 人 工 作 ，
晚 上 在 工 業 學 院 修 讀 建 造 技 術
員 課 程 三 年 ， 考 試 合 格 取 得 初
級 證 書 。 （ 是 時 年 齡 約 為 23 /
24 歲 ）
日 間 繼 續 建 造 技 術 工 人 工
作 ， 晚 上 在 理 工 學 院 修 讀
建 造 技 術 員 高 級 課 程 三 年
， 考 試 合 格 取 得 證 書 。
10 年 工 齡
技 術 員 初 級 、 高 級 證 書
技 術 員
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Annpndix 9 Opinion Survey Questionnaires (in Chinese)
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第 三 部 份 答 题 纸
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30
31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45
46 47 48 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60
61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72 73 74 75
76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90
91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100 101 102 103 104 105
106 107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118 119 120


